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PREFACE 
 

 Education is the backbone of nation. It is the education that creates societies and 

civilizations. Education plays a pivotal role in Modern Society and brings awareness in people 

and keeps them away from superstitious beliefs. It provides best possible settlement not only in 

India but also in many western countries. Education directs individuals to move on the right path 

at all times in life. A highly educated person can always manage things independently and lead 

his life with many comforts. Education makes students physically and mentally strong. It is the 

best investment for the people because well educated people have more job opportunities which 

give them satisfaction. An educated person is always respected in any part of the world and his 

talent is awarded and rewarded. It also makes the person to be positive. Sometimes people 

sacrifice their enjoyment and work hard day and night, because they realize that education is 

their passport for the further. Literacy rate depends on education. All the advancement in 

technology is due to education. Education is the ultimate factor that provides employment, so it 

plays a vital role in development of the country and also in raising the per capita income of the 

country. In order to eradicate poverty and promotion of knowledge and understanding in rural 

communities, education is essential. Education is a proper pathway to maintain success in life. It 

increases the ethical values and helps them to establish self-individuality. Education is not only 

learning about books but also learning about life. It rapidly increases one’s skill and awareness. 

One can identify the difference between good and bad. It provides mental food at all times. In 

life if education is there with us, there is everything in life. It is the best source to raise the 

economy. 

  A quality education provides the outcomes needed for individuals, communities, 

and societies to prosper. It allows schools to align and integrate fully with their communities and 

access a range of services across sectors designed to support the educational development of 

their students. 

 A quality education is supported by three key pillars: ensuring access to quality teachers; 

providing use of quality learning tools and professional development; and the establishment of 

safe and supportive quality learning environments. 



 The role of NAAC is very critical in spreading quality higher education. One of the major 

aims of the conference is to provide thought provoking facts with respect to current educational 

practices and to gain vision and future research directions to develop and expand the scope of 

value based quality education with context to NAAC. The topics discussed here – Top Ten 

Priorities of IQAC, Assessment of Excellence: The NAAC way with special Reference to 

Criterion Three, A Paradigmatic Enhancement in the System of Teaching, Learning and 

Evaluation, Assessment and Accreditation Problems f Quantitative Question in S.S.R. etc. are 

unique with reference to NAAC and IQAC. Various papers presented in the conference mainly 

focus on the said area of concern, covering major aspects like curriculum design, quality in 

research, resources utilization and efficiency in teaching etc. some of the vary critical areas are 

like interface between industry and education,  role and functions of quality assurance cell etc. 

are discussed and presented with intensive brainstorming  sessions.  

 We really feel proud and honored as a host of this conference. This conference has 

thrown light on some of the critical issues in quality education and role of NAAC at present and 

future. We are thankful to the participants who put their heart and soul to bring out significant 

issues in education to be addressed.  At the same time we are thankful to the keynote speaker, the 

referees, experts, volunteers and all those who have given their best to make this conference a 

success. 

 

Prin. Dr. Sangeeta Ghate 

29th Aug., 2019 
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A Review of Quality Improvement in Higher Education in 
India 

  Dr. Alpa B. Paghadal 
Prof. Malti B. Vala 

Introduction 

The University Education Report had set goals for development of higher education in 

the country .While articulating these goals Ramakrishnan Commission on University 

Education, 1948 -49 put it in following words :“The most important and urgent reform 

needed in education is to transform it, to endeavor to relate it to the life, needs and 

aspirations of the people and thereby make it the powerful instrument of social, economic 

and cultural transformation necessary for the realization of the national goals .For this 

purpose, education should be developed so as to increase productivity, achieve social and 

national integration, accelerate the process of modernization and cultivate social, moral 

and spiritual values.” The National Policy on higher education of 1986 translate this 

vision of Radhakrishnan and Kothari Commission in five principles goals for higher 

education which include Greater Access, Equal access )or equity(,Quality and excellence, 

Relevance and Promotion of social Values. The policy directions and actions covered in 

the 1992 “Program of Action “have been developed in a manner such that it translates 

these goals in to practice, giving the importance of the first three goals, namely Access, 

Equal Access and quality . 

Meaning of Quality 

The definition of quality teaching depends on the meaning of “quality”, a multi-layered 

and complex word. Quality can be defined as an outcome, a property, or a process. 

Therefore, it is hardly surprising that the phrase “quality teaching” has been given several 

definitions because definitions of quality are “stakeholder relative” (Harvey etal., 1992). 

Tam (2001) also found that all stakeholders held their own view of what quality in 

education means to them. Some scholars define quality in higher education as the process 
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of quality enhancement. Hau(1996) argues that quality in higher education and quality 

teaching in particular, springs from a never-ending process of reduction and elimination 

of defects. Argyris and Schön(1974) believe that quality is driven by the inquest: “Are we 

doing things right?” and by the complementary question: “Are we doing the right 

things?”Definitions of quality in higher education as an outcome, a property or a process 

are not necessarily in conflict, and can potentially be used by higher education 

institutions as complementary. As a result, the review does not adopt one definition of 

quality teaching and optsinstead to look into how the institutions have defined quality 

education. Vision and Goals India has emerged as a global leader and a strong nation at 

the turn of this century. Education is the key to the task of nation building as wellas to 

provide requisite knowledge and skills required forsustained growth of the economy and 

to ensure overall progress. The Indian education system recognizes the role of education 

in instilling the values of secularism, egalitarianism, respect for democratic traditions and 

civilliberties and quest for justice. It aims at creating citizense quipped with necessary 

knowledge, skills and values to build an inclusive, just and progressive scythe three 

pillars of education are expansion, inclusion and excellence. Our Vision is to realize 

India’s human resource potential to its fullest, with equity and excellence. 

Education in a Changing Global Scenario 

In the present context, education policies and strategies have to reckon with emerging 

challenges and opportunities that come from increasing globalization.The task of nation 

building has to take into accountin creasing demand for certain professional skills and 

knowledge that is linked to the labour market. Aglobalized world will ultimately require 

the outsourcing of human skills in regions which will witness a “demographic deficit”. 

Skilled human capital will have to be imported tocertain regions to sustain economic 

growth. This can offer tremendous opportunities for employment andgrowth provided the 

youth are equipped with requisite knowledge and skills in this era of Globalization and 

Internationalization of education, there will be impetus to mobility of people including 

students, teachers and researchers. The main challenge, therefore, is to provide the 

requisite opportunities through investment in schools, colleges and universities. The 

access to quality education for all willcreate an environment whereby the fruits of 
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developmentand growing opportunities are available to all sections.A further challenge is 

to ensure that the foreign institutionscoming to India also fit in with the developmental 

goals ofour nation. Faced with the complexity of current and future global challenges, 

institutions of education havethe social responsibility to advance our understanding 

ofmultifaceted issues, which involve social, economic,scientific and cultural dimensions 

and our ability torespond to them.  

1. Quality Improvement in Higher Education 

Academic Reform Transformation of higher educationrequires specific strategies for 

academic reforms at theinstitutional level. Quality improvement in highereducation has 

been initiated through restructuringacademic programmes to ensure their relevance 

tomodern market demands. Complete revamping ofteaching/learning methods from 

instruction and rotelearning to interactive process that encourages creativityand 

innovation and is based on compulsory seminartutorialsis being advocated in the 

universities andcolleges. Some universities have begun to followsemester system, 

modification in assessment andexamination methods, teachers� assessment, 

acceptanceof grade and credit system and other related reforms. The introduction of 

credit system in Indian universities willcontribute to the development of quality in 

highereducation through using a common and transparentsystem for the measurement and 

expression of academicwork and learning outcomes of the students. This willalso 

facilitate the mutual recognition of degree andqualification and will also ensure 

compatibility with theacademic norms practiced in similar institutions in Indiaand 

abroad. UGC has written to all universities about theneed to adopt credit system with 

credit accumulationalong with other academic reforms while some of theuniversities have 

introduced the system recently, manyothers are in the process of introducing the same. It 

issuggested to introduce the credit system in phases.Inthe first phase the universities may 

consider to adopt thecredit system in a few departments followed by theacceptance of the 

credit system across all departments. In the second phase, universities may ask all 

theautonomous colleges to follow the credit system and asthe condense develops, the 

credit system may beintroduced at the undergraduate level. The whole processmay take a 

longer time period depending on the maturityof the academic system. Technical 
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Education Quality Improvement Programme (TEQIP) was conceived and designed as a 

long termproject to support excellence and transformation in Technical Education in the 

country. TEQIP Phase-Iimplemented with the assistance of World Bank as acentrally 

coordinated Central and State Sector Projectwith a total cost of Rs. 1,339 crore from 

March 2003 toMarch 2009. Out of this Rs. 306 crore was CentralComponent and the 

remaining Rs. 1033 crore was StateComponent. The cumulative expenditure up to 

31stMarch, 2009 was Rs. 1321.80 crore which is 99% of thetotal project allocation. 

Based on the achievements madeduring TEQIP Phase-I, TEQIP Phase-II is to 

beimplemented as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme (CSS) with the assistance of the World 

Bank at a total cost ofRs. 2,430 crores out of which Rs. 1395.50 cores will beWorld Bank 

assistance, Rs. 500 crore Centralcontribution and Rs. 518.50 crore State contribution 

fromthe participating States and Rs 16 crore from the privateunaided institutions. The 

funding pattern will be 75:25between the Centre and the participating States and forNorth 

Eastern States it will be 90:10. The TEQIP-IIproject is for duration of 4 years covering 

about 200institutions based on competitive funding and likely to beeffective from 2010-

11. The central objective of the 11thplan is now focused on “Expansion of enrolment in 

highereducation with inclusiveness, quality, and relevanteducation and supported by 

necessary AcademicReforms in the university and college system. These studies have 

given necessary input in evolving theperspective on each of these objectives. Since 

thesestudies are based on the serious research andexamination of official data, the 

findings in many waysare new and insightful. The finding also presents theemerging 

issues in higher education system in thecountry and the possible way out. Since the 

studies arerich and new in their content the UGC decided to publishthem in the form of a 

report for the use of the academiccommunity. We are hopeful that the central and 

stategovernment, academic administrator, policy maker,educational institutions, and 

researchers will find theinsights of these studies of use for various purposes.  
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2. Declaration of public expenditure has been uniformacross all State 

It is not surprising to observe that there has been almosta uniform pattern of deceleration 

of public expenditure inhigher education across all states, this fact of uniformpattern of 

deceleration of public expenditure across allstates proves a systemic trend and slow 

withdrawal ofstate funding of higher education. It may, however, quiteinteresting to note 

that three states -Gujarat, Karnatakaand Tamil Nadu, showing the highest deceleration 

ingrowth rate of public expenditure on higher education,are those states which, along 

with Maharashtra andAndhra Pradesh, experienced a greater degree ofprivatization and 

even commercialization of highereducation. States like Himachal Pradesh, Bihar, 

Assam,Kerala, and Madhya Pradesh show lesser degree ofdeceleration in public 

expenditure on higher education.  

3. Role of institutional component in quality teaching. 
3.1 Executive body 

Institutional leadership and decision-making bodies havea fundamental role to play in 

shaping the institutionalquality culture. They are often the initiators of 

qualityteaching initiatives. A sustained commitment to qualityteaching by senior 

management is necessary for leadingthe whole institution towards the common goal 

ofenhancing the quality of teaching. In the definition ofquality teaching Involving 

teachers ensures that theinitiatives are responsive to needs and promotes a senseof 

ownership. Adequate time, human resources, fundingand facilities must be dedicated. 

Opportunities can alsostem from external factors that encourage institutionalreflection 

on quality.  

3.2 Teachers 

New Dimensions of their Role Special emphasis onvalue-oriented education will 

impart a new dimension tothe role of the teacher. For value-orientation cannot 

beimparted without teachers� own value-orientation andintegral development of 

personality cannot be fulfilledwithout teachers developing their own 
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integralpersonality.The role of the teacher will include the task ofchanging the 

tendencies of egoism and domination thatare the ultimate causes of division and war. 

It isparticularly for this reason that a new programme ofteaches, training has to be 

envisaged, and thisprogramme will not only cater to the continuousdevelopment of 

professional skills but also continuousdevelopment of teachers� ethical and spiritual 

abilities. Quality teaching initiatives provide an occasion forteachers to think about 

their own role in the enhancementof quality: these initiatives help them to teach 

better. Technology-based teaching (e.g. the e-learning platform),intranets and 

discussion forums are essential tools thatcan improve student-to-teacher interaction 

and assessstudent progress. Teachers are the central actors for areflection on the 

evaluation criteria of quality teaching: Which aspects have to be addressed and which 

changeshave to be put in practice? Collaboration with the qualityunits in the design 

and implementation of curricula can bea good starting point. Teaching is a dynamic 

activity,which has strongly subjective aspects that depend onpersonal and collective 

philosophy.  

3.3 Students 

The main primary beneficiaries of quality teachinginitiatives are Students. Students 

can collaborate withteachers and leaders in the definition of the initiativeInteraction 

in teaching, learning environments, qualityand teacher attitudes are essential. Student 

groups canbring new ideas and influence the institutional policy onquality teaching 

by launching discussions and raisingproblems. These special bodies dedicated to 

theimplementation and monitoring of quality teaching policiesplay a pivotal role in 

supporting, explaining andadvocating institution-wide policy on quality 

teaching.External inputs and good practices examples can becaptivated through an 

open-oriented approach that iscreating a communication network with quality 

assuranceagencies and external partners.  
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4. Conclusion 

Quality has both absolute and relative meanings. Theconcept of absoluteness in quality 

props up the moral ofthe higher education system at the delivery end and atthe receiving 

end i.e. Institutional and Studentsrespectively. The quality of a higher education 

systemmay be seen from the point of view of norms andstandards, which may evolve 

depending on the need ofthe hour. The alternative dynamics for teacherpreparation and 

the sustaining quality in teacher input,like: Curriculum design and development; 

Curricularpractices vis-à-vis Evaluation of learner’s performanceand progress vis-à-vis 

curriculum evaluation; and, Qualitymanagement practices become crucial. The quality 

ofthese components may also differ from institution toinstitution. Therefore, sharing of 

the experiences amonginstitutions on quality issues may generate ideas forevolving 

norms and strategies for their quality assuranceof management processes, curricular 

inputs andpractices and the evaluation system as well.  
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Innovations in Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment 

Dr. Amit. Y. Kapoor 

Abstract 

Education, being a social institution serving the needs of society, is indispensable for 

society to survive and thrive. It should be not only comprehensive, sustainable, and 

superb, but must continuously evolve to meet the challenges of the fast-changing and 

unpredictable globalized world. This evolution must be systemic, consistent, and 

scalable; therefore, school teachers, college professors, administrators, researchers, and 

policy makers are expected to initiate the theory and practice of teaching and learning, as 

well as all other aspects of this complex organization to ensure quality preparation of all 

students to life and work. Educational productivity is the need of the hour. It is time we 

created the next generation of learners. Innovation is important in order to bring about a 

shift in educational goals and objectives towards using educational systems to prepare 

learners as functioning citizens of the twenty-first century. It is needed to inculcate in the 

learners a desire to learn the basic skills of learning. In the present research paper, the 

researcher seeks to provide an overview on innovations under the three rubrics – 

curriculum, pedagogy and assessment. The researcher suggests certain innovative 

methods which can be adopted in all three – curriculum, pedagogy and assessment. The 

innovations in curriculum include valuing diversity, connecting theory to practice, 

strengthening content knowledge, mentoring and enhancing digital literacy. The 

pedagogical innovations include brainstorming techniques, teamwork, storyboarding, 

role playing, audio-visual tools and puzzles and games. Finally the innovations in 

assessment include interviews, questionnaires, student journals and project-based 

assessment. The innovative methods mentioned in the paper are suggestions. The 

innovations and best practices would help create policies, systems and practices, ensuring 

quality education in the long run. 

Index Terms: education, innovation, curriculum, pedagogy, assessment 
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Research Article 

Introduction 

The term “innovation” has its roots in the Latin word “innovare” which means “to 

renew or change”. Innovation could be described as “the introduction of something new” 

or “a new idea, method or device”. It differs from invention or renovation in that it 

signifies a substantial change or departure from current practice within an existing 

framework.  

Education, being a social institution serving the needs of society, is indispensable for 

society to survive and thrive. It should be not only comprehensive, sustainable, and 

superb, but must continuously evolve to meet the challenges of the fast-changing and 

unpredictable globalized world. This evolution must be systemic, consistent, and 

scalable; therefore, school teachers, college professors, administrators, researchers, and 

policy makers are expected to initiate the theory and practice of teaching and learning, as 

well as all other aspects of this complex organization to ensure quality preparation of all 

students to life and work. 

Innovation is important in order to bring about a shift in educational goals and objectives 

towards using educational systems to prepare learners as functioning citizens of the 

twenty-first century. It is needed to inculcate in the learners a desire to learn the basic 

skills of learning. 

Curriculum: An Introduction 

The term “curriculum” refers more specifically to a planned sequence of instructions, or 

to can be defined as the totality of the learner’s experiences during the educational 

process. It refers to a set of learning goals articulated across grades that outline the 

intended course content and its effective deliverance so as to achieve the desired 

objectives. Hilda Taba defines it as: 
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 “All curricula, no matter what their particular design, are composed of certain 

elements. A curriculum usually contains a statement of aims and specific objectives; it 

indicates some selection and organization of content; it either implies or manifests 

certain patterns of learning and teaching, whether because the objectives demand them 

or because the content organization requires them. Finally, it includes a program of 

evaluation of the outcomes.” (Taba: 1962) 

Innovations in Curriculum designing  

Curriculum designing has a vast scope because it is not only about the Institution, the 

learners and the teachers. It is also about the development of society in general. In 

today’s knowledge economy, curriculum designing plays a vital role in improving the 

economy of a country. 

 Valuing diversity 

A class that a teacher addresses consists of a group of diverse learners. A diverse learner 

is one who is racially, ethnically, culturally, economically and or linguistically diverse. 

He is a learner who learns differently from the majority. Teachers should always 

emphasize on what the learners can do well rather than what they cannot do. They must 

demonstrate respect for, and appreciation of, cultural differences of the learners. They 

must take into account the experiences, concepts and linguistic skills that the learners 

possess and should work towards expanding their horizons and learning more. 

 Connecting theory to practice 

A teacher should see to it that the learners are able to connect the theories taught to them 

in the classroom to real-life situations. In this regard the learners can be taken for 

educational tours or field visits so as to strengthen their ideas. It is the need of the hour to 

enhance the lab to land experience of the learners. 
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 Strengthening content knowledge 

If the learners are expected to attain high levels of achievement, the teachers require not 

only well-developed pedagogical skills but also a deep and clearer understanding of the 

content knowledge. Without it the teacher would be unable to make the content easily 

accessible to the learner. In order to strengthen their content knowledge the teachers must 

be encouraged to attend faculty development programmes and carry out research in their 

respective discipline. 

 Mentoring 

The term mentoring has been defined by Murray and Owen as: 

 “A deliberate pairing of a more skilled or experienced person, with a lesser 

skilled or experienced person, with the agreed upon goal of having the less experienced 

person grow and develop specific competencies.” (Murray: 1991) 

Mentoring is a goal-oriented activity and is based on an agreement between the mentor 

and the mentee. The focus in mentoring is on the mentee. It is considered as the best way 

to support the mentee’s own learning process. Mentoring is an inclusive term that takes 

into consideration various things such as supervision, consultation and coaching. A good 

mentor should possess qualities such as knowledgeable, friendly, passionate for learning, 

resourceful and easily approachable. 

 Digital Literacy 

Creating a digital literacy curriculum can be based on students’ developmental stages, 

and educators should be cognizant of both the risks and myriad learning opportunities 

that technology integration and utilization in the classroom may provide. With increasing 

numbers ofteachers using technology in the classroom and schools permitting students to 

become engaged with content via digital literacy, some schools are adopting formal 

digital literacy curriculum and digital literacy plans. Perhaps as a result, Google has 
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published a plethora of resources about understanding digital literacy and digital 

citizenship, including YouTube videos, teacher’s guides and lesson plans. 

Digital literacy may encompass simple student tasks, such as creating classroom 

presentations, or more intricate, collaborative work, such as video clip creations or 

posting online “mind-maps” using digital tools. The field of digital literacy will continue 

to grow in importance in the coming years as new approaches to learning via new 

technologies are embraced. 

Pedagogy: An Introduction 

Pedagogy is an academic discipline that deals with the theory and practice of teaching 

and the manner in which they influence student learning. Pedagogy informs teachers 

about their actions, judgments and teaching strategies while keeping in mind the different 

theories of learning, understandings of students, their needs, their socio-economic 

realities and their interests. Pedagogy enables teachers to influence student learning with 

an intention to capture the attention of students. Pedagogical methods of teaching 

theoretical concepts help students to enhance their memory retention by recollecting all 

the ideas that were long discussed in their classrooms. The teacher can devise different 

strategies guided by the learner’s pre-conceived knowledge and experience, environment 

and situation. 

Innovations in Pedagogy  

It is impending on the Higher Education institutions of today to overhaul the pedagogical 

methods so as to ensure quality delivery. The focal point of the mission of any Higher 

Education Institution has to be the creation of knowledge through research. The learners 

at all levels should become active participants in research-led learning. The Institutions 

need to spark and nurture the imagination and creativity of the learners and thereby 

enable the process of innovation. A pre-requisite in this direction would be research-

enabled faculty-members who can implement modern pedagogical practices.  The use of 
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these methodologies would ensure the imparting of quality education through tested 

means. 

The researcher would like to propose a few innovative strategies for modern pedagogy. 

Some of these strategies are already in use but have not been able to create a deep impact 

on education. 

 Brainstorming Techniques 

Brainstorming is a potent exercise to infuse excitement into learning. When learners are 

encouraged to come up with different ideas without the fear of being judged whether their 

idea is  

right or wrong, they will find brainstorming sessions engaging and interesting. They will 

begin to actively participate in such sessions by following certain ground rules that 

should be in place before the start of the session.  

 Teamwork 

It is a well-established that team work always reaps good results. With a lieu to 

reinvigorate the teaching-learning process one could think of incorporating the 

suggestions and recommendations made by the colleagues. Every teacher may come up 

with some interesting strategies which can then be put into practice. 

 Storyboarding – A Stimulating Teaching - Learning Practice 

The well-known British author Rudyard Kipling very aptly states: “If history were taught 

in the form of stories it would never be forgotten.” It is a proven fact that any subject that 

is delivered using the storyboarding technique is bound to ensure longer memory 

retention. The teaching sessions could be made more interesting by making use of 

storyboards or rendering important topics using the pictorial methods of narration. The 

use of such activities would certainly ensure simplification of complex ideas and make 

teaching enjoyable. 
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 Role-playing 

Role-playing is an effective method that helps the learners hone their interpersonal skills. 

The learner would be expected to break the cocoon and step out of their comfort zone and 

exhibit their creativity. Making use of such a method would help encourage the learner to 

put in their best effort to perform the role assigned to them to its fullest. This method is 

bound to provide a  

lab-to-land experience to the learners. They would be able to relate the academic material 

delivered to them to real world situations. Role-playing can be effectively used to teach 

learners belonging to any level. The teacher can innovate and customize the material as 

per the needs of the learners. 

 Audio-visual tools 

A judicial use of audio-visual tools can come in as a handy substitute to the textbooks 

being used for the deliverance of material. Such tools could include working models, 

advertisements, movies, images or graphics and other mind mapping and brain mapping 

tools. These tools would  

certainly boost the imagination of the learners. It would also sharpen their listening skills 

and thus help them understand concepts in a much better manner. A teacher can also 

think of using slideshows or power point presentation to create interest in the learners. 

 Puzzles and games 

Learning would certainly become fun if the teacher is able to make use of puzzles and 

games. The learner may not require making conscious efforts if the material is delivered 

through games. These innovative tools can help impart quality education to the learning 

fraternity saving them from the strain that accompanies academics. In these days of 

technological advancement, the teacher can make use of infotainment games and puzzles 

which can usher in creativity in the learners and also stimulate their motor skills. 
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Assessment: An Introduction 

In the present educational system, assessment is considered as important as teaching-

learning. Assessment allows adjustments and improvement that need to be brought about 

in teaching-learning. In order to design successful assessment measures, one has to begin 

with strategic planning so that it renders the required information to decide whether 

teaching-learning has been carried out effectively or not. 

Innovations in Assessment 

An evaluator is very similar to a carpenter in that he has to have as many tools as a 

carpenter has in his toolbox. The evaluator has to select the method that is best suited for 

a given assignment. Though there are no fixed rules for assessment, but there are some 

innovative methods that can be implemented. 

 Interviews 

Interviews can be effectively used for the assessment of the different topics in an in depth 

manner since they add the human dimension to assessment. They can help discover an 

individual’s feelings, perceptions and opinions.  They allow a scope to more detailed 

questions and ensure a high response rate. Answers to sensitive topics which the learners 

may feel uncomfortable discussing in a larger group can be received using this method. 

They are able to provide more authentic results. 

 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires are the most cost effective means of assessment. They can be placed on 

the institutional website or can be emailed to the learners. The responses can be collected 

and stored online. This method has little or no cost depending on how they are 

administered through a strong targeting. They can help provide the most accurate results. 

Besides being cost-effective,   
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questionnaires are flexible and can be devised according to different target groups. They 

can enable speedy results as compared to other methods of assessment. 

 Student journals 

Students can be asked to maintain journals in which their comments and responses could 

be recorded. The journals can be analyzed for changes during a period to assess increases 

in confidence and understanding. They can also reveal possible changes which need to be 

made along the way. Journals can thus turn out to be more productive in the assessment 

of learners. 

 Project-based assessment 

Project-based assessments are an alternative to tests that allow students to engage with 

their learning in more concrete ways. Instead of merely being assessed for theory, a 

hands-on project asks students to apply what they've learned to an in-depth exploration of 

a topic. A teacher can use projects as part of assessment in place of a traditional 

examination method. The projects are authentic in that they provide real-life 

experiences and opportunities to apply learning to areas that affect students' communities. 

Well-designed project-based assessments provide significant feedback to students about 

their progress along the way. Instead of waiting for the results of a single test, they can 

make their own goals and benchmarks to track their learning. 

Conclusion 

It can thus be concluded that by effectively implementing the above-mentioned 

innovations in curriculum, pedagogy and assessment, the teacher and thereby the 

institution can cater to the diverse needs of the learners. Curriculum development should 

be viewed as a process by which meeting student needs leads to improvement of student 

learning. It must be adaptable to changes in the education and the society in general. 

Pedagogy helps to make a range of instructional strategies and resources to match the 

variety of student skills and to provide each student several ways of exploring important 

ideas, skills, and concepts. Assessment affects decisions about grades, placement and 
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advancement. Assessment inspires us to ask these hard questions: "Are we teaching what 

we think we are teaching?" "Are students learning what they are supposed to be 

learning?" "Is there a way to teach the subject better, thereby promoting better learning?" 
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Quality Improvement in Higher Education 

                                                         Assist. Prof. Dharmishtha V. Oza 

Introduction : 

India is the single largest provider of global talent, with one in four graduates in the 

world being a product of the Indian system.India has one of the largest Higher Education 

system in the world. Over the last two decades, India has remarkably transformed its 

higher education landscape. It has created widespread access to low-cost high-quality 

university education for students of all levels. With well-planned expansion and a 

student-centric learning-driven model of education, India has not only bettered its 

enrolment numbers but has dramatically enhanced its learning outcomes.A differentiated 

three-tiered university system – where each tier has a distinct strategic objective – has 

enabled universities to build on their strengths and cater across different categories of 

educational needs. Further, with the effective use of technology, India has been able to 

resolve the longstanding tension between excellence and equity. India has also 

undertaken large-scale reforms to better faculty-student ratios by making teaching an 

attractive career path, expanding capacity for doctoral students at research universities 

and delinking educational qualifications from teaching eligibility. 

Improving the Quality of Education : 

             By concentrating so heavily on graduation rates, policy makers are ignoring 

danger signs that the amount that students are learning in college may be declining, 

writes Derek Bok. Increasing graduation rates and levels of educational attainment will 

accomplish little if students do not learn something of lasting value. Yet federal efforts 

over the last several years have focused much more on increasing the number of 

Americans who go to college than on improving the education they receive once they get 

there. 
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By concentrating so heavily on graduation rates and attainment levels, policy makers are 

ignoring danger signs that the amount that students learn in college may have declined 

over the past few decades and could well continue to do so in the years to come. The 

reasons for concern include: 

 College students today seem to be spending much less time on their course work than 

their predecessors did 50 years ago, and evidence of their abilities suggests that they are 

probably learning less than students once did and quite possibly less than their 

counterparts in many other advanced industrial countries. 

 Employers complain that many graduates they hire are deficient in basic skills such as 

writing, problem solving and critical thinking that college leaders and their faculties 

consistently rank among the most important goals of an undergraduate education. 

 Most of the millions of additional students needed to increase educational attainment 

levels will come to campus poorly prepared for college work, creating a danger that 

higher graduation rates will be achievable only by lowering academic standards. 

 More than two-thirds of college instructors today are not on the tenure track but are 

lecturers serving on year-to-year contracts. Many of them are hired without undergoing 

the vetting commonly used in appointing tenure-track professors. Studies indicate that 

extensive use of such instructors may contribute to higher dropout rates and to grade 

inflation. 

 States have made substantial cuts in support per student over the past 30 years for public 

colleges and community colleges. Research suggests that failing to increase 

appropriations to keep pace with enrollment growth tends to reduce learning and even 

lower graduation rates. 

While some college leaders are making serious efforts to improve the quality of teaching, 

many others seem content with their existing programs. Although they recognize the 

existence of problems affecting higher education as a whole, such as grade inflation or a 

decline in the rigor of academic standards, few seem to believe that these difficulties exist 

on their own campus, or they tend to attribute most of the difficulty to the poor 

preparation of students before they enroll. 
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Some Immediate Improvements: 

                 Many colleges provide a formidable array of courses, majors and 

extracurricular opportunities, but firsthand accounts indicate that many undergraduates do 

not feel that the material conveyed in their readings and lectures has much relevance to 

their lives. Such sentiments suggest either that the courses do not in fact contribute much 

to the ultimate goals that colleges claim to value or that instructors are not taking 

sufficient care to explain the larger aims of their courses and why they should 

matter.Other studies suggest that many instructors do not teach their courses in ways best 

calculated to achieve the ends that faculties themselves consider important. For example, 

one investigator studied samples of the examinations given at elite liberal arts colleges 

and research universities. Although 99 percent of professors consider critical thinking an 

“essential” or “very important” goal of a college education, fewer than 20 percent of the 

exam questions actually tested for this skill.Now that most faculties have defined the 

learning objectives of their college and its various departments and programs, it should be 

possible to review recent examinations to determine whether individual professors, 

programs and departments are actually designing their courses to achieve those goals. 

College administrators could also modify their student evaluation forms to ask students 

whether they believe the stated goals were emphasized in the courses they took. 

                 In addition, the average time students devote to studying varies widely among 

different colleges, and many campuses could require more of their students. Those 

lacking evidence about the study habits of their undergraduates could inform themselves 

through confidential surveys that faculties could review and consider steps to encourage 

greater student effort and improve learning. Grade inflation may also contribute to 

excessive confidence, suggesting a need to work to restore appropriate standards, 

although that alone is unlikely to solve the problem. Better feedback on student papers 

and exams will be even more important in order to give undergraduates a more accurate 

sense of how much progress they’ve made and what more they need to accomplish before 

they graduate. 
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More Substantial Reforms: 

               More fundamental changes will take longer to achieve but could eventually 

yield even greater gains in the quality of undergraduate education. They include: 

 Improving Graduate Education : 

 Colleges and universities need to reconfigure graduate programs to better prepare 

aspiring professors for teaching. As late as two or three generations ago, majorities of 

new Ph.D.s, at least in the better graduate programs, found positions where research was 

primary, either in major universities, industry or government. Today, however, many 

Ph.D.s find employment in colleges that are chiefly devoted to teaching or work as 

adjunct instructors and are not expected to do research. Aspiring college instructors also 

need to know much more now in order to teach effectively. A large and increasing body 

of useful knowledge has accumulated about learning and pedagogy, as well as the design 

and effectiveness of alternative methods of instruction. Meanwhile, the advent of new 

technologies has given rise to methods of teaching that require special training. As 

evidence accumulates about promising ways of engaging students actively, identifying 

difficulties they are having in learning the material and adjusting teaching methods 

accordingly, the current gaps in the preparation most graduate students receive become 

more and more of a handicap. 

                  Universities have already begun to prepare graduate students to teach by 

giving them opportunities to assist professors in large lecture courses and by creating 

centers where they can get help to become better instructors. More departments are 

starting to provide or even require a limited amount of instruction in how to teach. 

Nevertheless, simply allowing grad students to serve as largely unsupervised teaching 

assistants, or creating centers where they can receive a brief orientation or a few 

voluntary sessions on teaching, will not adequately equip them for a career in the 

classroom.A more substantial preparation is required and will become ever more 

necessary as the body of relevant knowledge continues to grow. With all the talk in 

graduate school circles about preparing doctoral students for jobs outside academe, one 
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has to wonder why departments spend time readying Ph.D. candidates for entirely 

different careers before they have developed adequate programs for the academic posts 

that graduate schools are supposed to serve, and that most of their students continue to 

occupy. 

Many departments may fail to provide such instruction because they lack faculty with 

necessary knowledge, but provosts and deans could enlist competent teachers for such 

instruction from elsewhere in the university, although they may hesitate to do so, given 

than graduate education has always been the exclusive domain of the departments. 

Enterprising donors might consider giving grants to graduate schools or departments 

willing to make the necessary reforms. If even a few leading universities responded to 

such an invitation, others would probably follow suit. 

 Creating  a Teaching  Faculty : 

                The seeds of such a change already exist through the proliferation of instructors 

who are not on the tenure track but are hired on a year-to- year basis or a somewhat 

longer term to teach basic undergraduate courses. Those adjunct instructors now 

constitute as much as 70 percent of all college instructors.The multiplication of such 

instructors has largely been an ad hoc response to the need to cut costs in order to cope 

with severe financial pressures resulting from reductions in state support and larger 

student enrollments. But researchers are discovering that relying on casually hired, part-

time teachers can have adverse effects on graduation rates and the quality of instruction. 

Sooner or later, the present practices seem bound to give way to more satisfactory 

arrangements. 

                 One plausible outcome would be to create a carefully selected, full-time 

teaching faculty, the members of which would lack tenure but receive appointments for a 

significant term of years with enforceable guarantees of academic freedom and adequate 

notice if their contracts are not renewed. Such instructors would receive opportunities for 

professional development to become more knowledgeable and proficient as teachers, and 

they would teach more hours per week than the tenured faculty. In return, they would 
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receive adequate salaries, benefits and facilities and would share in deliberations over 

educational policy, though not in matters involving research and the appointment and 

promotion of tenure-track professors. 

                  These faculty members would be better trained in teaching and learning than 

the current research-oriented faculty, although tenured professors who wish to teach 

introductory or general education courses would, of course, be welcome to do so. Being 

chiefly engaged in teaching, they might also be more inclined to experiment with new 

and better methods of instruction if they were encouraged to do so.A reform of this sort 

would undoubtedly cost more than most universities currently pay their non-tenure-track 

instructors (though less than having tenured faculty teach the lower-level courses). Even 

so, the shabby treatment of many part-time instructors is hard to justify, and higher costs 

seem inevitable once adjunct faculties become more organized and use their collective 

strength to bargain for better terms. 

Progress may have to come gradually as finances permit. But instead of today’s legions 

of casually hired, underpaid and insecure adjunct instructors, a substantial segment of the 

college faculty would possess the time, training and job security to participate in a 

continuing effort to develop more effective methods of instruction to engage their 

students and help them derive more lasting value from their classes. 

 Rethinking the  Undergraduate Curriculum : 

 The familiar division into fields of concentration, electives and general education leaves 

too little room for students to pursue all of the objectives that professors themselves deem 

important for a well-rounded college education. This tripartite structure, with its 

emphasis on the major and its embrace of distribution requirements and extensive 

electives, was introduced by research universities and designed more to satisfy the 

interests of a tenured, research-oriented faculty than to achieve the various aims of a good 

undergraduate education. The existing structure is unlikely to change so long as decisions 

about the curriculum remain under the exclusive control of the tenure-track professors 

who benefit from the status quo. 
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By now, the standard curriculum has become so firmly rooted that during the periodic 

reviews conducted in most universities, the faculty rarely pause to examine the tripartite 

division and its effect upon the established goals of undergraduate education. Instead, the 

practice of reserving up to half of the required number of credits for the major is simply 

taken for granted along with maintaining a distribution requirement and preserving an 

ample segment of the curriculum for electives. 

The Need for Research: 

                  Finally, there is an urgent need for more and better research both to improve 

the quality of undergraduate education and to increase the number of students who 

complete their studies. Among the many questions deserving further exploration, four 

lines of inquiry seem especially important. 

 How can remedial education be improved? At present, low rates of completion in 

remedial courses are a major impediment to raising levels of educational attainment. The 

use of computer-aided instruction in remedial math provides one promising example of 

the type of improvement that could yield substantial benefits, and there are doubtless 

other possibilities. 

 Far too little is known about the kinds of courses or other undergraduate experiences that 

contribute to such noneconomic benefits in later life as better health, greater civic 

participation and lower incidence of substance abuse and other forms of self-destructive 

behavior. Better understanding of those connections could help educators increase the 

lasting value of a college education while providing a stronger empirical basis for the 

sweeping claims frequently made about the lifelong benefits of a liberal education. Such 

understanding would also reduce the risk of inadvertently eliminating valuable aspects of 

a college education in the rush to find quicker, cheaper ways of preparing students to 

obtain good jobs of immediate value to economic growth. 

 Existing research suggests that better advising and other forms of student support may 

substantially enhance the effect of increased financial aid in boosting the numbers of 

students who complete their studies. With billions of dollars already being spent on 
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student grants and loans, it would clearly be helpful to know more about how to 

maximize the effects of such subsidies on graduation rates. 

 More work is needed to develop better ways for colleges to measure student learning, not 

only for critical thinking and writing but also for other purposes of undergraduate 

education. 

                The importance of this last point can scarcely be overestimated. Without 

reliable measures of learning, competition for students can do little to improve the quality 

of instruction, since applicants have no way of knowing which college offers them the 

best teaching. Provosts, deans and departments will have difficulty identifying 

weaknesses in their academic programs in need of corrective action. Academic leaders 

will be handicapped in trying to persuade their professors to change the way they teach if 

they cannot offer convincing evidence that alternative methods will bring improved 

results. Faculty members will do less to improve their teaching if they continue to lack 

adequate ways to discover how much their students are learning. 

All these reforms could do a lot to improve the quality of undergraduate education  as 

well as increase levels of attainment. With more research and experimentation, other 

useful ideas will doubtless continue to appear. 

Quality of Education: 

                  Government of India established statutory bodies to ensure quality of 

education in India. There are some educational institutes in India that provide world class 

education. Indian institute of technology, Indian institutes of management, Indian 

Institutes of Science, National Law Schools, Jawaharlal Nehru University and Delhi 

University are some such Institutes. The government of India is also speeding up the 

efforts to establish more such institutes that can offer quality education in Sophisticated 

and innovative learning approaches in higher education will improve quality in the fast-

changing education industry. The key ways of achieving this milestone is to harness the 

transformational benefits of cloud, mobile and digital technologies to enrich teaching and 
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learning, and improve the student’s experience. Here are the five ways of improving the 

quality and efficiency in higher education. 

New Technologies to get Learners up to Speed: 

                   Communication is the most important factor in improving the higher 

education efficiency and productivity. Without communication a student and teacher 

relationship will be hampered and student will not gain freedom. Easy accessibility to the 

teachers through discussion forum, chat, messages and social media will equip students to 

effectively communicate and share information with peers. 

Transforming the Curriculum: 

                  For infusing dynamism, the curriculum needs to be progressive. Students need 

to be offered the choice of opting for multiple courses in the 1st year, with an ability to 

choose whatever they wish after the 1st year or semester. The spirit of the syllabus should 

revolve around projects and not exams. There needs to be innovation to avoid stagnation. 

Interactive learning and teaching: 

                 The next generation educational institutions should incorporate new 

curriculum design and delivery. Using digital technologies will push the boundaries of 

education. Teachers and instructors should adapt to the changing needs and make 

classroom sessions more interactive with easy access to knowledge.   

Digital Classrooms ensure Students access the Tests &Assignments: 

                 Teachers can upload assignments, tests, quizzes and questionnaire online. 

Students can access and submit the assignments for review. Teachers can assign grades 

and give comments to help students improve in some other area. Make available the 

results with students and parents via instant email notifications and SMS alerts. It gives a 

lot of confidence to provide interactive digital content. 
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Going Mobile means access to a lot of Data from Anywhere, Anytime: 

                  Today’s students are highly tech-savvy. Prepare students for a successful life 

in the contemporary society with mobile app. Give digital access to news, eBooks, 

textbooks, magazines, journals, etc. from anywhere on the campus and beyond. 

How Colleges and Universities Implement Continuous Improvement? : 

Like their counterparts in the business sector, higher education leaders are turning to 

software designed to support incremental improvement efforts. The most popular 

solutions include features that: 

1. Make it easy for faculty, administration and staff to suggest ideas for 

improvement 

2. Support collaboration as opportunities for improvement are evaluated and action 

plans developed 

3. Ensure forward progress with active alerts and notifications 

4. Create a repository of institutional knowledge and capture best practices 

5. Simplify assessing the impact of implemented improvements 

6. Broadcast success 

7. Give leaders insight into the health of improvement culture across the entire 

institution 

                 In addition to the right technology, the success of continuous improvement 

efforts in higher education depends on the development of a culture that treasures 

employee ideas, respects the process of innovation, and embraces the idea that there is 

always room for positive change. Continuous improvement in higher education is not a 

fad. It is a necessary response to complex challenges, multiple sets of stakeholders, and 

limited resources. Don’t be surprised if you start to hear more about it at a school 

nearyou. 
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Conclusion: 

                 In general, both the faculty and the administration believe that Quality 

measures should be implemented in their institution, but the movement suffers because of 

their considerably different perceptions. The administrators may feel that they are already 

doing those kinds of things in their curriculum and outcomes assessment merely 

establishes criteria for success and making any additional changes are not essential. But 

the faculty’s perspective is quite different, as some of them feel that there has to be a 

continuous campaign of reinforcement from the top administrators, that they are totally 

committed to Quality implementation and assessment programmes. Faculty resists on the 

issue of measuring learning and the tenets of a Quality education, because they 

misunderstand the goals of Quality and assessment and their potential to compliment the 

mission of the institute. Even when the decision is taken, perceptions differ on how the 

institute should prepare for implementation of Quality and assessment and what should 

be the motivating factors for different key players. For instance, administrators feel that 

the preparation should comprise evolving administrative infrastructure, organising 

conferences, bringing consultants on the campus, and advertising for a new assessment 

coordinator. On the other hand, the faculty perceives that little or no genuine planning is 

underway. Faculty and administration in most of the institutes function independent of 

one another. Faculty feels that all the activities related to imparting knowledge viz., 

teaching, learning, and assessment, etc., are their exclusive domain, while the 

administration is merely responsible for running the organisation. The Administration 

thinks that Quality implementation and outcomes assessment is an instructional matter 

that is not emanating from the faculty. It results in the administration exerting influence 

over intellectual matters, forcing the faculty to defend their intellectual territory. The 

difference in perceptions becomes a major source of faculty-administrator conflict and is 

one of the foremost contributors to the culture of resistance in most of the institutes. 

Teachers and administrators require special competencies, both knowledge and know-

how, for implementing Quality management practices. Persistent culture of resistance can 

be handled by convincing people to change their long held values, beliefs, and attitudes 
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and adopt new ones, which produce long-lasting positive effects on product Quality and 

customer satisfaction. 
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A Research Paper on Quality and process of Scientific 
Research 

Dr.Dilipsinh R. Thakor 

Introduction  

Research as a scientific and systematic search for pertinent information on a specific 

topic; Research is an art of science investigation; Research as a careful investigation; or 

inquiry especially through search for new facts in any branch of knowledge. 

Research mean systematized effort to gain new knowledge, some people considers 

research as a movement, a movement from the known to unknown. 

According to DIFFORD WOOD: Research comprises defining and redefining problems 

formulating hypothesis or suggested solutions, collecting organizing and evaluating data 

making deductions and reaching conclusions to determine whether they fit the 

formulating hypothesis. 

The Qualities of a Good Research 

Scientific Research has certain qualities, which increase the value of research work 
is as follow  

Clarity 

It is the most significant quality of any research the research should be clear, so that 

others can easily understand the nature of your research. The research should have a 

single version so that people cannot get sidetracked. The topic should have to be very 

clear in mind of researcher so that he can properly undertake it. The research topic should 

have to be free of any vagueness clarity also means that the research should have to be 

directional and it should set the whole research methodology 
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Ethical Standard  

Mainly researchers work independently. Data reliability should be the main concern. 

Ethical issues involved in conducting research should be given precedence  

Research design Planned 

Research design must be properly planned for example if a researcher is using sampling 

technique for a selected group the researcher must be making the sample representative. 

Here the researcher can collect primary as well as secondary data. The major challenge 

generally seen in personally bias in selecting data by the researcher 

Emphasis limitations 

It is desirable that the researcher point out limitations which he has gone through the 

process of research. Limitation may be related to data collection, shortage of time, money 

act. 

Organized presentation 

The most important task of a researcher is to present research findings in an organized 

manner; researcher should avoid technical Jargons and must include objectivity in results. 

Rationalize conclusion  

Researcher must verify their work and provide rationalized conclusions, which are 

mainly received when the research work is free from bias. 

Process of the Scientific Research 

These are the steps of scientific research 
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Define the Problem 

There are two types of research problem viz; those which relate to nature and those which 

relate to relationships between variables. At the very outset the researcher must single out 

the problem he wants to study. I.e., he must decide the general area of interest of aspect 

of a subject matter that he would like to inquire into initially the problem may be stated in 

a broad general way and then the ambiguities, if any, relating to the problem be resolved 

Review of literature 

The researcher should undertake extensive literature survey connected with the problem. 

For this purpose, the abstracting and indexing journals and published or unpublished 

bibliographies are the first place to go to. Academic journals, conference proceedings, 

government reports, books, act.  Must be tapped depending on the nature of the problem, 

It   should be remembered that one source will lead to another  

Hypothesis Development  

The manner in which research hypotheses are developed is particularly important since 

they provide the focal point for research. They also affect the manner in which tests must 

be conducted in the analysis of data and indirectly the quality of data which is required 

for analysis. 

Hypothesis should be very specific and limited to the piece of research in hand because it 

has to be tested. The role of hypothesis is to guide the researcher by delimiting the area of 

research and to keep him on right track. It sharpens his thinking and focuses attention on 

the more important facts of the problem. It also indicates the type of methods of data 

analysis to e used. 

Process of Hypothesis Development 

(i) Discussions with colleagues and experts about the problem, its origin and the 

objectives in seeking a solution 
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(ii) Examination of data and records, if available concerning the problem for 

possible trends, particularities and other clues; 

(iii) Review of similar studies in the area of the studies on similar problems 

The Research Design  

The research problem having been formulated in clear cut terms, the researcher will be 

required to prepare a research design, i.e.  He will have to state the conceptual structure 

within which research would be conducted. The preparation of such a design facilitates 

research to be as efficient as possible yielding maximal information. 

Research purposes may be grouped into four categories, viz., 

(i) Exploration 

(ii) Description 

(iii) Diagnosis 

(iv) Experimentation 

A flexible research design which provides opportunity for considering many different 

aspects of a problem is considered appropriate if the purpose of the research study is that 

of exploration  

Fixed Sample Design 

All the items under consideration in any field of inquiry constitute a universe of 

population a complete enumeration of all the items in the population is known as census 

inquiry. It can be presumed that in such an inquiry when all the items are covered, no 

element of chance is left and highest accuracy is obtained. But in practice under may not 

be true. 

Even the slightest element of bias in such an inquiry will get larger and larger as the 

number of observations increases. Moreover, there is no way of checking the element or 

its extent except through a resurvey or use of sample checks besides this type of inquiry 
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involves a great deal of time, money and energy. Not only is this census inquiry not 

possible in practice under many circumstances. 

Data Collection 

In dealing with any real life problem, it is often that data at hand are inadequate, and 

hence it becomes necessary to collect data that are appropriate. These are several ways of 

collecting the appropriate data which differ considerably in context of money costs, time 

and other resources at disposal of the researcher. 

Primary data can be collected either through experiment or through survey. If the 

researcher conducts an experiment, he observes some quantities measurements, or the 

data with help of which he examines the truth contained in his hypothesis. 

Data Analysis 

The analysis of data requires a number of closely related operations such as establishment 

of categories, the application of these categories to raw data through coding, tabulation 

and then drawing statistical inferences. 

Researcher should classify the raw data into some purposeful and usable categories. 

Coding operation is usually done at this stage through which the categories of data are 

transformed into symbols that may be tabulated and counted. Editing is the procedure that 

improves the quality of the data for coding. With coding the table is ready for tabulation. 

After tabulation analysis should be done through computation of various percentages, 

coefficients, etc. by applying various well define statistic formulae. In the process of 

analysis relationships or differences supporting or conflicting with original or new 

hypothesis should be subjected to tests of significance to determine with what validity 

data can be said to indicate any conclusion. 
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Testing of Hypothesis  

Do the facts support the hypotheses or they happen to be contrary? This is the usual 

question which should be answered while testing hypotheses. 

Various tests, such as chi-square test, t-test, f-test etc. have been developed by 

statisticians for the purpose. The hypotheses may be tested through the use of one or 

more of such tests, depending upon the nature and subject of research inquiry, hypotheses 

testing will result in either accepting the hypotheses or in rejecting it. If the researcher has 

no hypotheses to start with , generalizations established on the basis of data may be stated 

as hypotheses to be tested by subsequent researches in times to came. 

Conclusion, Interpretation and Suggestions 

If hypotheses is tested and upheld several times, it may be possible for the researcher to 

arrive at generalization, like built a theory. As a matter of fact the real value of research 

lies in its ability to arrive at certain generalizations. If the researcher had no hypotheses to 

start with, he might seek to explain his findings on the basis of some theory. It is known 

as interpretation. The process of interpretation may quite often trigger off new questions 

which in turn may lead to further researches. 

Dr.Dilipsinh R. Thakor 
(Assistant Professor) 
Smt.S.C.P.F.Commerce College Dabhoi 
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How Can The Current Education System Be Enhanced To 
Make It More Effective 

Dr. Ajitha S Nair 

Abstract 

Education is an inevitable part of the society especially in the modern days where the 

progress of our nation lies in the hands of those well educated youngsters who with their 

new vision can take our nation to a stage where we can be counted amongst the leader of 

the world. 

Keywords: 

Inevitable, Vision, Acquisition, education, progress 

How can the current education system be enhanced to make it more 
effective 

What is Education system 

The term "Education" has different meanings. Every one interprets the word in terms of 

one's past experience one's needs and purposes. The parents, the teachers, the 

administrators, the religious leaders, politicians and artists interpret the term education in 

their own ways. For example: To a student, education means acquisition of knowledge, 

receiving a degree or diploma. A statesmanmay claim that it means to train individuals as 

an ideal citizens. A teacher may interpret education as a means for creating a new man 

and new society. 

Education is indispensable to individual and society. For, without it there would be loss 

of all the accumulated knowledge of the ages and all the standards of conduct. An 

individual must learn the culture of the society or the accepted ways of doing things. He 
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must be socialized into the prevailing culture and must learn the rules of conduct and 

expectations about future behaviour. 

Society therefore, consciously devices its instructional programmes to fulfill the personal 

and social needs rather than leaving the learning process to change. Education provides a 

conscious teaching programme that helps to inculcate the values, norms and social skill, 

that will enable the individual to develop his personality and sustain the social system. 

Education provides exposure and a platform where people can widen and deepen their 

knowledge and thus enhance their personality. Thus, the importance of education in our 

lives is clear. 

ASPECTS OF EDUCATION 

Acquiring Knowledge 

The first and foremost aspect or function of education is to impart knowledge. 

Knowledge makes a complete man and without knowledge, a man does not have the 

wisdom to make the right decision on life. Education is necessary even to carry on the 

simple daily chores of life with efficiency. For eg., a shopkeeper needs to learn 

accounting and apply math in daily life. We take our very first lessons from parents as 

they teach us language. Thus, acquiring knowledge is the most important aspect of 

education. To make this process more systematic, each nation has it's own education 

system. 

Socialisation 

Another important function of education is socialisation. The people have no knowledge 

about the culture of their society. They must learn them and they must learn the way 

which their society is functioning. Hence, the children as they grow up must be 

introduced into the culture which they are going to face. 
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Society, therefore, provides a conscious teaching programme to inculcate values, norms 

and social skills that will fit individuals for their adult role in society. Society creates 

educational institution such as school and colleges to perform certain functions in 

accomplishing this general end. 

Development of Personality 

Education plays an important role in the development of personality. Each child has 

his/her own personality and inclination. It is the duty of the education system to identify 

and enhance the positives in one's personality. 

Social Control 

Education plays a vital role in regulating individual behaviour through transmitting a way 

of life and communicating ideas and values to the new generations. 

Provide a practical outlook of the world: 

We get prepared to lead a life as an adult in school thus, it is the responsibility of our 

education system to provide a practical outlook towards real life and enable children to 

gain real experiences and exposures. 

It's true we acquire knowledge by reading but one needs to learn to take that knowledge 

and apply it in real life. By providing practical experiences to children education system 

teaches children to do exactly that. 

India has come a long way in the field of Education 

India used to have its own education system called the 'Gurukul. In this system a student 

would leave his house and his materialistic lifestyle as a child, to go and live at his Guru's 

house where he would learn from our ancient Sanskrit Vedas, Puranas and Scriptures. 

Gurus emphasized on learning these scriptures by heart and then slowly in time the Guru 

would teach students to apply them in real life. Apart from this,the teacher would make 
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them do many other chores which would teach these students life skills. A student would 

only return once he had become an adult and once the teacher felt that he has imparted all 

the knowledge, skills and morals he can to the student.  

When Britishers came, they thought this kind of education was primitive, unorganized 

and would not impart the same kind of education to all the children. They felt that the 

education system must not be designed for specific castes but should be uniform for 

everyone. Thus, started the modern classroom education. 

While I personally think 'Gurukul style was better than the modern education system as it 

imparted valuable life skills and it emphasized on activity-based learning as well as 

learning by heart thus, striking the right balance between practical and bookish 

knowledge, but with changing times and scenarios, systems have to be changed and a 

system like that perhaps would not have been ideal one for our times.  

There have been many reforms in education systems till now but our education system 

still lags behind in global ranking. Indian Education System has been synonymous with 

'Examinations', 'Board Exams' Entrance Exams, 'Marks', etc. A student in India is left 

with the options of choosing from Science, Humanities or Commerce after he/she 

finishes his/her tenth grade. However, the trend shows that more and more students are 

opting to go abroad for further studies after completing their post-graduation in India.  

Other countries have made huge reforms in their system according to their societal needs 

and it is time for us to make some big changes as well.  

As opposed to foreign countries we are still following old methods where we think 

learning by-heart an answer from the book and writing it down as it is in the examination 

paper. Our country has a huge block that getting higher marks in exams is everything. In 

this forget how much is the education really effective to the process we forgot how much 

is the education really effect6ive to the child. 
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What is the difference between foreign education systems and our 
education system?  

There are many different systems followed around the world but since many Indian 

students prefer to go to the US for higher studies and studying in the US is an appealing 

idea to almost every Indian student, I would like to make a basic comparison between 

both the education systems  

While there are many similarities between our systems like:  

 Well-structured syllabuses-and curriculum  

 Both countries spend heavily on education  

 Qualified teachers  

 Both Countries have private and public school systems  

 Free education in Public schools  

 Sophisticated laboratories  

 Good Infrastructure facility  

The Indian education system is quite well planned and we have great infrastructure in 

private school but there are certain loop holes in the system that have scope for 

improvement. By improving these small loop holes, we can increase standard of 

education as a whole and also English language.  

There are, however, many differences that we shall discuss below: 

USA  

 Flexible education system.  

 Sports and extracurricular activities are considered as core subjects.  

 The standard of education is not too high.  

 Curriculums are flexibly designed to suit every student.  

 Maths is an optional subject in US.  

 Curriculum for upper grade may not be based on lower grade.  

 More emphasis is given to exploring and understanding the concepts.  

 Public schools are well maintained and have better infrastructure.  
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 No formal examination is required for students of lower classes but students of the higher 

class have to appear for tests.  

 Students need not to carry lots of books.  

INDIA 

 More emphasis on core subjects.  

 Sports and extracurricular activities are optional and do not hold the same importance.  

 Education system is rigid.  

 The standard of education is high.  

 Here students are prepared to face the upcoming challenges in future.  

 Maths is compulsory till 10th standard.  

 Curriculum of upper grade is built on the learnings of lower grade. For instance, the 

explained concepts in 9th grade would have been introduced in 8th grade.  

 Emphasis on academic performance. Mostly, about reading and memorizing the study 

materials.  

 Most of the public schools lack infrastructure and other facilities Hence, parents prefer 

private schools. 

 Whether lower or higher, students of all the grades have to sit for the examination.  

 Everyday even the lower grade children have to carry several books 

 

Through this comparison I do not intend to criticize our current education system but I 

wish to understand what can be introduced in our system to make it more efficient and 

help us reap better results.  

 

Through this what I understand is that our intentions are good and we are putting a lot of 

time, money and efforts but we can perhaps bring some changes and not hesitate in 

breaking away from our traditional ways. We need to take inspiration from other 

countries whose education systems are better than ours and imbibe in our system those 

practices that are proving to be useful for them, keeping in mind our cultural and social 

structure.  
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We may not want to completely replicate foreign education systems as they are designed 

keeping in mind their socio-economic scenario. We may not be able to completely move 

our focus from our examination-based education system since India is heavily populated, 

giving rise to tough competition and exams are kind of a necessity in our case. But we 

can make more flexible courses marking systems and introduce more fields in 

mainstream education to help each student reach his/her highest potential.  

 

We discussed about the education system as a whole in detail. Being an English student, I 

would also like to throw some light on what I think about the effectiveness of the current 

education system in teaching English in Gujarat.  

 

English unlike Math and Science is a Language and the approach to it has to be different. 

Math can be taught in any language but the basics will be the same. Science has to do 

with rationality and imparting various concepts. Both these subjects are pretty practical. 

English on the other hand, is a language.  

 

The following figure Is a representation of the proficiency in English in each state based 

on a study conducted by Forbes. We can see that many states lie in the category having 

below average proficiency including gujarat. 
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Having done most part of my schooling in Ahmedabad, it has been my personal 

observation that both students and parents and sometimes even schools take English 

lightly. Parents always want to make their children focus on subjects like Math and 

Science.  

I would like to share a personal instance. My mother wanted me to speak English fluently 

so in my early ages when math and science were relatively easier and I did not need 

tuitions for them, I remember my mother enrolling me in an English tuition. Other 

parents were surprised. They said "Why would you send her for English tuitions?" 

Since most of the time is spent on more important subjects, children don't lay emphasis 

on English as a language. They treat it like a subject which means that they learn it by 

heart without trying to understand, instead of treating English as a language and a skill.  

Gujarat being a vernacular state, most parents don't feel comfortable in talking to their 

children in English. Children also prefer talking in Gujarati among themselves. This 

cannot be changed unless the person has the willingness and desire to do so. However, 

changes can be brought in the education system to make children learn English well in 

the School itself.  

I have come across people who have studied in English medium schools but cannot speak 

in English. We cannot blame people for wanting to emphasize on other subjects. But on 

the other hand, English is now becoming an important aspect in getting highly paid jobs 

so all the efforts of a students are in vain if one doesn't have a hold over the language. 
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My opinions on what changes in the education system can make 
learning English more effective. 
Pre-Schools are the stepping stones in a child's development. Children learn language, 

social skills, cognitive thinking and logical thinking, muscle development and various 

other important things that are the basis of education and life skills. Language is a major 

life skill and pre schools should lay emphasis in teaching English basics to toddlers by 

conversing in English with them and giving instructions in English. Pre schools should 

hire teachers who can speak in English and ensure that children are n touch with the 

language from the very beginning of their lives as students. 
 

One of the main problems in our current system is that students are not made to think in 

English. Students are expected to just write the answers to certain questions related to 

prose and poetry included in the syllabus, solve some grammar questions and write an 

essay or short note. All of this can be learnt by heart easily and students can just go write 

all of this without having to actually think in the language. This does not help in any way 

to learn the language. To have command over a language one must be able to think in 

the language. 
 
This includes not only being able to make up an answer to a question from the syllabus in 

your own words but also being able to make random sentences or think of spontaneous 

conversation in your head. It is absolutely necessary because when you go into the real 
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world and face an interview, there is going to be no syllabus from where you can learn 

the answers and blurt them out without thinking. You will be asked questions on the spot 

and you will have to think of an answer in English which needs command over the 

language. 
 

Getting a job in another country is now-a-days a very attractive prospective and many 

people find difficulty in appearing for exams such as TOEFL and IELTS which are 

absolutely necessary to go to English speaking countries.  

 
The above figure shows the important aspects of learning English. Although the syllabus 

is designed to target all of these aspects, students are not able to reap the desired results 

since their primary aim is to learn the answers by heart and reproduce the answers in 

order to earn marks instead of learning and understand it as a language. 

Some suggestions on what can be included in the syllabus  
 In my opinion, activities based on written and oral fluency must be added in the 

syllabus to test the ability of a student to be able to think in English.  

 Dramatics must be included as a part of syllabus to improve oral fluency  

 Activities or assignments like giving a topic of daily conversation and real life 

situations like asking for an address, calling a friend to invite him/her for a party, 

calling a company to ask query, going to a shop and purchasing a product, 
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introducing yourself to someone etc.; P P should be given to students and asked to 

hold a conversation related to the topic in pairs of 2. This will help them to think in 

English and make up a conversation on the spot. It should not only be done as an 

extra activity on the part of a teacher but also be graded on the basis of fluency and 

command over language. Assignments like these must be included as part of syllabus 

so that it is taken seriously and followed by all the schools.  

 Syllabus must include interactive assignment like story building where each student 

continues a story by adding one line. It improves ability to imagine and ability to 

think in English.  

 Students must be taught the difference between formal and informal language. They 

must be taught the right usage of words and which words to be used in which 

situation.  

 Activities like introducing a new word from dictionary and asking each student to 

apply that word in their own sentence must be included to improve their vocabulary. 

 Listening activities must be included in syllabus. The more one listens to a language, 

the more he/she gets used to it. Syllabus must include more interaction based or 

conversation-based exercises along with the basic Literature- Prose and Poetry that 

we already study in English. 

 Translation exercises must be included as a part of syllabus where a student is asked 

to translate a short paragraph or two three lines from the vernacular language or Hindi 

to English.  

 

In short practical assignments and exercises must be included as an important part of 

syllabus along with the current syllabus structure.  

Conclusion  
We discussed about the Education system in India and in what way it differs from 

Education system in foreign country and we also discussed about the importance of 

English language in todays times. In this article, I have shared my insights on what can be 

included in our education system and syllabus structure to improve English language 

skills.  
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In my observation, the English syllabus structure is designed in a way where students 

get away by learning answers by heart from the syllabus. More emphasis is laid on 

earning grades or marks in Indian education system and students are more interested in 

learning answers without actually trying to learn the language.  

In my opinion, by adding some little details in the syllabus structure,  we can achieve 

better English fluency in students. 
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Udaan : A Step Ahead 

Ekta Shah 

Abstract 

The languageconverse the reality of the era through the basic base of the education. For 

the competitive advantage of future, the higher education is the most pragmatic key point 

to explore the innovative sphere. The million of the population grapples meeting with 

challenges by changing economy and providing access opportunity. The economical 

success of  the particular state is directly inexorable  by their educational systems. 

Expertise plays the most pivotal role for the betterment of educational system. The word 

higher education based on the success of the state in which enhancement in higher 

education system is contemplate the National strength. The pragmatic features of current  

study is to highlight the challenges and point out the opportunities in higher education.  

Key words:Higher education , National strength, providing opportunities, economical  

success, Expertise. 

Introduction 

In term of level higher education means to gain educational qualification from the higher 

educational institutes such as colleges and Universities. The higher education plays 

pivotal role through the development student’s ability, imparted their knowledge and 

create the favourable environment for them to think or re-think  for their upcoming life 

productively with the wider perspective. Higher education also more concern with the 

growth and development of industry where it advocates of individual growth through the 

flexible education mode.  

Growth of Higher Education Sector in India : 

As higher education system  grow more profoundly and diversify, society is increasingly 

concerned for the quality of programmes, public assessments and international ranking of 
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the higher educational institution. India is known for scholars and learners. Even if we 

looked back in our history of India regarded all over the  world for its Universities like 

Taxila, Nalanda, Vikramshila and its scholars. The time of independence India had 

twenty Universities , 500 colleges enrolling about 2,30,000 students. India has progressed 

significantly in term of higher education statistics.  

Glance at Higher Education in India: 

India is renowned as the third largest higher education system after China and United 

States in the terms of students. India’s Highest Education sector is witnessed tremendous 

increase of Universities/ University level Institution & Colleges since its independence. 

From the few years ‘Right to Education Act ‘ stipulates compulsory for the free education 

of the children within the age group of 6-14 years which bought revolution in the field of 

education system . The involvement of private sector in higher education has seen drastic 

change in the field of education. Today nearly 70% of higher education institutes are 

promoted to the private sector. Knowledge is the powerful weapon and more knowledge 

one has empower more power. The quality of education in India is not getting significant  

standard which turn into reason of illiteracy. Despite of challenges in higher education 

system India has to overcome from challenges and much develop the capability to make 

its identity at international level. The role of Universities and  colleges in the new era 

emerging scientific research to depict the vision more transparent   and accountable. With 

the opaque  vision of high education in India has to transfer from developing nation to a 

developed nation. 

Independence gave a better reflection to the higher education. Framework of higher 

education in India is rather very complex where the education standard more attached 

with the universities, colleges, institutions of national importance, polytechnics etc. The   

different types of universities based Central Universities formed by the Government of 

India by which it is responsible for arranging and distributing resources required by 

university grant commission (UGC), State universities, Deemed universities (aided and 

unaided) and the Private universities. Indian constitution places education as a concurrent   

responsibilities of both the centre and state. Observing department of higher education 
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several regulatory bodies and research councils are responsible for the higher education 

in India.     

Regulatory Bodies: 

University Grant Commission (UGC) 

All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) 

Council for Architecture (COA)  

Research Councils: 

Indian Council of Historical Research (ICHR) 

Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) 

Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR) 

National Council of Rural Institute(NCRI) 

Project of History of Indian Science Philosophy and Culture (PHISPC) 

Challenges in the Higher Education System in India 

Even after such a long span of the Independence still education system has not developed 

more with perfection. We are not able to list a single university in top 100 universities in 

the world. They tried to come up with the new education system and try to implement the 

various education policies during the six decades. In higher education sector UGC has 

proven its higher standard in the field of education. Still we are facing lot of problems 

and challenges in our education system. Another reasons which are stands for lack of 

funding for the top Indian Institution such as IIT, IIM and other institutes of national 

importance. Number of the research papers published in India but compare to Germany, 

France, China and United States it reflects the low citation. The poor quality of 

curriculum is the is the main cause of lack of improvement in higher education. Most of 

the curriculum is outdated and not in the use for the study abroad. The another problem 

which higher education face due to the shortage of the faculty ratio in the   higher 

education. In Central and State Universities more than 35% of faculty position is getting 
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vacant but as the same the rush of the students is more for higher education. The 

infrastructure of the educational institute plays a pivotal role .Number of the universities 

and educational institution came into the existence but cannot cop up with the standard 

level of higher education due to lack of the facilities and run through only basic facilities 

like library, hostels, transports and facilities of sports but unable to proven the quality 

educational institution.  

Reservation: Mobility for marginalized people 

Education is important for all the classes including affluent class for mobility to increase 

country’s economical standard more profoundly. A skill and literate population facilitate 

the development process more effectively. Education   strengthen the power in itself 

which helps in reduction of poverty and inequality. India stands with its economy and 

prove in its fastest growing economies in the world.Even Government spend  about third 

budget on education yet a huge disparities found qualities of   education .|The most 

important and burning issue in India about the education due to the cast and its classes. In 

2007, the Right to Education Act was formulated and implemented focus on compulsory 

education till Grade 8. The marginalized can’t even start exercises on it whereas elites 

continue with the benefit of subsidized education which government give. The mode of 

the government is always towards to expand elite education rather than develop 

grassroots level institution for the basic quality education .Education withstand for its  

social mobility but restricted in its current form instead to work on it more clearly to 

clean up the loopholes where the government prioritized elite institutions over primary 

school and bring reservation seats for the pupil belonging to the lower economical 

classes. The quality of the basic education is subpar and the clear hierarchization has a 

negative impact on the state sponsored education.  

The most current problem is found at the college level when the children from poor 

family discriminated with their class compare the students from affluent background. The 

educations division of different boards fragmentized the students into different classes 

according to their financial condition. With the State board   curriculum   there are other 

boards are also come in to the existence where the state board which is the least 
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expensive and has a lighter curriculum at the bottom of the hierarchy. Due to that division 

compartmentalizes students and denies access to knowledge with the best quality 

knowledge offered by private institutions. This hierarchy stated difficult for the students 

from government school compete with the students from CBSE, ICSE, and the IB board 

schools at a college level.       

The cast system has penetrated the education system. Caste plays an integral role in 

access to these education institution. The social stratification is detrimental to the 

advancement of millions of Dalits and lower caste children. The lower caste and Dalits 

are struck in the vicious cycle of poor community. If they had been admitted to the 

particular school their attendance is shaky due to the high percentages of child 

labourplague . Even their dropout rate is very high which give rise to a high literacy rate 

and thereby gives them no economy or social mobility. Dalit children are ostracized from 

the class and made to sit at the back, even made to menial work like clean the classroom 

and toilets so the students are considered as untouchables confined their group. This 

institutionalized discrimination is normalized further snowballing to major deficits in 

higher education.  

Looking back to education history , higher education in India is based on the principle of 

exclusivity and there is no efforts for universalization of education in this area. 

Reservation is not the solution to this social segregation facilitated by the hierarchization 

of the education system. There should be some strong efforts and policies to universalize 

the education space. Only the development and expansion of elite institutions are not 

people get out of poverty. It is the high and right time where we actually demand quality 

education as a right to break the vicious cycle of poverty and inequality.    

Frailty of Government towards education: 

Political intrusion: 

Political leaders are playing key roles in governing bodies of the Universities and most of 

the educational institution. They are   taking the advantage of innocent students for their 
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own selfish means. Without thinking more about their future students start thinking their 

career more in politics.  

Dearth of Faculty: 

Faculty shortages  of well qualified teachers is the major issue of the state. The qualified 

teachers have been posing challenges to quality education for many years. So NET/ PhD  

candidates are unemployed even there are lots of vacancies in higher education and as a 

result these deserving  candidates are then applying in other departments which is the 

highest set back of the higher education system.  

Research and Innovation: 

In India , the higher education has nominal scholars who cites and refer Western authors 

and inadequate research in higher education institutions. The insufficient resources and 

faculties are the cause of better education and similarly limited number of faculties to 

advice students as well. Most of the research scholars are either without fellowship or not 

getting their fellowship on time directly or indirectly.  

Accreditation: 

According to NAAC as per June 2010, not even 25% of the total higher education 

institutions in the country were accredited. Out of it 30% of the Universities and 45% of 

the colleges were found the quality to be ranked at ‘A’ level.UGC continuously working 

on higher education sector but still we are facing many more problem many more  and 

challenges in our higher education system.  

Structure of higher education: 

The management of the Indian education faces challenges over centralisation, 

bureaucratic structures and lack of accountability, transparency and professionalism. As a 

result of increase the number of the colleges and the students which created the burden of 

administrative functions of   Universities has significantly increased and due to 

academics and research is diluted.  
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Initiative: Role of government in the area of human resource  
development 

 A National digital library of  eBooks on different subjects and topics come into 

existence through highly qualified faculty of centrally sponsored institution like  IIT, 

IIM and offer online courses free of cost.  

 A mission on the name of freedom fighter and educationalist PanditMadan Mohan 

Malviya  to bulid a strong professional cadre for teachers including all the issues  

 related to teachers and its profession related to development, curriculum design and 

effective pedagogy or the better assessment and evaluate new methodologies.  

 The new project called “ Udaan” for girls students has been launched by the Central 

government. Under the privilege of the scheme mentoring and scholarship will be 

provided underprivileged meritorious girl students to get technical education without 

any difficulty of paying fee  to get the education of senior secondary school level for 

mathematics and science. The main aim of this project is to make the girls more 

independent by giving them incentives so they can support their family members and 

go more beyond in their future to accomplish their dreams with leadership quality.  

 The Central Government has launched a scheme of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan for the 

promotion of technologies from the laboratory to the ground. Under the advantage of 

scheme higher education institutes would connect with villages and its neighbourhood 

problems .the scheme would particularly looking for the solutions for the water 

management, organic farming, renewable energy and updated infrastructure. IIT, 

Delhi is the coordinating institute of the scheme where 130 villages are adopted by 

IITs ,NITs across the country under the scheme.  

 Under the Global Initiative of Academic Networks (GIAN) programme, India’s 

ministry of human resource development and department of science and technology 

has created  channel for US professors in science , technology, engineering and  

mathematics to Indian academic and research institutions of short term exchange 

through US website   of US Department of  State.  
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 To revive interest in the technology among the youth RashtriyaAvishkarAbhiyan has 

launched for innovative based learning on observations and experimentation. The 

main focus is related to the learning based on observations and experimentation.  

Resolution is the base of Revolution:  

 First and foremost for adaptation of the quality education Government has to develop 

county (area vice) schools. So the children access their education more effectively 

and conductively without more stressful life . Even through the concept of particular 

County (Area vice) children can pay more attention on other cultural activities. 

Particular Field Trips also enhance the knowledge of the children. 

 From Primary to Higher education , Education Society has to implement innovative 

and transformational approach to make education system more effective and 

supportive at the Global level.  

 The Industrial cooperation must use for the development at academic curriculum, 

organizing lecture of highly qualified speakers, sending children for internship, 

sharing live projects, career counselling and placements.  

 Higher education can improve their quality ,image and reputation by sending the 

students and  faculties  exchange programmes as well as through the research in the 

particular fields will enhance the knowledge of the students. 

 Government has to promote the collaboration of Indian higher education institutes 

and top most International Institutes so that linkage between national research 

laboratories and research centre give the better horizon to the students for the 

collaborative research.  

 For the underperforming students Government has to start up with new courses which 

is based to achieve excellence, gain deeper knowledge of subject which give better 

placement in particular companies. 

 Private, Deem or State Universities, colleges and   schools must be away from the 

political affiliations.  

 Education system must be away from money making process rather focus on pure 

education for the children. Multidisciplinary approach should be  maintained so the 

students get the knowledge of other subjects too.  
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Conclusion: 

Indeed India is facing various challenges in higher education to uplift the education level 
to high pick. India has huge human resource potential but how to use  the potential in 
form of opportunities accessible to others which is the most concern matter. In order to 
sustain the rate of growth the institutions must increase in good numbers   with the 
maintain quality in higher education. Quality standard, Financial resources infrastructure, 
quality teachers are prominent part to access the standard. Education is shaping up the  
human mind, body and form its character more profoundly. Higher education has 
expanded very rapidly in the last few decades after independence yet it is not equally 
accessible till now. Though India is one of the fastest developing countries of the world 
but still large amount of the population remains illiterate and large number of the children 
still away from the basic education . Government has to make education  compulsory for 
all . It is not necessary to take care of economical growth but also essential for social 
empowerment through education for country’s future generation.  
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Planning and Strategy in Teaching-learning Process-a Need to 
Rectify the Curriculum as a Key to Maintain Quality 

Education 

Foram Patel 

Abstract: 

Higher education faces another period because of changes in the manner individuals see 

schools and colleges. Desires for better execution as far as instructing and creating 

skillful school graduates are expanding. Each educator, an instructor is a manufacturer 

and a pioneer who need to overhaul and upgrades the method for educating and 

confining the educating apparatuses. These alterations help to legitimize and satisfy the 

need of the present time training framework and it ought to be adjusted in like manner. 

This paper looks at the requirement for consistent quality improvement in advanced 

education with what individual educators and the key stakeholders, particularly 

instructors, teachers, principals, guardians, students and external facilitators can do as far 

as making upgrades in advanced education while giving the arranging and methodologies 

or setting a strategy of scholarly educational plan; and the job and significance of an 

individual quality vision in such a general exertion for any hierarchical change which in 

all will result into the improvement in and for quality training. 

Key words: Quality Improvement in HE, Planning and strategies of teaching-learning 

process, teaching-learning to make a skill, curriculum planning 

Introduction 

The requirement for change in advanced education is getting to be dire. Progressively, 

Students are disappointed with their encounters as instruction shoppers. Students are the 

eventual fate of the country, and they are initially the beneficiaries who have the 

demeanor of learning and that frame of mind ought to be compensated with the reaction 

of the value we convey to them in the type of instruction. Beginning and surrounding the 
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dialog with the channel of arranging would bring about solid results; also it returns the 

incentive to the system aura. 

There are three levels of curriculum planning: the planning of policies, the planning of 

program and the planning of lessons. These three planning works at various levels and 

different endeavors are made to edge, execute and accomplish. 

Planning is importantly significant. Regardless of if it’s for your classroom, setting off to a 

general store, or purchasing a vehicle. In teaching-learning act, a well-practiced set up can 

act as a soul of teaching-learning method. It responds to any or all the very vital inquiries 

and offers adequate facilitate to the trainer with the goal that the educating finishes up 

swish and straightforward. 

It might be the state/college/university/organization that chooses what the students ought 

to adapt yet it tumbles to the educator how the educational plan is instructed, organized 

and how the students learn. Instructional planning happens when an educator can picture 

and estimate the eventual fate of what, why, and how of the educating learning process. 

Considering the length for discussion, this paper focuses more on the teaching learning 

aspects, making them simple yet appealing and practical as well. 

Objectives to frame the Curriculum 

 To divide and differentiate among three levels at which curriculum planning happens 

in schools: policy, programs and lessons. 

 To consider the foundations, needs, and abilities customarily brought to curriculum 

planning by key partners, particularly instructors, principals, guardians, understudies, 

and outside facilitators. 

 To become acquainted with the serious issues associated with educational plan 

execution. 

 To comprehend the ramifications of the thoughts of the devotion of educational plan 

execution and adjustment in educational program usage.  
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 To fundamentally ponder the essential thoughts that underlie look into an educational 

plan execution.  

 To basically consider some regular methodologies that have been utilized in schools 

to help the procedure of educational plan execution  

Educational Program Process: 

 Each outside facilitator may make a "call" to their particular gathering together by 

presenting an underlying message on the gathering. Email locations can be recorded 

on the board of trustee's programs. This underlying posting ought to build up the 

setting for the issue.  

 Each advisory group part ought to react to their board of trustees' educational plan 

issues from the viewpoint of their allocated job.  

 Each board of trustee members should say something regarding questions identified 

with their issue as found on the depiction page just as any extra data given by the 

educational plan facilitator.  

 The thought movement of the panel will establish the gathering discourse for the 

week- - least of three postings.  

 By the week's end, every facilitator will post to the listserv the suggestions of their 

Curriculum Planning/Problem Solving Committee. These will be accessible for audits 

by both educational plan gatherings. 

 The group member of either curriculum group will then be hosting to comment on the 

outcome of each committee's curriculum work.  

These strategy making, sorting and plunging them in specific gatherings help to choose 

and hand over the job to everyone by shaping the group of individuals' will's identity later 

given the capacity to the reaction to a specific issue or inquiry worried to the gathering or 

posted in a gathering. The way and technique for posting and settling these issues and 

questions will be obliging and snappier separately. It ought to all in all be made for 

adding quality to framework following and quality keeping up. The most significant job, 

presently, is to be played by the educator, an instructor. What's more, here are not many 

advances, arranging and techniques to shape better encouraging strategies for the more 
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beneficial class instructing which consequently will add to the strategies of keeping up 

quality training.  

Importance of Planning 

Arranging is a guide to the educator's prosperity.  

At whatever point you make an arrangement, you recognize what you need to 

accomplish. In the meantime, it turns out to be clear what the future may hold and what 

your objectives are. Your objectives, which have been chosen by means of arranging 

settles on your basic leadership progressively effective and increasingly exact. It likewise 

serves the future impacts and encourages you to explain whether the arranging is getting 

down to business or yet there are requesting adjustments.  

Planning takes a great deal of time and exertion. It can be easy to procrastinate or to label 

it pointless. In any case, when you understand the time and vitality you spare with 

appropriate arranging, it is highly unlikely you can inconspicuous it. Something as basic 

as making an exercise plan can be this transformational occasion which in a split second 

takes your instructing to the following level. 

The most effect method to prepare for classrooms: 

A fruitful exercise plan addresses and coordinates these key parts:  

 Objectives for understudy learning  

 Teaching/learning exercises  

 Strategies to check understudy's understanding   

Here's a bunch of inquiries to enable you to all the more likely plan for the homeroom. 

Attempt to answer them before you put your arrangement energetically.  

• How will you check whether understudies know anything about the theme or have 

any assumptions about it?  
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• What are some ordinarily held thoughts (or misguided judgments) about this point 

the understudies may have?  

• How would you present the theme?  

The Three Stages of lesson-planning 

1. Outlining stage 

Making a review of the educational program, attractive results, learning targets and 

so on.Organizing the course of events for the arrangement.Social occasion 

information and instructing/course materials. 

2. Decision stage 

This stage is the place where you make your arrangement, and settle on what and 

how you will execute your arrangement. The work process of well-ordered 

execution, conveyance strategies, evaluation procedures, reinforcement alternatives, 

and so forth goes under this area.  

3. Mapping stage 

Guide the things which you have chosen with the things you need to accomplish. 

Check whether they adjust. If, make an effort not to reexamine your choice.  

A couple of ventures to walk you through the procedure 

Arranging, as a rule, takes a great deal of time and work from your side. In any case, it 

tends to scare start without any preparation. So to enable you to improve hang on things, 

a couple of procedures and techniques instructors more often than not use to make an 

effective course plan are recorded as follow: 
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Step 1. Make a framework of the educational plan you need to cover: This is 

essentially how you start. Find out about what you are going to educate and how 

profound your subjects are. This will give you a general thought regarding how huge 

your errand is.  

Step 2. Make a rundown of the desired results: Obviously, you can't make an 

arrangement without targets. Wanted results and goals are your objectives. Likewise, 

Outcome Based Education (OBE) is a trendy expression nowadays. Each college and 

instruction board are moving increasingly more towards OBE. So making a rundown of 

wanted results and destinations may enable you to line up with the goals of your 

college/board.  

While choosing the results, keep these questions in your mind. 

What is the theme of the exercise?  

What do I need understudies to learn?  

What do I need them to comprehend and have the option to do toward the finish 

of class?  

What do I need them to gain from this specific exercise?  

Step 3. Make another diagram of the time — year/semester:Having a thought 

regarding the time span can enable you to plan better. The viability of your arrangement 

relies upon shrewdly circulating the educational program over the year/semester.  

Step 4. Separate Educational Program into little sensible pieces: This could improve 

your profitability. Little errands would appear to be simple employment and will get you 

through completing significantly more than an inside brief time. This could shield you 

from stalling and help you keep up a superior power over the educational program.  
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Step 5. Set aside an effort to choose which takes what time: Examine the significance 

of every module and choose how many hours you need to spend on every point. Likewise, 

choose which parts can be skipped or precluded in the event that you are squeezed by 

time. What's more, on the other hand, which points you can develop if things moved 

quicker than anticipated. You can have a superior specialist over time on the off chance 

that you know how much time you need in advance.  

Step 6. Spread them over the course of events:Spread the educational program over the 

course of events in accordance. This one is absolutely your call and you will choose the 

amount you are going to cover inside a given timeframe. You could likewise team up with 

different resources to have better data sources and crisp points of view.  

Step 7. Accumulating teaching materials and supporting information :Other than the 

typical showing materials, arranging gives you an opportunity to assemble enough 

information and assets to help your instructing. You could utilize books and archives from 

outside the educational program and new advances to help your guidance. Strategies like 

flipped learning and utilizing advances like Academic Management Systems can help you 

here.  

Step 8. Choose on how you are going to share course materials with understudies: 
The collaborations you have with your understudies are extremely significant. You could 

spare a ton of time and streamline the effectiveness by executing ICT empowered 

instruction to share course materials and other significant records. Furthermore, similar to 

what we referenced previously, Academic Management Systems can be of extraordinary 

assistance to you.  

Step 9. Choose how you will survey understudies, tests, assignments, ventures, 
errands and so forth: Choosing the appraisal systems and assessments already can be of 

incredible assistance. The manner in which you evaluate will overall affect the educating, 

and it gives you significant bits of knowledge on the course advance. In any case, to be 

readied and to have the option to successfully outline results to the educational plan, you 

may need to concentrate on the assessment methods even before you start the semester.  
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Surveying the arrangement  
 
Practice makes man perfect. It is not the first time only a person gets mastery over 
anything but taking them again on frequent basis help to get planning more effective and 
practical. Here is a portion of demonstrated strategies and measurements to keep in close 
watch in the event that you need to know the validity of your arrangements. 
 
 Student results:undoubtedly, the student’s result is the clearest of results. The 

aftereffects of your understudies and their presentation give you strong criticism on 
how well your arrangement functions, and how successful it is. You could consider it 
and resort to making enhancements and ad-libs in your arrangement.  

 Inquire whether on the off-chance if it provides any experiences:Your arrangement 
ought to, at last, give a few bits of knowledge to you. It should enable you to 
understand your time the board abilities, showing aptitudes and substantial data. 

 Contributions into the interaction activity:The arrangement ought to likewise add to 
the educational plan and the instructing learning process. It should enable every one of 
the partners to keep a superior track of the course and help them take increasingly 
educated choice at the perfect time. Having a well-worked plan could truly improve 
how you and your understudies see the educational program. It gets things sorted out 
and open.  

 Ensuring the efficiency:Check whether your course plan causes you to increment 
your profitability. Clearly, the exercise plan can enable you to handle issues all the 
more viably. It keeps you educated which spares time and vitality. Along these lines, 
your arrangement could take advantage of your efficiency potential which you didn't 
know existed. You will be better prepared to finish errands and assess results quicker.  

 How this arrangement helps the understudies:While arranging, set aside an effort 
to evaluate how it helps your understudies. A decent exercise plan ought to contribute 
to the outcomes and profitability of your understudies as well. An arrangement should 
profit your understudies and keep them on track. Examining the whereabouts of the 
arrangement with your understudies will give them an unmistakable picture of what to 
accomplish and anticipate. This could have a positive effect in the class and the ideal 
results. 

 Collecting the Reviews: En route till the end, you should accumulate input from the 
partner and quantifiable measurements. Constant assessment and social event 
criticisms is one of the most significant parts of Outcome-Based Education (OBE). 
Criticism is the least demanding approach to know whether your arrangement is 
working or not. Your arrangement ought to be viewed as defective on the off chance 
that it doesn't give space for input. It very well may be accomplished addressing this 
few inquiries verbally or on paper on the standard premise:  
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1. what is to be instructed 
2. what results would you like to accomplish 
3. was your instructing viable and effective 
4. did you figure out how to accomplish those ideal results 
5. how are you going to convey the educational plan to your understudies 
6. how are you going to accomplish those not-accomplished desired results 

 

Ad libbing plans in transit 

 The characteristic of an extraordinary instructor is the capacity to induce what their 

understudies need. The instruction ought to, at last, to be student centric. Along the 

educational program until the end, an educator should reliably take criticism and 

perform course-amendment in their arrangement. Regardless of how great your 

arrangement is, there can generally be space for startling wanders aimlessly in your 

manner.  

 Be that if the aftereffects of your students' path lower than you expected, or if the 

time assigned for a module was stopped by some extracurricular exercises; a wide 

range of things can turn out badly. So the best thing you can do is to be arranged, 

and be prepared to extemporize the arrangement if necessary. Consistent 

assessment and keeping a nearby watch on your objectives can enable you to make 

the correct choices at the opportune time.  

 Of course, having a proficient Academic Management System in your foundation 

causes you to plan, execute, offer, and screen the viability and accomplishment of 

your course plan. So you could likewise think about the potential outcomes of 

joining such imaginative advances in your establishment. 

Foram Patel, 
Ph.D. Research Scholar, 
Gujarat University,Ahmedabad. 
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Quality Improvement in Higher Education 

Harleen Kaur 

Abstract 

Quality improvement is a motivating topic in numerous organizations for higher 

Education. Quality improvements a cyclic process, comprising of three stages: 

estimating,judging and improving. Numerous institutes in higher education gather 

information aboutthe quality of their educational program all the time and with 

appropriate recurrence,however this evaluative information are not constantly used to 

improve the quality of theprogram. 

Introduction 

The University Education Report had set goals for development of higher education inthe 

country. While verbalize these goals. “The most fundamental and dire change required in 

instruction is to change it, to attempt to relate it to life, needs and yearnings of the 

individuals and consequently make it the ground-breaking instrument of social, monetary 

and culture change important for the consciousness of the national objectives for this 

reason, training ought to be grown to raise yield, accomplish social and national mix, 

quicken the procedure of modernization and develop social, good and religious qualities.” 

While India has made crucial development in ensure access to primary education, the 

share of students who remain in the education structure until higher education is less. 

Ensuring equitable access to higher education is also a challenge with disparity seen 

across gender, regions and socio-economic group. After independence, there have been 

attempts to study the development of higher education and to advise evaluate to be taken 

for its speedier upgrading.  

What is Higher Education? 

Higher Education is the stage of learning that occurs at universities, academies, 

colleges,seminaries and institutes of technology. Higher education also includes certain 
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college level institutes, such as vocational school, trade school and career colleges that 

award academic degree or professional certifications. Innovative instructional methods 

are proliferating in higher education and are integral to curricular reform efforts. 

Supported by research on how students learn, instructional innovations emphasize active 

and experiential learning i.e., learning by doing, inquiry, discovery, and problem-based 

learning; collaborative and cooperative learning in groups; writing to learn; 

undergraduate research; instructional technology. 

Expectations from Educational Institution 

Institutes of higher education, through their curriculum, are expected to provide 

Knowledge, know-how, wisdom, and character to the students. 

‘Knowledge’ enable them to understand what they learn in relation to what they already 

know, and create an ability to generalize from their experiences. “Knowhow” takes them 

beyond merely understanding and enables them to put their knowledge to work. 

‘Wisdom’ makes them capable to deciding their priorities. 

‘Character’ development is the combination effect of Knowledge, Know-how, and 

wisdom, coupled with motivation. However, most of the educational institutions hardly 

pay any attention to the development of either wisdom or character. They think that these 

elements are to be taken care of by someone else. 

Quality of Education 

Quality education enables nation to develop all of their attributes and skills to achieve 

their potential as human being and members of society. In the words of the 

DelorsCommission (UNESCO, 1996): “Education is at the heart of both individual and 

the public development; its mission to enable each of us, without exclusion, to enlarge all 

our talents to the full and to take in our innovative likely, including responsibility for our 

own lives and achievement of our personal aims.” 
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 Quality education is a human being right and a public good. 

 Governments and other public authorities should ensure that quality education 

 service is offered liberally to all nations from early childhood into central point 

age. 

 Quality education provides the organization for equity in society. 

 Quality education is one of the most essential services. It not only enlightens butalso 

empowers citizens and enables them to supply to the maximum extentpossible to the 

social and economic advance of their communities. 

Progress in Institution capacity 

We first begin with the review of the progress of higher education in the country. The 

level of higher education is determined by the size of institutional capacity of higher 

education system in the country. The size of higher education system in turn, is 

determined mainly by three indicators, namely number of educational institutions 

universities and colleges, number of teachers and number of students. 

The higher education in India has witnessed many fold increase in its institutional 

capacity since independence. During 1950 and 2008, the number of universities has 

increased from 20 to about 431, colleges from 500 to 20,677 and the teachers from 

15,000 to nearly 5.05 lakhs. Consequently, the enrolment of students has increased from 

a mere 1.00 lakh in 1950 to over 116.12 lakhs.  

Table 1: Institutional CapacityCapacity Expansion in Higher Education 

Institutional Capacity Indicator 1950 2008 

Number of University Level Institutions, including 11 private universities 

Number of Colleges 700 20,677 

Number of Teachers 15000 5.05 lakh 

Number of Students Enrolled 1 lakh 116.12 lakh 
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Table 2: Type of Universities 

Type September 2008 

Central Universities 25 

State Universities 230 

Deemed Universities 113 

National Importance (State) 5 

National Importance (Center) 33 

Private Universities 28 

Total 431 

Steps taken by UGC regarding higher education 

The University Grants Commission takes forward the decision taken last year to open 

upHigher Educational Institutions (HEIs) to online courses to enhance access to 

highereducation in India. Currently, a student can get a degree only via full-time courses 

at acollege or university by attending regular classes, or through distance education. 

From2017, the government had allowed universities to offer 20% of their course 

materialthrough the Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) platform called Swayam. 

The UGC decision to allow HEIs to conduct online courses will help many students 

andprofessionals study online and get their required degrees or certificates. India aims 

toattain a Gross Enrollment Ratio (GER) of 30% in higher education by 2020; currently 

itis 25.2%. 

Open & Distance Education 

• The UGC had notified UGC (Open and Distance Learning) Regulations, 2017 in 

theGazette on 23.06.2017 and issued a Public Notice on 17th July, 2017 stating that 
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theUGC (Open and Distance Learning) Regulations, 2017 will be operationalized from 

the year 2018-19. Subsequently, First Amendment was notified in the Gazette on 

11thOctober, 2017 and Second Amendment was notified in the Gazette on 6th February, 

2018. 

• During the year 2017-18, there were 40.32 Lakhs students enrolled in Open and 

Distance learning program at all levels in Indian Universities / Institutions (AISHE 

Report 2017-18) 

The Problem 

Unlike Technology the higher education needs continuous up gradation. The issue of 

better quality in higher Education has been a great concern for all who are directly or 

indirectly associated with the education and academic system. The reason is very obvious 

since the higher education could not keep requirement pace with the changes in the 

technology, new trends of education system, occupational diversity, Global market 

trendsand so on. From time to time. Obviously, education system that could not serve the 

needs and expected aspirations of the market in not received well and pose question on its 

efficiency and effectiveness. 

Though the issue of quality in higher education is most talked about but it is equally true 

that this issue is least understood in its true spirit. The different stakeholder’s viz. 

students, teachers, academic institutions, regulatory bodies, professional, government, 

market Pundits and others have their own perspective and gauge the quality of higher 

education on different parameters in their own framework.  

Conclusion 

The progress of any nation depends on the quality of its education system. The quality of 

education depends on the quality management, quality teachers and quality students. 

Quality infrastructure is also a vital part of the quality institution. Though the number of 

higher educational institution has been rising day by day, it is very disheartening 

toobserve that the quality of education is not improved. It is also very disheartening to 
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seethat most of the youths who pass out from the colleges and universities are not 

competent enough to compete with the present day job market, which requires 

specialized skilled worker in every field. 
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Analysis of Perception of Employees, Professionals, Investors 
And Students On Human Resource Accounting Disclosures 

Jaykumar D. Mistry 

ABSTRACT 

 Human beings working in any organisation is an important element. Though 

company have enormous physical resource like, huge building, lots of machineries, 

advance technologies, etc. but it is accepted that without human beings they are 

worthless. That’s why employees’ i.e. human beings of the company is taken as am 

important asset. In this research paper viewpoints from 175 Employees, 175 

Professionals, 175 Investors, and also from 175 Students i.e. from overall 700 

respondents have been collected for their opinion for disclosing such live asset in 

financial reports of the firm. The results finds out that overall 88.29% views are in 

support for disclosing Human Resource Accounting details in Annual Reports of the 

company along with other financial details. 

KEYWORDS 

 Human Resource Accounting, Employees, Professionals, Investors, Students, 

HRA Disclosures. 

INTRODUCTION 

Financial Accounting as being a practice – engaged in the collection and presentation of 

financial information for specific period. This important details is useful to company 

management as wells as different users for their discrete requirements for decision-

making. Since, it is based on specific rules, procedures, and techniques which have 

evolved over some time as a consequence of social-economic-political-legal conditions, 

restraints, and influences. Here, it should be noted that numerous managers believe that 

accounting function has sporadically failed to adjust its objectives and activities to the 
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decision-making requirements of a changing business world. One of the reason is that all 

assets have been considered except a live asset i.e. Human Resource. It also needs to 

incorporate in financial reports along with other mandatory details. 

As simple example, a knowledgeable manger takes a sound decision, skilled employees 

working efficiently and experience worker who increased productivity, all these efforts 

results in increasing return on investment. That’s why it is worth to disclose such an 

important property. In this paper, a primary survey has been conducted with overall 700 

respondents which are classified in four groups i.e. 175 Employees (G-1), 175 

Professionals (G-2), 175 Investors (G-3), and also from 175 Students (G-4) for disclosing 

necessary information of human resource accounting. To obtain their response, 

questionnaire have been filled up with their opinion and beliefs. The findings available 

from their response have been disclosed in following sections.  

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF OVERALL PERCEPTION 

It has been observed that all 700 respondents i.e. 175 respondents from each and every 

group are in belief to consider Human Resource as an asset. Even more, they are in view 

that Human Resource of an organisation should be accounted and incorporate in the 

books. In this manner the relevant information to be consider in Human Resource 

Accounting in the view of different groups of respondents in percentage form have been 

consolidated in following Table 1: 
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Table-1:CONSOLIDATED OPINION OF RESPONDENT GROUPS: 

(PART-I) 

Particulars G-1 G-2 G-3 G-4 Total 
Beliefs 

Total 
Responses 

Average 
(%) 

(A) No. of Employees 127 123 150 102 502 700 71.71 
(B) Age of Employees 80 120 125 96 421 700 60.14 
(C) Classification of 

employees as per 
their gender and their 
working class etc. 

127 83 137 75 422 700 60.29 

(D) No. of years of 
experience of the 
employee within the 
current firm 

139 140 144 109 532 700 76.00 

(E) No. of years of total 
experience of the 
employee 

138 144 154 100 536 700 76.57 

(F) Amount paid by the firm by way of:  
 (i) Salary 137 149 161 589 589 700 84.14 
 (ii) Wages 50 44 98 227 227 700 32.43 
 (iii) Bonus 62 107 122 355 355 700 50.71 
 (iv) Gratuity 52 48 95 230 230 700 32.86 
 (v) Pension 55 94 100 311 311 700 44.43 
(G) Provident Fund 

Contribution by 
Employees 

142 111 149 93 495 700 70.71 

(H) Provident Fund 
Contribution by 
Employer or Firm 

139 124 149 85 497 700 71.00 

(I) Employee Welfare 
Expenses incurred by 
the Firm 

138 113 137 98 486 700 69.43 

(J) Total value of 
amenities provided 
by the firm to 
employees 

133 103 142 79 457 700 65.29 

(K) Total amount 
provided by the firm 
for employees 

135 136 147 105 523 700 74.71 

 Total of 
Respondents 
Perception 

1654 1639 2010 1280 6583 10500 62.70 

 % score of 
Respondents 
Perception 

25.13 24.90 30.53 19.44 100.00   
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 The above analytical Table 6.6 may also be presented graphically in form of pie 

chart as under: 

Graph-1: CONSOLIDATED OPINION OF RESPONDENT GROUPS (PART-I): 

 

 The above analytical table presents the overall beliefs of all respondents groups 

for presentation of specific Human Resource information. For example, in the case of 

first information (i.e. number of employees), out of 700 respondents,502 
respondents(127 from G-1,123 from G-2,150 from G-3 and 102 from G-4) are in view 

to incorporate and present the information of number of employees in annual report. It 

means 71.71% respondents are in belief for presentation of such information. By this 

way, all 17 information have been observed and analysed in form of total number as well 

as in percentage. 

After considering all the information, it has been observed and analysed that, out 

of total 10,500 responses, 6,583 responses are in favour of presenting information. That is 

62.70% responses are in favour of presentation of Human Resource Accounting in 

annual report.  

Further, it has also been analyses that within, 6,583 responses, 1,654 favourable 

responses available form Group-1, 1,639favourable responses available form Group-2,  

2,010favourable responses available form Group-3 and 1,280favourable responses 

available form Group-4.  

 

25.13%
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 Furthermore, such favourable responses have also been defined in percentage 

form and find that 25.13% response available from G-1, 24.90% response available from 

G-2, 30.53% response available from G-3 and 19.44% response available from G-4. It 

means overall 100% favourable responses have been dividend in four groups.  

 Moreover, from the responses available for the second part of questionnaire, that 

is from all 700 respondents i.e. 175 respondents from each and every group have been 

analysed in consolidated manner. Here, responses available in Likert’s Scale in five 
points as: 

(1) Strongly Agree (SA), 

(2) Agree (A) 

(3) Neutral (NU) 

(4) Disagree (DA) and  

(5) Strongly Disagree (SDA). 

 The consolidated responses for above five points i.e. the sum for all responses 

have been presented along with the percentage score in following Table-2:  

Table-2:CONSOLIDATED OPINION OF RESPONDENT GROUPS (PART-II): 

No. Particulars 
SA AG NU DA SDA 

Grand 
Total 

  Total 
NO. 

% 
Score

Total 
NO.

% 
Score

Total 
NO.

% 
Score

Total 
NO.

% 
Score

Total 
NO. 

% 
Score 

Total 
NO.

% 
Score

1. Human Resource is 

an important asset 

and should be 

valued along with 

other physical assets 

of the firm. 

552 78.86 105 15.00 32 4.57 2 0.29 9 1.29 700 100 
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2. Human Resource 

Accounting is not 

costly. 

332 47.43 226 32.29 89 12.71 43 6.14 10 1.43 700 100 

3. Human Resource 

Accounting should 

be reported in 

financial statements 

to disclose true and 

correct picture of 

the firm. 

453 64.71 169 24.14 59 8.43 16 2.29 3 0.43 700 100 

4. After considering 

Human Resource 

Accounting and 

disclosure in 

Annual Reports, the 

impression of the 

organisation 

increases. 

428 61.14 187 26.71 66 9.43 13 1.86 6 0.86 700 100 

5. Human Resource 

Accounting and its 

disclosure helps to 

increase 

profitability and 

productivity of the 

firm. 

464 66.29 165 23.57 46 6.57 17 2.43 8 1.14 700 100 

6. Human Resource 

Accounting is 

helpful for planning, 

recruitment, 

development and 

control of Human 

Resource in 

organisation. 

471 67.29 162 23.14 46 6.57 13 1.86 8 1.14 700 100 

7. Human Resource 

Accounting is 

useful for decision-

442 63.14 186 26.57 44 6.29 20 2.86 8 1.14 700 100 
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making. 

8. Human Resource 

Accounting and its 

disclosure should be 

made mandatory for 

organisation. 

360 51.43 227 32.43 85 12.14 19 2.71 9 1.29 700 100 

9. Human Resource 

Accounting and its 

disclosure helps 

investors to take 

decision for 

investment in the 

company. 

423 60.43 189 27.00 63 9.00 16 2.29 9 1.29 700 100 

10. Human Resource 

Accounting makes 

positive impact in 

the eyes of 

stakeholders like 

shareholders, 

debenture holders, 

banks, government, 

creditors, public and 

employees etc. 

441 63.00 178 25.43 57 8.14 17 2.43 7 1.00 700 100 

11. Human Resource 

Accounting should 

give proper 

importance there 

should be a specific 

and common 

accepted accounting 

system. 

410 58.57 197 28.14 62 8.86 25 3.57 6 0.86 700 100 

 The above analytical table may also be presented graphically in form of pie chart 

as under: 
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Graph-2: CONSOLIDATED OPINION OF RESPONDENT GROUPS  

(PART-II): 

 

 The above analytical Table-2 and Graph-2 presents the consolidated beliefs from 

all respondents groups for specific onion for different questions concerning Human 

Resource information. Here, the total sum of belief for first point i.e. strongly agree (SA) 

from all four groups have been calculated. Likewise, the sum of belief of agree (AG), 

neutral (NU), disagree (DA) and Strongly Disagree (SDA) have been calculated along 

with their percentage score out of 700 responses (175 respondents from each group  4 

group) have also been found out. By this way total score as well as total percentage score 

has also been found out from total 9,800 responses (700 responses for each questions 14 

Questions).  

 The analytical table disclose that overall 62.70% responses are strongly agree, 

25.59% responses are agree, while 8.10% are neutral, and 2.51% are disagree. While, 

only 1.09% are strongly disagree, which so much minor and doesn’t make any effect.  

 After observing this figure, it can be said that 88.29% responses are strongly 

agree and agree, which shows that most of the people are in belief in support of Human 

Resource Accounting.  

CONCLUSION:  

 This research paper shows the analysis of primacy data available from selected 

group of respondents, which again supports and favour the importance and requirement 
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of Human Resource Accounting Disclosures in accounting records of the company.  

Since, the dynamics of a competitive environment are constantly changing. The old 

accounting practices are fast becoming redundant and they are being replaced by the new 

accounting practices. Thus accounting itself is a growing subject in that it has to keep up 

with the changes in the external environment. Human Resource Accounting bears 

testimony to the above fact. At this juncture Human Resource Accounting is not 

considered to be a full-fledged and full-proof accounting system. The journey to the 

accomplishment of a valid accounting system had begun several decades ago and even 

today the journey is on. The destination doesn't seem to be far off. But it's a classic case 

of so near so far. Optimistically speaking, it will not be an exaggeration to say that in the 

times to come Human Resource Accounting will be a norm and not an exception. 
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Problems and Remedies in English Classrooms of Higher 
Education 

Dr. Rupal Patel 

Abstract  

In the world of modernization and globalization, English is an integrated part of 

human beings. So the importance of English in higher education is essential. In 

Gujarat, somehow, students are not as fluent as students of other states. So in order to 

read, write or speak the English language, one has to have a considerable amount of 

practice in actually using it. This is not done by hearing the teacher's speech, but by 

speaking oneself. Classroom teaching suffers a lot when there is no link to it with 

pre-preparation or post-preparation done by the students. Generally, the students 

belong to the middle, lower, or lower-middle class. They do not come to the college 

with any such acquaintance of English that can be helpful to them but they come to 

the college with a limited knowledge of English. In order to reduce this problem, 

enough attention should be given to — (1) the learners (2) the teacher (3) the class 

(4) the language. If these four things can put together in a proper way, the 

environment of the class for any language can be modified, rectified and 

improvised. 

“Problems and Remedies in English Classrooms of Higher Education” 

In language learning, as in any kind of learning, student's effort is essential. 

The teacher should be less useful as a brilliant performer, keeping the class 

enthralled with the magic of his words, than as a facilitator of learning. He is very 

much expected to create the conditions which make learning possible, to provide 

the means by which and the atmosphere in which, students can learn. As a matter of 

fact, one can only learn by doing something oneself. For instance, one can learn all 

the theory about riding a bicycle, but not in fact be able to ride one. Similarly, one 

may know a great deal about how language is structured, but not know how to speak 
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it. In order to speak the language or read or write it, one has to have a considerable 

amount of practice in actually using it. This is not done by hearing the teacher's 

speech, but by speaking oneself. 

At this point, it would be no exaggeration to add that in the major English 

classrooms of India, learning the language is an extremely boring and thoroughly 

painful process. Actually there is a textbook and the teacher, in his loudest voice, 

reads a few lines from the textbooks and explains those few lines in the children's 

vernacular. The children don't get a chance to listen to an acceptable variety of 

English, they never get a chance to speak a syllable in English and they spend about 

four and a half hours every week, learning nothing of the four basic language skills. 

What is worse, they are often described as "backward children" by their English 

teachers.  

YasminLukmani rightly says in her article "Developing Reading Skills"- 

If one calculates the average amount of time given per student 

in every English class period to speak/read/write, one finds that it 

is minimal. At best, two to three students answer a few 

questions taking up about five to seven minutes of the class 

period. The rest of the time, the teacher holds the stage, the 

class. This division of time appears disproportionate and not 

conductive to learning (Lukmani:1988.96). 

M.L. Tickoo is right in questioning in his article, "Thoughts on and around 

ELT Methodologies". 

Why is it that even the most detailed studies of TEPL in India of the 

last 40 years have failed to recommend a method for use in ordinary 

state supported schools? There is clear awareness of the fact that 

tension between established practice and declared 

policies(Tickoo:1988,1). 
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However, M.L. Tickoo expresses hope when he agrees with M.S. Patel and he 

quotes Patel in his article that — 

In the hands of a teacher appropriately trained a structural syllabus 

can be an effective fool for teaching English. Implying an activity 

method, it demand initiative, resourcefulness and imagination on 

the part of the teacher. It keeps the young learner keen and active... 

It is indeed a delightful sight to see a class buzzing with activity 

like the bee-hive as it gainfully learns by doing and speaking 

(Tikoo: 1988,2). 

Here in this small research my effort is to pin point some of the problems of 

the classrooms of Gujarat where the teaching of English language is either 

unsatisfactory or rather hopeless. No exaggeration, if it is said that the teaching of 

English has gone to such bottom from where it would be very difficult to uplift it. 

We are enlisting some of the problems, difficulties that come across in our teaching 

of English — 

(1) Dull, dumb, & unenthusiastic students 

(2) Escaping from the English classes 

(3) Preparing or cramming from the guides 

(4) No pre-preparation nor post-preparation 

(5) No background of English 

(6) Students' hesitation of committing mistakes 

(7) Teachers’ use of translational/vernacular method 

(8) English as a compulsory subject3 

(9) Neither teacher nor students feel for any improvisations or innovations. 

As a matter of fact, when the students come in the class; they sit looking 

quite dull, dumb and unenthusiastic. They don't respond to any questions asked by 

the teacher. And if the teacher forces them to speak in English, they try to speak a 
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little and then onwards they stop attending the classes. As a result, the other 

students, may imitate the other students and bunk the class. 

Instinctively or from the school, students learn that English is a difficult 

language.  In schools, either the student leaves the English subject or unwillingly 

attends the classes. But in college, he is free to attend the class or to leave it. 

Moreover, the students get such a worse company in the college that they have been 

badly convinced that English lectures are boring, difficult, unappealing and what 

not. Consequently, the students try to escape from attending the classes. 

Now, whether the students attend the classes or not; they are supposed to 

appear in the exam of English and pass it also. In that case, the students get habituated 

of cramming readymade answers from the guides and cheap digests available in 

the markets. Most of the students remain absent throughout the year, they just buy 

guides, cram up and mug up every answer and get through the exams. 

Classroom teaching suffers a lot when there is no link to it with pre-

preparation or post-preparation done by the students. Generally, the students come in 

the class with empty brain and goes with the same. He does not come with any home-

preparation nor he does any after-preparation after going home. 

Generally, the students belong to the middle, lower, or lower-middle class. 

They do not come to the college with any such acquaintance of English that can be 

helpful to them but they come to the college with a limited knowledge of English. 

There are some cases who keep a good knowledge of English but there are 

exceptions. 

In the classrooms, the main reason why the students do not reply openly is 

that they hesitate to speak lest any error should not be committed. They keep 

reserved. Some of the students want to ask something, want to get clarified their 

doubts and queries but they are shy, they think that if the teacher would insult them 

or act in an unexpected way, or they also feel ashamed of the classmates. Sometimes 

they respect the "teacher-dominance" education system. 
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Helplessly and hopelessly, the teacher not seeing any response from students' 

side has to switch over the vernacular language. He has to translate while teaching 

English lessons or language in the classrooms. If the teacher of English constantly 

deals only with English, it is very difficult to stimulate the students' curiosity to 

respond therefore for the sake of their responsive ability, the teacher resorts to 

translation. 

It is also somewhat pathetic that English is a compulsory subject in Gujarat 

University, therefore the students have to opt for it. English has to be studied 

compulsorily in all the semesters.  Because of this the students unwillingly take the 

subject and remain dull and unenthusiastic throughout the college life. 

The tragedy is from both the sides, neither the students want to learn 

properly nor the teachers are interested to take the lectures sincerely, regularly and 

meticulously.  

REMEDIAL MEASURES 

The pathetic situations of the English classrooms in the colleges of Gujarat 

University is that no classrooms are well-equipped, no language laboratory and no use 

of audio-visuals aids. Even the teacher is also losing his heart regarding the 

betterment of the present situation. It is the teacher who can bring about a Himalayan 

change, sea-change by just understanding the mentality of the students and by just 

putting his efforts in improvising the classroom — atmosphere, environment so as to 

encourage students to respond to the teacher's teaching. Enough attention should be 

given to — (1) the learners (2) the teacher (3) the class (4) the language. 

If these four things can put together in a proper way, the environment of the 

class for any language can be modified, rectified and improvised. Actually, it is very 

important to make the classroom a special place. Creating this special environment 

should be a key goal for each language teacher whether he belongs to Gujarat or any 

state of India and the most essential aspect in achieving this environment is 

involvement. A teacher should get the learners involved. Show them that we know and 
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care what is happening to them. We should  learn the background of the students - 

where they live, what their parents do, how they come to college. Even we can also 

find out how many brothers and sisters they have. It is to be remembered that, in 

teaching language, all doors are open, because the key to all doors is language. It is, 

after all, in the teacher's hands to make the language class alive. This kind of 

interpersonal understanding will not only encourage the students to use language but 

they will find it easy to learn it also. 

The teacher should first try to establish a good rapport with the students so that 

the students should get interested in attending the classroom teaching. Conferring 

student's favour, the teacher should start with their names,  because  this gives them an 

identity in the teacher's eyes and they feel that the teachers take them as individuals. 

This also makes the classroom much more personal and exciting. 

The University should manage extra classes for the weak students. In those 

extra classes, the learners should be informed and taught straightforwardly about the 

basics of English in order to refresh their knowledge of English that perhaps lies in 

their subconscious mind. This could be the way to remove the discrimination and 

partiality that generally take place among the students. 

The problems we have discussed at length earlier can be solved very easily and 

for that matter a teacher will have to be alert in stimulating learner's interest towards 

the class and towards the English language. It is only teacher who can again redirect 

the students towards the class. By the help of which, the teacher will see that several 

problems get solved from the side of students. Identifying the students by their names, 

establishing a close rapport with the learners, we think the students will not be any 

more fearful to talk to the teacher as where they are having problems in learning 

English. This is how the teacher can break the students' dumbness and unenthusiastic 

attitude towards attending classes and for English subject. The moment the teacher 

makes the English classes  interesting, the students will speak other to join it and 

those students who were keeping away from the class will start attending it. 
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We would not try to lengthen the topic by just discussing the solutions of the 

student's problems. If a teacher takes the turn according to the time, we don't think 

there would be anymore problems — it is as if killing many birds with one stone,; 

removing several problems with the help of just a wise decision. If the students are 

regular, the teacher would be able to teach English thoroughly along with the text 

book and syllabus. The students will get their doubts clarified and then they will be no 

more dependent on the guides. 

In the extra classes of English the teacher should recount some interesting 

stories in English in a very lucid and simple style just to keep up their interests in the 

class. Certainly, the students will respond, they will also start thinking about something 

and perhaps this "something" is very important. To instill and implant some thoughts 

in the students is a success of a teacher. Then there would be no need to ask the 

students for any pre- preparation. The student will gradually take interest in English 

language and English classrooms. 

Since, the question of background of English is concerned, very few families 

are there in Gujarat who have English as their first language. Teacher can enhance or 

build that background, he can bring some pictures, photographs of English alphabets, 

numbers, and the photographs of animals, birds, reptiles etc. For keeping up their 

interest the teacher can ask them to play games — like spelling games or word games. 

This is how the students' familiarity with the English background can be initiated. 

And to our mind, this proximity between the teacher and the students would be fruitful 

for they will unhesitatingly ask any question related to English language that puzzles 

them. 

Gradually, step-by-step when the teacher sees that the students are capable 

enough to pick the English words, spellings, phrases easily, then he should leave 

taking help of vernacular; he should shun to translation method. He should adopt such 

techniques of teaching that this teaching should be appealing not only for the students 

of English but also for the students of other subjects. The teacher, for example, can take 

use of audio-visual aids to teach English, he can arrange English quiz in the college,  
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he can take the students to nearby library where he can guide them as to how they can 

use the library and English-books. 

We are sure about the over-all improvisations. Only students, (learners) and 

teachers can bring about the change in the class, some of the above-mentioned tips 

could prove very useful in English classrooms of the  colleges. 

Having made the classroom teaching interesting or having solved the primary 

problems of the students, the teacher can go a little deeper in the teaching of English 

language. The students who have  fundamental and minor problems from escaping the 

English classes, they should not be burdened by the different so-called methods. The 

teacher should 'go deeper' in teaching — 'going deeper' means the teacher should 

minutely and closely observe and study the tender and delicate brains of the students. 

The teacher should understand in which activity the students take part, in which 

activity they are more interested, the teacher should activate those programmes where 

he finds himself appealing to the students and he should also examine those methods 

where the students become responsive. The teacher should not solely depend on the 

so-called methods laid down or propounded by the language teachers. After using the 

techniques of describing pictures, posters, word games, spelling games, explaining 

alphabets, numbers, the teacher can save little time for teaching the lessons of the 

prescribed next and syllabus, he can then take help of the following steps: 

 Introducing the dictionary 

 Introducing reading skills 

 Rearranging short sentences 

 Writing shortest stories 

 Inspiring them for general conversation 

 Listening and watching the Audio-visual aids. 

Generally, it is seen that the students of any state, not only of Gujarat, they 

have the habit of not referring to the dictionaries. The teacher should explain the way 

it should be referred. For the students' sake, the teacher can make them buy a good 
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desk-dictionary, and can ask them to bring in the class. The teacher thus, can inspire 

the students to cultivate the habits of consulting dictionaries. This habit of the 

students can make the work of a teacher  easy. 

There are few benefits that can come out of the dictionary activity. In the 

course of teaching a prose or a poem, the teacher can list out a few words on the 

blackboard. The teacher can ask the students for looking up the meaning of the 

words into the dictionary. Where there are multiple meanings for a given word, help 

them choose the right one that would fit the context. The advantages of this 

procedure are:  

 The students will look upon the dictionary as the ultimate source from where they 

can get their meanings. 

 They should also know that even the teacher is dependent on dictionaries. 

 They learn to distinguish between meanings. 

 It is great way for vocabulary expansion. The teacher can also teach    some of the 

phonetic symbols to the students. And he can occasionally draw their attention 

towards the pronunciation of the words. 

So, this is one of the ways to make classroom activity less teachers-centered and 

more learner-centered. 

In order to introduce reading skill in the classrooms, the teacher can take help 

of the lesson from the textbook. So that the students will be familiar with their 

prescribed syllabus. In teaching reading, therefore, it is necessary that the teacher does 

not do all the work by, for instance, reading aloud or that one or two of the brighter 

students do not monopolize all the time given to the students by being made to read 

instead. All the students should be involved in a struggle with the text. This can only be 

done by making the entire class read the text silently, so that each one is required to 

make the efforts. After having read, the students can get their doubts clarified 

related to the difficult words, pronunciation problem, grammatical problem, any 

incomprehensible etc. 
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The students must be forced to grapple with the text and to apply their minds in 

deciphering meaning. It isn't necessary to give them the meaning of every difficult 

word on the blackboard. We also come across many new words in our own reading 

and do not always make a beeline for the dictionary. We understand, in the context, 

what the word means.  

For another activity, the teacher can give a group of five sentences but not 

familiar story or events so that the students do not get confused. And it should be a 

group of only five sentences, less time-consuming; the students should get enough 

time for its comprehension. The teacher can check their attempts in isolation. And any 

student goes wrong, he can ask him to revise the sentences once again, and try to make 

it logical. That is how the teacher can stimulate their curiosity and can make them self-

reliant gradually. 

Under the sub-topic "writing the shortest stories" — the teacher can bring 

some pictures or posters and can ask the students to write a story consisting ten or 

twelve sentences. For writing skill (WS), M.P. Bhaskaran rightly says in his essay, 

"Composition: from controlled to free" 

In addition to methodologies of ELT history, the WS is itself the most difficult 

of the language skills to acquire. The communication is at a distance; paralinguistic 

features do not operate; there is intense mental activity; the need for organization and 

clarity is paramount. In addition, the written form of the language, while using the 

same code as the spoken form, is markedly different from the latter, and has to be 

separately acquired. (Bhaskaran: 1988, 151 ). 

Enhancing and developing this writing skill among the students is necessary as 

well as useful because as Bhaskaran says that the students get `exactness' after writing 

even a single paragraph. And this exactness does not come just by spoken skill of a 

language. So, for that matter writing skill has to be taught. Now, once they write 

down a short composition or a story, the students can be asked to exchange their 
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stories mutually and can see how other students write. They can compose and try to 

write as good as possible. 

The teacher can now rightly divert the students towards communicative and 

conversational use of language. The teacher can ask them to talk on any point, any 

object, any topic they like with each other. The teacher can form a group of two 

students and then he can supervise accordingly. Sometimes, he can also ask the 

students to come on the stage for a short self-introduction. For that teacher can supply 

some of the sentences beforehand viz. 

(1)  My name is   

(2)  I am a student. 

(3)  I study in -------- College. 

(4)  I am a student of --------. 

(5)  I come to college by bus. 

For the sake of group discussion, the teacher can supply some readymade questions 

and answers, which can help them in their conversation. 

At this juncture, Adrain Palmer is worth to be quoted, - 

Language learning calls for communication practices rather than pattern 

practice. In communication practice drills the learner enjoys responses that are 

linguistically acceptable and also conveys information relevant to himself and 

other people. For communication the meaning of a sentence is more important 

than its form. Sentences illustrating a new pattern should be practiced with 

special attention to meaning. Whereas in pattern practice the meaning of the 

sentences are not necessary related to each other or to the students situation, in 

communication practice the learner pictures himself in a certain situation and 

passes judgment on the social acceptability of his utterance. Communication 

drills require flexible and human responses. (Palmer : 1970, 55). 
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Now in taking help of the audio-visual aids, the teacher can manage to bring 

V.C.R./V.C.D., a television and a radio with which, the teacher can show some 

small dialogues, small conversation, communication, small speeches etc. Visual 

aids are  better experiments where students get engaged themselves in listening and 

watching. The teacher can also ask them to watch English news on T.V. — B.B.C. 

and on other channels. He can also ask them to buy some cassettes based on small 

English dialogues, which are available in the market for their home practice. 

The teaching of English is not something that 'you do the tough and master 

the easy' but the teacher, particularly, the teachers of Gujarat is supposed to start 

with the easy tasks, he should start his teaching from the beginning, from the 

basics and gradually he can venture towards the exhaustive details or methodology 

of English language teaching. That's what we have discussed in the first chapter, the 

minor and the most fundamental difficulties faced by the students. As a teacher we 

should break that long-back tradition of one-way teaching, we should also include 

actively the students in learning process. We, as teachers, should keep away from 

making the class — 'teacher-dominated' 

We will conclude with the words of S. Vedayudhan who says in his essay 

'Study skills in the classroom' — 

Some of us, (we, the teachers) do carry loads of learned lumber in our heads 

and we expect our students to get it from us, like retailers collecting their daily 

wares from wholesalers. Worth remembering that in a commercial sense 

wholesalers have a vested interest in not letting the retailers going to the 

sources. (Vedayudhan : 1988, 159). 

So long as the teaching of language is based on prescribed reader/ texts 

teacher-dominance in the pursuit of knowledge is bound to continue. The thing is 

— can't we suppress our urge to supply every bit of information? 
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Shouldn't we invite the students to go, search and find out things for themselves? 

On the whole, it is time that we take a second look at the educational process. 

Blaming the system and waiting for drastic changes and improvement of our 

resources is no solution. Change should begin with every individual teacher. 

Romeo exclaimed: 

`0! She does teach the torches to burn bright.' 

When would we think of our students as torches whom we could help burn bright. 
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Importance of Good Research Quality 
Komelabbas H. Rajani 

ABSTRACT 

A Researcher is very important in the development of various field of the study. 

Research must always be of high quality in order to produce knowledge that is 

applicable outside of the research setting. A good quality research can provide those 

of evidence that is ethical, robust and can be used to inform policy making. And to be 

a good research work, it should be critical, and empirical, valid, reliable and very 

verifiable. The main purpose of the research is to get deep in to the topic so that 

something helpful can be turned out which can be helpful for everybody and used in 

that  particular niche sector. Each and every research process starts with a problem, 

the basic aliment of research, while helps to transform and idea in to concert research 

operations.  Research in common parlance refers to a search for knowledge. Research 

is the process of arriving at dependable solution to problems through the planned and 

systematic investigation. Typically, the overall research design, the specific research 

question, aim of the research, objectives of the research , review of literature , refer to 

the reference book , observation , methodology, procedure of model selection, tools 

for the data collection , analysis,  result and discussion and conclusion. The live 

people enjoy now or the thinks that we do in minutes which earlier look impossible 

are all because of the research. So research is the best and reliable way to understand 

and act on the complexities of various issues which we as humans are facing. As our 

demands increase, the requirement of research also rises. It can also be said that 

research is what that makes our lives easier. It is just the result of the curiosity or a 

new innovative idea. 

 INTRODUCTION 

Quite frequently these days people talk of research , both in academic institutions and 

outside . Several ' research studies are undertaken and accomplished year after year . But 

in most cases very little attention is paid to an important dimension relating to research 
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,namely , that of research methodology . The result is that much of research , particularly 

in social sciences , contains endless word - spinning and too many quotations , Thus a 

great deal of research tends to be futile . It may be noted , in the context of planning and 

development , that the significance of research lies in its quality and not in quantity . The 

need , therefore , is for those concerned with research to pay due attention to designing 

and adhering to the appropriate methodology throughout for improving the quality of 

research . The methodology may differ from problem to problem, yet the basic approach 

towards research remains the same. 

 MEANING OF RESEARCH: 

Research in common parlance refers to a search for knowledge. One can also define 

research as a scientific and systematic search for pertinent information on a specific topic. 

In fact, research is an art of scientific investigation. Dictionary definition of research is a 

careful investigation or inquiry especially through search for new facts in any branch of 

knowledge. Some people consider research as a movement from the known to the 

unknown. It is actually a voyage of discovery. We all possess the vital instinct of 

inquisitiveness. When the unknown confronts us, more and more our inquisitiveness 

makes us probe and attain understanding of the unknown. This inquisitiveness is the 

mother of all knowledge and the method, which one employs for obtaining the 

knowledge of whatever the unknown, can be termed as research. Research is an academic 

activity and as such the term should be used in a technical sense. According to Clifford 

Woody, research comprises defining and redefining problems, formulating hypothesis or 

suggested solutions; collecting, organising and evaluating data; making deductions and 

reaching conclusions; and at last carefully testing the conclusions to determine whether 

they fit the formulating hypothesis. D. Slesinger and M. Stephenson in the Encyclopaedia 

of Social Sciences define research as "the manipulation of things, concepts or symbols 

for the purpose of generalising to extend, correct or verify knowledge, whether that 

knowledge aids in construction of theory or in the practice of an art." Research is, thus, 

an original contribution to the existing stock of knowledge making for its advancement. It 

is the pursuit of truth with the help of study, observation, comparison and experiment. In 

short, the search for knowledge through objective and systematic method of finding 
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solution to a problem is research. The systematic approach concerning generalisation and 

the formulation of a theory is also research. As such the term 'research refers to the 

systematic method consisting of enunciating the problem, formulating a hypothesis, 

collecting the facts or data, analysing the facts and reaching certain conclusions either in 

the form of solution(s) towards the concerned problem or in certain generalisations for 

some theoretical formulation.  

 CRITERIA OF GOOD RESEARCH 

 (a) The purpose of the research should be clearly defined and common concepts be used. 

 (b) The research procedure used should be described in sufficient detail to permit another 

researcher to repeat the research for further advancement, keeping the continuity of what 

has already been attained.  

(c) The procedural design of the research should be carefully planned to yield results that 

are as objective as possible.  

(d) The researcher should report with complete frankness, flaws in procedural design and 

estimate their effects upon the findings.  

(e) The analysis of data should be sufficiently adequate to reveal its significance and the 

methods of analysis used should be appropriate. The validity and reliability of the data 

should be checked carefully  

(f) Conclusions should be confined to those justified by the data of the research and 

limited to those for which the data provide an adequate basis.  

(g) Greater confidence in research is warranted if the researcher is experienced, has a 

good reputation in research and is a person of integrity. 

In other words, we can state the qualities of a good research as under: 
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(a) Good research is systematic: It means that research is structured with specified steps 

to be taken in a specified sequence in accordance with the well defined set of rules. 

Systematic characteristic of the research does not rule out creative thinking but it 

certainly does reject the use of guessing and intuition in arriving at conclusions  

(b) Good research is logical: This implies that research is guided by the rules of logical 

reasoning and the logical process of induction and deduction are of great value in 

carrying out research. Induction is the process of reasoning from a part to the whole 

whereas deduction is the process of reasoning from some premise to a conclusion which 

follows from that very premise. In fact, logical reasoning makes research more 

meaningful in the context of decision making.  

(c) Good research is empirical: It implies that research is related basically to one or 

more aspects of a real situation and deals with concrete data that provides a basis for 

external validity to research results.  

(d) Good research is replicable: This characteristic allows research results to be verified 

by replicating the study and thereby building a sound basis for decisions. 

 WHAT IS A RESEARCH PROBLEM: 

In research process, the first and foremost step happens to be that of selecting and 

properly defining a research problem. A researcher must find the problem and formulate 

it so that it becomes susceptible to research. Like a medical doctor, a researcher must 

examine all the symptoms (presented to him or observed by him) concerning a problem 

before he can diagnose correctly. To define a problem correctly, a researcher must know: 

what a problem is? A research problem, in general, refers to some difficulty which a 

researcher experiences in the context of either a theoretical or practical situation and 

wants to obtain a solution for the same. 
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 SELECTING THE PROBLEM  

The research problem undertaken for study must be carefully selected. The task is a 

difficult one, although it may not appear to be so. Help may be taken from a research 

guide in this connection Nevertheless, every researcher must find out his own salvation 

for research problems cannot be borrowed. A problem must spring from the researcher's 

mind like a plant springing from its own seed. If our eyes need glasses, it is not the 

optician alone who decides about the number of the lens we require. We have to see 

ourselves and enable him to prescribe for us the right number by Cooperating with him. 

Thus, a research guide can at the most only help a researcher choose a subject.  

  RESEARCH DESIGN 

The formidable problem that follows the task of defining the research problem is the 

preparation of a design of the research project, popularly known as "research design". A 

research design is the arrangement of conditions for collection and analysis of data in a 

manner that aims to combine relevance to the research purpose with economy in 

procedure. In fact, the research design is the conceptual structure within which research is 

conducted; it constitutes the blueprint for the collection, measurement and analysis of 

data. As such the design includes an outline of what the researcher will do from writing 

the hypothesis and its operational implications to the final analysis of data. More 

explicitly, the design decisions happen to be in respect of: 

I. What is the study about? 
II. Why is the study being made? 

III. Where will the study be carried out? 
IV. What type of data is required? 
V. Where can the required data be found? 

VI. What periods of time will the study include? 
VII. What will be the sample design? 

VIII. What technique of data collection will be used? 
IX. How will the data be analysis? 
X. In what style will the report be prepared? 
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The live people enjoy now or the thinks that we do in minutes which earlier look 

impossible are all because of the research. So research is the best and reliable way to 

understand and act on the complexities of various issues which we as humans are facing. 

As our demands increase, the requirement of research also rises. It can also be said that 

research is what that makes our lives easier. It is just the result of the curiosity or a new 

innovative idea. 
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Quality Improvement in Higher Education” 

Prin. Dr. Yogesh M. Chudasama 
 Dr. Manish M. Chudasama 

Abstract 

 The most question in the process of achieving excellence in higher education in 

Indian Scenario is, how to meet the financial expenses for grooming such a large system? 

We are taking  several measures like privatization, public private partnership among 

others to tackle the cost factor, But several other problems are cropping up as side effects. 

Turning the whole affair into an impossible Triangle with quality, expansion and cost as 

three side. work on any two, the third gets collapsed ! But we can not afford to 

compromise even on one aspect. We have to convert this impossible triangle Into a 

possible triangle. This perhaps is the biggest challenge for Indian Higher Education 

system.   

“I never teach my pupils, I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they can 

learn.” 

 Albert Einstein’s words quoted above posit a message for all educators. Many of 

us have grown up with the chalk and blackboard form of pedagogy and are most 

comfortable teaching. In the same way But is this the best way to engage students or 

provide a learning environment most suitable to learners? There is no substitute, while 

teaching a subject like Mathematics, to the old – fashioned chalk and board technique but 

are there ways and means by which we can blend this with Methods that use newer 

technologies in a meaningful way?” There is no progress…… in how we teach, despite 

what might be possible with the new technology i.e.e-learning” 

 The information age and a networked world are forcing educators to rethink the 

educational experience. It has become very clear that the value-add in a knowledge based 

future’ will be a learning environment that develops and  encourages the ability to think 
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and learn both independently and collaboratively, From a teaching perspective in higher 

education in India, e- learning is still in its infancy stage. 

Quality Improvement Environment: 

An Innovation in Higher Education for world class standards: 

 Quality of any system is possible only by striking an optimal balance among 

various Competing demands of any system. The same is true for quality of higher 

education.  

The Indian Advantage in knowledge Era: 

 On the positive and optimistic side of Indian core competency and inherent 

advantage in the emerging knowledge society. We have the major strengths. 

 Demographic dividend: India is a youthful nation with more than 50 percent of its 

population less than 25 years of age or 65 percent of population less than 35 years of 

age (which is a formal upper age limit of being called a youth in India) While the rest 

of developed world is already ageing Japan, Europe, America, Australia 10-15 years 

from now these would look towards India as a major potential supplier of various 

kinds of talent provided they are globally employable. This is a major demographic 

dividend we can encash if we make investments in developing globally employable 

quality talent in higher education. 

 Indians : intrinsically make a very creative, analytic innovative, curious and : 

intelligent human resource. We are very strong on integrative complexity and can 

find innovative solution to complex problems provided we find a purpose in it. in the 

era of knowledge process outsourcing (KPO), Indi offers great potential in R & D. 

Software engineering service process outsourcing due to easy availability of relatively 

inexpensive (by global standards) talent who are sharp, creative and brilliant. Once 

again it is only possible if we nurture. This talent to achieve high quality training in 

engineering, technology, science and Mathematics. 
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 Our large population base can become a potential talent pool for the world apart from 

meeting its own development needs. Instead of treating population as a liability it 

could be an asset if we develop this talent for global employability. The outstanding 

talent pool we nurture could be a major intellectual product India could be known for 

the world over provided we aim at developing quality products. 

 Engineering, Management, Pharmacy, architecture and other professional education 

like medicines are much sought after career options after (10, +2) in India. 

Indian parents have the ambition and desire to give a quality professional 

education to their children to make them employable. THEY ARE WILLING TO 

INVEST IN THEIR EDUCATION EVEN IF THEY HAVE TO MAKE PERSONAL 

SACRIFICES OF THEIR OWN COMFORTS. 

Thus there is almost an assured supply of talented students to quality institutions 

in higher education. This is a very positive demand environment.  

India was known for academic excellence in the past. Which attracted scholars to 

visit India in quest of knowledge- Nalanda University is an illustrious example. In current 

times global acceptability of our elite institutions such as IITs/IIMs/IISc indicates that if 

we decide to nurture excellence, We can do it and the entire world would recognize that 

execellence. 

Hence, there is a tremendous scope, potential and opportunity for building large 

numbers of quality renowned institutions. 

In Quest of Quality Education 

“Just as water needs the wind to create waves of change so does every man need a 

helping hand to achieve the impossible.” 

      -Hindi Proverb 
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Higher education is the Zenith of the educational journey of any individual and in 

a country like India, Only the privileged few actually enjoy the benefit of higher 

education. The aim of higher education is to contribute to the development and 

improvement of society as a whole in a sustainable manner. 

The teaching and learning effectiveness gets enhanced by involving the student, 

beginning with what the student knows, moving from simple to complex subjects 

accommodating the students preferred learning style, allowing immediate application of 

knowledge  in to practice and planning. 

The quality of higher education is a multi-factored process. The Government, the 

Management of institutions the teachers, the students and the external quality assurance 

agencies-each of these interest groups has an important role  to play in the provision of 

quality in higher education. There is a need to develop quality culture in institutions. 

Quality is a buzz word in today’s world of education. It has become an important 

idealogy of education which helps make education more relevant to the needs of the 

individual and society. Every educational institution must strive to achieve excellence 

through adopting the higher measures of quality as ongoing basis as fostering quality in 

higher education is a  continuous Journey. 

Quality is not a still, it is an attitude. Quality of education is difficult to define 

precisely. But it can be understood. It is an excellence in teaching and learning. 

Conclusion 

Education is the greatest equalizer of the society. Educating people is the 

responsibility of every teacher. It must be done holistically. 

It would be pertinent here to list down the key areas that teachers are capable of 

influencing for making higher education impactful/Meaningful. 
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 Creates an environment of trust, mutual respect, support and fairness. 

 Communicate with students in myriad roles, some of the important ones being as friend, 

guide and philosopher. 

 Demonstrates competence in content knowledge appropriate to the teaching position. 

Uses strategies to deliver instruction that meets the multiple learning needs of students. 

 Uses available resources, including technologies in the development and sequencing of 

instruction. 

 Sets and communicates high expectations for social, of all students. 

 Uses a variety of method to monitor student learning. 

 Guides students in goal setting and self assessment. 

 Establishes, communicates, models and maintains standards of responsible student 

behavior 

 Uses instructional time effectively to maximize student achievement. 

 Demonstrates habits and skills of continuous inquiry and learning. 

 Undertakes short, medium and long term planning so as to do justice to the delivery of 

knowledge that is being disseminated. 

 We need a passion for quality and continuous improvement a quest for improvement that 

is never ending so that our product will always be consistent with specified standards of 

performance, virtually leading to zero defects. 

“THE ART OF PROGRESS IS TO PRESERVE ORDER AMID CHANGE, AND TO 

PRESERVE CHANGE AMID ORDER” 
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Role of stakeholders in the development of education 

NidhiMaheta 

Abstract 

India is developing country and the education system of India is also 

developing.In the Indian education system the system is starting to get better from time to 

time. In the development of education the Indian education system needs to get the help 

from the stakeholders in education. In the education the stakeholders are considered as 

that person who is responsible or relatable with the students. For example we can say that 

the teachers , school heads , administration,  school boards , parents , etc. Are considered 

as the main stakeholders in education and for the development this stakeholders can play 

very much important role in the development of education. The stakeholders can effect to 

the students and the students can effect the development.  So, for to get the maximum 

development in education the stakeholders are very important and for that some changes 

are also requires in the stakeholders to get the development in education. 

Keywords: - Education,  Development,  Stakeholders.  

Introduction 

In the development of education requires the input of different stakeholders such as 

parents,  teachers,  school heads, administration, and school boards. Stakeholders 

typically refers to one who is associated with the welfare and success of a school and its 

students. They may also be collective entities, such as they can take responsibility,  

leadership or to give ideas, opinions,  and perspectives. They should understand that the 

role of every stakeholders is crucial for the development of an education empire.  

School administrators 

School administrators, who monitor the implementation of the curriculum, play a vital 

role in structuring and developing the school and students. Furthermore, they are 
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responsible for the purchasing of learning materials which are essential for curriculum 

implementation. They are usually informed by teachers, students, and the community 

about the success of their curriculum. They can also employ the services of professional 

for evaluating the performance of the curriculum. 

Parents 

Parents influence the implementation of the curriculum by playing a vital role in 

monitoring the lessons taught at schools, filling the gap between their children and the 

school administration by providing various resources which are not available in school. 

Teachers often take help of parents for monitoring the social and development of a child, 

especially for special educational needs. 

Professionals 

Psychologists and social workers are known for their contribution towards special 

schools and their children. These stakeholders provide useful options for dealing with 

students of foreign origin or those with disabilities. Often acting as school board 

members, community members are usually seen contributing to the various resources 

which are not found at school premises. 

Government and the professional regulation commission are other stakeholders 

providing a license to graduates of different universities and colleges. The role of 

stakeholders in the development of education need to be engaged in the purpose of 

education for sustainable development at university and as well as in the school also. 

 The emergence of school and college self-management in many countries has 

enhanced the importance of effective management of stakeholders.  

 Successful school and college adopt an inclusive approach to working with their 

stakeholders.  
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Role of stakeholders in education in India 

In the development of education the stakeholders can have to do the development of 

themselves for the increase in the education system.  

Classroom Teachers  

Teachers have the responsibility to: 

 deliver quality educational programs that respond to the needs and abilities of all  

 students, including students with disabilities. 

 develop, implement, evaluate and review every 6 months the Education 

Adjustment Plan for the student with disabilities. This may involve working 

collaboratively with the Special Education Teacher or appropriate person. 

 Special Education Teachers have the responsibility to: 

 support classroom teachers to deliver quality educational programs that respond to 

the needs and abilities of all students, including students with disabilities. 

 support classroom teachers to develop, implement, evaluate and review every 6 

months the Education Adjustment Plan (EAP) for the student with disabilities. 

 coordinate the EAP process in the middle years and senior years context. 

 ensure that transition plans are written from Primary to Middle School to Senior 

School and also transition to work plans are written in the proper manner to get 

the maximum development in education.  

 School support staff have the responsibility to: 

 the staff have the responsibility as the stakeholders and they must have to do the 

work to support the students.  

 support the school’s inclusivity process by familiarising themselves with the 

needs of students and to give them guidance for the development. 
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Parents have responsibility to: 

 initiate and maintain constructive communication and relationships with schools 

and other involved providers to achieve the best educational, social and emotional 

outcomes for the student 

 actively participate in the planning, implementation, and review of education 

adjustment plans, designed to assist the student to achieve optimum educational 

outcomes. Also to give the support to their child for improving themselves and to 

do innovative ideas. 

Stakeholders in the development of 

education 

1.students  

2.society  

3.teacher  

4.school board  

5.school management  

6.professionals 

“Stakeholders are individuals or entities who stand to gain or loss in the success or failure 

of a system or in management as well as in the education also”. The education’s 

stakeholders as parents,  alumni,  administrators, employers and communities. 

The stakeholders in education have great impact on the outcome of the learning. The 

structure of educational institutions, learning and understand the nature of the students. 

Most of the stakeholders are agreed to the educational needs to change the policy and the 

strategy which is related to the development of education. 

Aim for development of education with the help of stakeholders 

Education can made a different functions when it seeks to their needs and the goal with 

the traditions. Education can also defined the needs of the society as a whole. In the 
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education the development is made through the planning and that are considered as 

educational planning. In the planning the demand of teacher educators depends upon the 

number of institutions of teacher education and number of schools, universities and 

institutions.  

The school system in India has four levels: lower primary (age 6 to 10), upper primary 

(11 and 12), high (13 to 15) and higher secondary (17 and 18).There are mainly three 

streams in school education in India. 

Education management with the help of stakeholders  

In the education system the development is requires and to fulfil that requirement the 

management can have to take some steps regarding the effective management and they 

are as under:  

Increasing awareness to the management regarding the importance of stakeholders  

To know the advantage and disadvantage of stakeholders in education  

Choosing the proper management  

Professional development: 

Appraisal for the development in education  

Give the training to the teachers  

Take the advantage of the internet  
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Educational problems in India 

 Lack of funds: the lack of sufficient funds is the main problem in the development 

of education. Outlay for education in Five Year Plans has been decreasing. Due to 

insufficient funds most educational institutions lack infrastructure, science 

equipment and libraries etc. Due to this reason, desired results cannot be 

achieved. 

  Expensive higher education : University, professional and technical education 

has become costly in India. Fee structure of technical and professional institutes 

like IIM’s is quite high IIM’s charge 2 lakh per semester for MBA classes. It is 

beyond the reach of common man. Privatization of higher education has led to the 

growth of profit hungry entrepreneurs. Now a day’s higher education is much 

costly affair. 

 Neglect of Indian languages:The medium of instruction particularly in science 

subjects is English. So rural students who are not well versed in English, cannot 

study science properly in English. They suffer a lot; Indian languages are still 

under developed. Standard publications are not available in Indian language. 

 Problem of Brain drain:When intelligent, talented and deserving candidates do not 

get suitable jobs in the country, they prefer to go abroad for seeking jobs. So our 

country is deprived of good talent. This phenomenon is called ‘Brain drain’. 

 Mass illiteracy: Despite constitutional directives and economic planning we are 

not able to achieve cent percent literacy. -Even now 35 percent people remain 

illiterate. In India, the number of illiterates is almost one-third of the total 

illiterates in the world. Advanced countries are 100% literate; the position in India 

is quite dismal. 

 Wastage of resources:Our education system is based on General Education. The 

dropout rate is very high in primary and secondary level. Most of the students in 

6-14 age groups leave the school before completing their education. It leads to 

wastage of 5nancial and human resources. 

 General education oriented:Our educational system is of General Education in 

nature. Development of technical and vocational education is quite unsatisfactory. 
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So our education is unproductive. Hence number of educated unemployed persons 

is increasing day by day. This has become a great concern for Govt. 

 Problems of primary education:Our primary education is ridden with too many 

problems. Large number of primary schools has no buildings what to talk of basic 

facilities like drinking water, urinals and electricity, furniture and study materials 

etc. Large numbers of primary schools are single teacher schools and many 

schools are even without teachers. So the drop rate is very high and a cause of 

concern. Concluding, we can say that there is quantitative expansion of education 

but in qualitative development we are still lagging behind. 

How the education Change with the help of stakeholders 

 Make classrooms places students want to be. 

 Make school walls innovative  

 Make the subject interesting as much as possible  

 Do practical study more 

 Be honest to the students about their progress  

 Stop encouraging students to go to overpriced colleges  

 Make the system effective  

 Always give the students support when they actually need the help from the 

stakeholders. 

 For the teacher:  they must have to get the training. 

 Don't use the words and phrases which can give stress to the students or distract 

them from their aim or goal. 

 Take the advantage of the internet. 

 Give the students practical examples if possible. 

 Give the positive reply to every students.  

 Make sure students can feel comfortable in the school . 

 For the parents: Don’t give the stress regarding the paper and the exam to the 

children. 
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So, this types of the changes are needed in the education system for to develop. The 

things are as above considered in the development of education with the help of 

stakeholders.  
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Skill Development Opportunities for Quality Improvement in 
Higher Education 

                                                                            Ms. Artiben R. Patel  

ABSTRACT 

Skill development is the key point in any education. In many education levels 

government of India cracks to put weightage of skill development skill in syllabus and 

teaching learning programs. Here, in this paper efforts have been made to clear concept 

of skill  development in higher education in india. Skill and knowledge are the powerful 

forces of economic growth and social development for any country. Countries with 

higher and better stages of skills adjust more successfully to the challenges and 

opportunities of world of work. National Skill Development Creativity will empower all 

persons through improved skills, Knowledge, nationally and internationally documented 

qualifications to improvement access to decent employment and ensure india’s 

attractiveness in the global market.(National Policy on Skill Development). There are 

many chances in skill development programs like. Formal and informal apprenticeships 

and other types of training by enterprises.Training for Self-employment/ entrepreneurial 

development.  E-learning,  Web-based learning  and distance learning. Non- formal  

training including training by civil society organizations etc. 

Keywords 

Skill development, higher education, critical thinking, learning,quality improvement. 

Introduction 

Higher Education’s Role 

The Country presently faces a twin challenge of severe scarcity of highly-trained, quality 

labour, as well as non-employability of large pieces of the educated workforce that 
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possess slight or no job skills. The change in mind-set needed to achieve this vision is a 

sustained, long-term exertion to transform education at all levels. Despite the efforts of 

many individuals and collections within the formal educational system, education for a 

just and maintainable world is not a high priority. Indeed, it is the people coming out of 

the world’s best higher education and universities that are important us down the recent 

unhealthy, inequitable, and unsustainable path. Only a few architecture schools have 

made sustainable design a substance of education and practice. The same is true in the 

education of virtually every logical discipline and profession. Several structural features 

of the current  system donate to the problem. Connections between population, human 

activities, and the environment and strategies, technologies, and policies for a secure, just 

and an ecologically sustainable future are among the most multipart and interdependent 

issues with Which society must deal. These issues cross over corrective boundaries. 

      Higher education is generally organized into highly specialized areas of information 

and traditional  disciplines. Designing a justifiable human future requires example shift 

toward recent  times systemic perspective highlightingteamwork and co-operation. The 

Educational and skill Development Services Sectors approximately comprises of school 

Education, Higher Education, and Industrial/Training, Including vocational Training. It 

should be noted that while, in general, “ Skill development” refers to the larger objective 

of “preparing an individual with marketable skill”. Higher education  institutions bear a 

profound, moral responsibility to increase the awareness, knowledge,  skills,  and values 

needed to create a just and sustainable future. Higher education plays a critical but often 

snubbed role in creation this vision a reality. It prepares most of the professionals who 

develop, lead manage, teach, work in, and influence society’s institutions, including the 

most  basic  foundation of education primary to higher education and skill development 

vocational training. Higher education has unique academic freedom and the critical mass 

and diversity of skills to develop new ideas, to remark on society and its challenges, and 

to engage in bold research in sustainable living. To meet the demand side challenge, 

steady efforts are being made towards development of economic actions and creation of 

big employment opportunities. 
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Immediate steps for Improvements 

Many Institute provide a difficultdisplay of courses, officers and extra opportunities, but 

actualbooks indicate that many scholars do not feel that the material taken in their 

interpretations and lectures has much import to their lives. Such opinions propose either 

that the course do not in fact donate much to the final goals that higher education correct 

to value or that teachers are not taking sufficient care to clarify the larger aim of their 

courses and why they should matter. 

Other studies suggest that many teachers do not teach their courses in ways best intended 

to attain the ends that faculties themselves reflect important. For example, one researcher 

studied samples of the examination given at elite moderate arts higher education and 

research universities. though 99 percent of teacher consider critical thinking an 

“essential” or “very important” goal of a higher education, fewer than 20 percent of the 

exam questions actually tested for this skill. 

Now that most faculty have defined the learning objectives of their higher education and 

its various department and programs, it should be possible to review recent examinations 

to decide whether person teacher, programs and departments are actually scheming their 

courses to achieve those goals. Higher education administrators could also modify their 

student assessment forms to ask students whether they consider the stated goals were 

emphasize in the courses they took. 

In addition, the standard time students dedicate to studying varies extensively among 

different schools, and many campuses could require more of their students. Those absent 

proof about the study behavior of their undergraduates could inform themselves through 

secret surveys that faculties could review and consider steps to encourage greater student 

attempt and improve learning. 

The huge difference between how well senior think they can execute and 

their real proficiencies (according to tests of basic skills and employer evaluations) 

suggests that many higher education are evaporation to give students an sufficient 

account of their progress. Grade inflation may also contribute to excessive confidence, 
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suggesting a need to work to reinstate suitable standards, although that alone is 

improbable to solve the problem. Better feedback on student papers and exams will be 

still more important in order to give undergraduates a more correct sense of how much 

progress they’ve made and what more they need to complete before they higher  

education. 

Fundamental Changes 

More fundamental changes will take longer to attain but could finally give up even 

greater gain in the quality of higher education. They include: 

Improving Quality in Higher Education.  

Higher education and universities need to reconfigure graduate programs to better 

prepare aspiring professors for teaching. As late as two or three generations ago, majority 

of new Ph.D.s, at least in the better graduate programs, found position where research 

was primary, either in major universities, industry or government. Today, however, many 

Ph.D.s find employment in higher education that are mainly faithful to teaching or work 

as addition instructors and are not predictable to do research. 

Aspiring higher education instructors also need to know much more now in order to teach 

effectively. A large and growing body of useful knowledge has accumulate about 

learning and pedagogy, as well as the design and effectiveness of alternative methods of 

instruction. Meanwhile, the start of new technologies has given rise to methods of 

teaching that require special training. As proof accumulate about promising ways of 

attractive students actively, identifying difficulty they are having in learning the material 

and adjust teaching methods accordingly, the current gap in the preparation most 

graduate students be given become more and more of a handicap. 

Universities have already begun to prepare graduate students to teach by giving them 

opportunity to assist professors in large lecture courses and by creating center where they 

can get help to turn into better instructors. More departments are starting to provide or 

even require a incomplete quantity of instruction in how to teach. Nevertheless, simply 
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allowing grad students to serve as mainly unsupervised teaching assistants, or creating 

centers where they can take delivery of a brief compass reading or a few unpaid sessions 

on teaching, will not sufficiently provide them for a profession in the classroom. 

A more considerable preparation is required and will become ever more necessary as the 

body of pertinent knowledge continues to grow. With all the talk in graduate school circle 

about preparing doctoral students for jobs outside academe, one has to speculate why 

departments use time readying Ph.D. candidates for entirely different careers before they 

have developed sufficient programs for the academic posts that graduate schools are 

supposed to serve, and that most of their students carry on to occupy. 

Many departments may fail to provide such instruction because they lack faculty with 

essential knowledge, but provosts and deans could join competent teachers for such 

instruction from somewhere else in the university, although they may vacillate to do so, 

given than graduate education has always been the exclusive area of the departments. 

Innovative donors might consider giving grants to graduate schools or departments keen 

to make the necessary reforms. If even a few leading universities responded to such an 

invitation, others would most likely follow suit. 

Appointing trained and research oriented faculty. 

 The seeds of such a change already exist through the propagation of instructor who are 

not on the residence track but are hire on a year-to- year basis or a somewhat longer term 

to teach basic undergraduate courses. Those addition instructors now constitute as much 

as 70 percent of all higher education instructors. 

The development of such instructors has largely been an ad hoc response to the need to 

hack costs in order to manage with severe financial pressures ensuing from reductions in 

state support and larger student enrollments. But researchers are discover that relying on 

carelessly hired, part-time teachers can have unfavorable effects on graduation rates and 

the quality of instruction. earlier or later, the present practices appear jump to give way to 

more acceptable arrangements. 
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One believable outcome would be to create a carefully selected, full-time teaching 

faculty, the members of which would be short of tenure but receive appointments for a 

significant term of years with enforceable guarantees of academic autonomy and 

sufficient notice if their contracts are not renewed. Such instructors would receive 

opportunities for professional development to become more knowledgeable and 

proficient as teachers, and they would teach more hours per week than the tenured 

faculty. In return, they would receive adequate salaries, benefits and facilities and would 

share in discussions over educational policy, though not in matters connecting research 

and the appointment and support of tenure-track professors. 

These faculty members would be better trained in teaching and learning than the current 

research-oriented faculty, although tenured professors who wish to teach preliminary or 

general education courses would, of course, be welcome to do so. Being primarily 

engaged in teaching, they power also be more tending to experiment with new and better 

methods of instruction if they were confident to do so. 

A reform of this sort would certainly cost more than most universities currently pay their 

non-tenure-track instructors (though less than having tenured faculty teach the lower-

level courses). Even so, the scruffy treatment of many part-time instructors is hard to 

justify, and higher costs seem predictable once adjunct faculties become more organized 

and use their collective power to good deal for better terms. 

Progress may have to come gradually as money permit. But instead of today’s legions of 

carelessly hired, underpaid and insecure adjunct instructors, a considerable segment of 

the higher education faculty would have the time, training and job security to contribute 

in a continuing effort to develop more effective methods of instruction to connect their 

students and help them derive more permanent value from their classes. 

Reforming the undergraduate curriculum.  

The well-known division into fields of concentration, electives and general education 

leaves too little room for students to pursue all of the objectives that professors 

themselves deem important for a well-rounded higher education. This tripartite structure, 
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with its importance on the major and its hug of distribution requirements and extensive 

electives, was introduce by research universities and intended more to satisfy the interests 

of a tenured, research-oriented faculty than to get the various aims of a good 

undergraduate education. The existing structure is unlikely to change so long as decisions 

about the set of courses remain under the exclusive control of the tenure-track professors 

who benefit from the status quo. 

By now, the standard set of courses has become so firmly entrenched that during the 

episodic reviews conducted in most universities, the faculty rarely pause to look at the 

tripartite division and its effect upon the well-known goals of undergraduate education. 

Instead, the practice of reserving up to half of the required number of credits for the 

major is simply taken for granted next to with maintaining a distribution requirement and 

preserve an ample part of the set of courses for electives. 

The obvious medicine is to include the non-tenure-track instructors who currently make 

up a majority of the teaching faculty in curricular review so that all those who play a 

large part in trying to achieve the goals of undergraduate education can participate in the 

process. It is irregular to allow the tenure-track faculty to enjoy elite power over the 

curriculum when they provide such a limited share of the teaching. Such a reform power 

be difficult under current conditions in many higher education where most undergraduate 

instructors serve up part-time, are often chosen randomly and often lack either the time or 

the attention to participate fully in a review of its undergraduate program. If adjunct 

instructors achieve the status before described, however, their famous role in teaching 

undergraduates should enable them to a seat at the table to argue the educational 

program, including its present structure. Such a move could at smallest amount increase 

the probability of a serious discussion of the obtainable curricular structure to determine 

whether it truly serves the multiple aim of undergraduate education. 

Higher education should also consider allow some meaningful participation by members 

of the managerial staff who are highly involved in higher education life, such as deans of 

student relationships and directors of admission. The current division between formal 

instruction and the additional curriculum is arbitrary, since many goal of undergraduate 
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education, such as moral development and training for citizenship, are influenced 

considerably by the policy for admitting students, the management of rules for student 

behavior, the advising of undergraduates, the nature of residential life and the 

extracurricular activities in which many students participate. Representatives from all 

groups responsible for the policy and practices that affect these goals should have 

something to add to review of undergraduate education. 

 Need for further exploration 

Finally, there is an vital need for more and better research both to improve the quality of 

undergraduate education and to increase the number of students who complete their 

studies. Among the many questions worthy additional exploration, four lines of inquiry 

appear particularly important. 

 How can corrective education be improved? At present, low rates of completion in 

corrective courses are a major obstruction to raise levels of educational attainment. The 

use of computer-aided instruction in corrective math provides one promising example of 

the type of improvement that could give way substantial benefits, and there are without a 

reservation other possibilities. 

 Distant too little is known about the kind of courses or other undergraduate experiences 

that give to such non economic benefits in presently life as better health, greater 

municipal participation and lesser incidence of substance mistreatment and other form of 

self-destructive behavior. Better understanding of those relations could help educators 

augment the permanent value of a higher education. while providing a stronger empirical 

basis for the far-reaching claim frequently made about the lifelong payback of a moderate 

education. Such understanding would also decrease the risk of inadvertently eliminating 

valuable aspects of a higher education. in the rush to discover quicker, cheaper ways of 

preparing students to obtain good jobs of immediate value to economic growth. 

 Existing research suggest that better advise and other forms of student support may 

considerably improve the effect of enlarged financial aid in boost the numbers of students 

who complete their studies. With billions of dollars already being spent on student grant 
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and loans, it would clearly be helpful to know more about how to make the most of the 

property of such subsidy on commencement rates. 

 More work is needed to develop better habits for higher education to measure student 

learning, not only for dangerous thinking and script but also for other purposes of 

undergraduate education. 

The importance of this last point can barely be overestimated. Without dependable 

measures of learning, competition for students can do little to get better the quality of 

instruction, since applicant have no way of knowing which higher education offers them 

the best teaching. Provosts, deans and departments will have difficulty identify weakness 

in their academic programs in need of corrective action. Academic best will be 

handicapped in trying to convince their professors to change the way they teach if they 

cannot offer credible facts that alternative methods will transport improved results. 

Faculty members will do less to improve their teaching if they go on to lack sufficient 

ways to discover how many their students are learning. 

All these reform could do a lot to improve the quality of undergraduate education -- as 

well as add to levels of attainment. With more research and experimentation, other useful 

thoughts will almost certainly continue to appear. 

Conclusion:- 

Higher education has the possible to carry skills and research for output and innovation, 

The education system must be required to the new international environment by endorse 

creativity and improving the quality of education and training at all levels. Higher 

education also plays a role in human and social development in terms of formative values 

and way of thinking. There are many of makings of issues in the in the delivery of 

education and teaching. Higher education have a central roles to comprehend and result 

the right bearing to improve educational programmed and programs as part of long-term 

planned planning. 
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Stakeholders in the Development of Education  

Dr.NirajB.Patel 

In education, the term stakeholder typically refers to anyone who is invested in the 

welfare and success of a school and its students, including administrators, teachers, 

staff members, students, parents, families, community members, local business 

leaders, and elected officials such as school board members, city councillors, and 

state representatives. Stakeholders may also be collective entities, such as local 

businesses, organizations, advocacy groups, committees, media outlets, and cultural 

institutions, in addition to organizations that represent specific groups, such as 

teachers unions, parent-teacher organizations, and associations representing 

superintendents, principals, school boards, or teachers in specific academic 

disciplines (e.g., the National Council of Teachers of English or the Vermont 

Council of Teachers of Mathematics). In a word, stakeholders have a “stake” in the 

school and its students, meaning that they have personal, professional, civic, or 

financial interest or concern. 

In some cases, the term may be used in a more narrow or specific sense—say, in 

reference to a particular group or committee—but the term is commonly used in a 

more general and inclusive sense. The term “stakeholders” may also be used 

interchangeably with the concept of a “school community,” which necessarily 

comprises a wide variety of stakeholders. 

The idea of a “stakeholder” intersects with many school-reform concepts and 

strategies—such as leadership teams, shared leadership, and voice—that generally 

seek to expand the number of people involved in making important decisions 

related to a school’s organization, operation, and academics. For example, shared 

leadership entails the creation of leadership roles and decision-making 

opportunities for teachers, staff members, students, parents, and community 

members, while voice refers the degree to which schools include and act upon the 

values, opinions, beliefs, perspectives, and cultural backgrounds of the people in 
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their community. Stakeholders may participate on a leadership team, take on 

leadership responsibilities in a school, or give “voice” to their ideas, perspectives, 

and opinions during community forums or school-board meetings. 

Stakeholders may also play a role in community-based learning, which refers to the 

practice of connecting what is being taught in a school to its surrounding 

community, which may include local history, literature, and cultural heritages, in 

addition to local experts, institutions, and natural environments. Community-based 

learning is also motivated by the belief that all communities have intrinsic 

educational assets that educators can use to enhance learning experiences for 

students, so stakeholders are necessarily involved in the process. 

Generally speaking, the growing use of stakeholderin public education is based on 

the recognition that schools, as public institutions supported by state and local tax 

revenues, are not only part of and responsible to the communities they serve, but 

they are also obligated to involve the broader community in important decisions 

related to the governance, operation, or improvement of the school. Increasingly, 

schools are being more intentional and proactive about involving a greater diversity 

of stakeholders, particularly stakeholders from disadvantaged communities and 

backgrounds or from groups that have historically been underserved by schools or 

that have underperformed academically, including English-language learners, 

students of colour, immigrant students, and special-education students. In some 

cases, federal or state programs and foundation grants may encourage or require the 

involvement of multiple stakeholder groups in a school-improvement effort as a 

condition of funding. 

Stakeholder-engagement strategies are also widely considered central to successful 

school improvement by many individuals and organizations that work with public 

schools. Because some communities may be relatively uninformed about or 

disconnected from their local schools, a growing number of educational reformers 

and reform movements advocate for more inclusive, community-wide involvement 

in a school-improvement process. The general theory is that by including more 
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members of a school community in the process, school leaders can foster a stronger 

sense of “ownership” among the participants and within the broader community. In 

other words, when the members of an organization or community feel that their 

ideas and opinions are being heard, and when they are given the opportunity to 

participate authentically in a planning or improvement process, they will feel more 

invested in the work and in the achievement of its goals, which will therefore 

increase the likelihood of success. 

In some cases, when schools make major organizational, programmatic, or 

instructional changes—particularly when parents and community members are not 

informed in advance or involved in the process—it can give rise to criticism, 

resistance, and even organized opposition. As a reform strategy, involving a variety 

of stakeholders from the broader community can improve communication and 

public understanding, while also incorporating the perspectives, experiences, and 

expertise of participating community members to improve reform proposals, 

strategies, or processes. In these cases, educators may use phrases such as “securing 

community support,” “building stakeholder buy-in,” or “fostering collective 

ownership” to describe efforts being made to involve community stakeholders in a 

planning and improvement process. In other cases, stakeholders are individuals 

who have power or influence in a community, and schools may be obligated, by 

law or social expectation, to keep certain parties informed the school and involved 

in its governance. 

Stakeholder typically refers to one who is associated with the welfare and success 

of a school and its students. They may also be collective entities, such as local 

businesses, organizations, committees, media outlets…more. 

Franchisors should understand the importance of stakeholders as they can take 

leadership responsibilities, or lend voice to ideas, opinions, and perspectives. They 

should understand that the role of every stakeholder is crucial for the development 

of an education empire. 
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School administrators:- 

School administrators, who monitor the implementation of the curriculum, play a 

vital role in structuring and developing the school and students. Furthermore, they 

are responsible for the purchasing of learning materials which are essential for 

curriculum implementation. They are usually informed by teachers, students, and 

the community about the success of their curriculum.  They can also employ the 

services of professional for evaluating the performance of the curriculum. 

Parents:- 

Parents influence the implementation of the curriculum by playing a vital role in 

monitoring the lessons taught at schools, filling the gap between their children and 

the school administration by providing various resources which are not available in 

school. Teachers often take help of parents for monitoring the social and behavioral 

development of a child, especially for special educational needs. 

Professionals:- 

Psychologists and social workers are known for their contribution towards special 

schools and their children. These stakeholders provide useful options for dealing 

with students of foreign origin or those with disabilities. Often acting as school 

board members, community members are usually seen contributing to the various 

resources which are not found at school premises. 

Government and the professional regulation commission are other stakeholders 

providing a license to graduates of different universities and colleges. 

Creating an atmosphere where parent engagement is a purposeful partnership that is 

culturally responsive throughout a school or district starts with district and school 

leaders. School and district administrators set the tone for parent engagement that 

establishes an expectation of student success that can spread throughout a district, 

school, and community. 
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It’s no secret that parent engagement is important. Numerous studies show the 

positive impact engagement has on student achievement, graduation rates, and 

college readiness. The question that remains is what can be done to ensure this type 

of engagement between schools and parents? 

Let’s take a look at some strategies to consider. 

Set high expectations for engagement.:- Set high expectations for all. The same 

high expectations set for student achievement should also be set for successful 

parent engagement. This will set a tone that will benefit students, teachers, and 

community. 

Establish time to plan together.:- An open door policy for students, teachers and 

parents is important to creating a school that feels welcoming and positive. It’s 

essential to have a sincere commitment to involve all key stakeholders in decisions. 

Before the school year begins, sit down with your staff and create a plan on how to 

involve parents and discuss the benefits of their involvement. Discuss what you can 

do to help continuously build the positive relationship between parents and staff. 

Get Out in The Community:- Attend and sponsor local community events. 

Sponsor parent workshops to educate parents and help them engage in their child’s 

learning. You can partner with local outreach connections and host parent 

education workshops at your school, like technology and cyber-bullying 

workshops. 

Show Your Appreciation:-Recognize your parents and community supporters for 

their great work. Plan regular celebrations for parents, supporters, and staff to 

participate together, such as awards ceremonies and appreciation events. 

Ensure ongoing communication and monitoring of engagement:- Constantly 

seek ways to maintain the momentum of engagement by sharing successes, 

checking and adjusting strategies and moving forward cohesively. Parents really do 

want to know what’s happening at their child’s school. Many also want to 
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participate, but may feel intimidated or unwelcome. Things that may cause the 

feeling of intimidation include language barriers, lack of transportation or 

childcare. Therefore, plan meetings that meet the need of the community. Have 

meetings in the language of the community, have translators at events, provide 

child care support and set meeting times that are convenient.  Offer and ask for 

feedback from parents on a regular basis. Make parents feel comfortable. When 

they develop that level of trust and confidence in the school they will become more 

engaged and begin asking questions related to testing, implications of grades, 

attendance and higher education; creating a positive culture of engagement. 

Always keep student success first:-All engagement activities should be centered 

on achievement for all students.Make parents an integral part of the teaching and 

learning process for student success by keeping them informed and involved. 

Parents are an important factor to helping create a climate where success for all 

students is expected and ensured Building and sustaining effective parent 

engagement is a process that requires both the will and the talent to form 

relationships with parents and community that are long-lasting, focused on 

academic success and mutually respectful. The execution of strategies that focus on 

student success can result in significant improvement in the quality of teaching and 

learning for generations to come. The key is becoming true and caring listeners of 

parents, building relationships in the community and keeping students at the centre 

of all decisions. If you have any other ideas that you would like to share with 

readers, send them our way 

The five steps are: 

1. Step1: Identify. Identify who your stakeholders are, and what your goals are for 

engaging with them. ...  

2. Step 2: Analyse. The more you understand about each stakeholder, the more 

effectively you can engage with them and influence them. ...  

3. Step 3: Plan. ...  

4. Step 4: Act. ...  
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5. Step 5: Review. 

How to Build Engagement with Parents and Key Stakeholders 

1. Set high expectations for engagement. ...  

2. Establish time to plan together. ...  

3. Get Out in The Community: Attend and sponsor local community events. ...  

4. Show Your Appreciation: Recognize your parents and community supporters 

for their great work. ...  

5. Ensure ongoing communication and monitoring of engagement. 

Dr.NirajB.Patel 
Faculty of Commerce/Accountancy 
(B.com, M.com, B.Ed, M.Phil, Ph.D) 
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Faculty Empowerment 

Prof.Rashmi Varma 

Abstract 

It goes without saying that teachers are the backbone of any education system. The 

achievement of goals of any educational   institution, the success of teaching-learning 

activity and the success of students, the main stake-holder, depends on the success of 

teachers. Teacher or faculty empowerment, therefore is pertinent to empowerment of 

entire education system. Empowerment is an enabling process, motivating the 

‘empowered’ to do one’s best. The present paper discusses four major requirements 

which if fulfilled, contribute to faculty empowerment. Teachers play the role of leaders in 

teaching-learning activity; therefore, their leadership has to be accepted. Provision of 

certain amenities and facilities for teachers is required for smooth and efficient 

functioning. Opportunity for professional development is of utmost importance to keep 

the teacher updated in her knowledge. Finally, an appraisal and recognition of one’s work 

in various ways would be of immense value, boosting the morale of teacher and making 

her feel truly empowered.  

Faculty Empowerment 

The new National Education Policy draft prepared by KR Committee, presented for 

public scrutiny on May 30 this year emphasizes the role of a teacher in following words: 

“Teachers truly shape the futures of our children…they form the very heart of the 

education process and represent an indispensable vehicle towards progressive, just, 

educated and prosperous society.”1 

Teachers are the backbone of any education system. The achievement of goals of any 

educational   institution, the success of teaching-learning activity and the success of 

students, the main stake-holder, depends on the success of teachers. In the present 

scenario however, teachers remain most underestimated and their work is not given its 
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due recognition by the society. Although teaching is seen as a noble profession, due to 

dismal working conditions it has become a demanding job. The teachers left on their 

own, face both physical and emotional exhaustion. Overloaded with various duties, half 

of a teacher’s work- like planning of lessons and of extra-curricular activities and 

assessment work- has to be done after working hours. The expectations from teachers 

therefore would be justified only when they are empowered enough to play their role. It is 

an obvious fact that teacher or faculty empowerment is pertinent to empowerment of 

entire education system. 

The term ‘empowerment’ means authority or power given to someone to do something. 

Oxford Dictionary defines the term as “the process of becoming stronger and more 

confident, especially in controlling one’s life and claiming one’s rights.” In other words, 

empowerment is an enabling process, motivating the ‘empowered’ to do one’s best. The 

present paper discusses four major requirements which if fulfilled would contribute to 

faculty empowerment. 

Acceptance of teachers as leaders: The first step towards faculty empowerment would 

beacceptance of their leadership. Since the teacher is at the centre of teaching-learning 

activity she has to get involved with all the aspects of educational system .To begin with  

the teacher has to be consulted  for the decision making process for, forming of 

educational goals of the institute  and learning goals of the students, framing of 

curriculum ,selection of teaching learning material    and choosing the instruction and 

evaluation  method. As the teachers bear the burden of organizing all the activities in 

such a manner that they should include participation of students, parents, teaching and 

non-teaching staff and the management, they do the problem- solving and act as chief 

communicators. Moreover, teachers can be guide to the peers and junior colleagues in 

matters of both teaching and administrative tasks. Cindy Harrison and JoellenKillion 

rightly observe that “teachers exhibit leadership in multiple overlapping ways. 

Sometimes some leadership roles are formal with designated responsibilities, other more 

informal roles emerge as teachers interact with their peers. The variety of roles ensures 

that teachers can find ways to lead that fit their talents and interests.”2 
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Teachers therefore should be given the authority and autonomy to make decisions and 

should be accepted as leaders of education system.  

Provision of Amenities and Facilities: Teachers can exercise their leadership and 

become empowered only when they have access to adequate resources and the freedom 

to use them. Resources related to teaching would require well lit classrooms, ideal 

number of students in the class, good library and IT devices like computers and internet 

services. Personal facilities like restrooms, drinking water, canteen, sports equipment and 

first-aid devices would help in keeping the faculty relaxed and refreshed to take on the 

challenging job. Moreover, teacher welfare schemes, paid leaves and various provisions 

for their children would also ensure teacher empowerment, which, in turn, earns 

increased commitment and loyalty from the teachers.  

Opportunities for professional development: Although exercising authority and 

enjoying autonomy, teachers can be good leaders only when they are given opportunities 

for continuous development in their professional knowledge. Since the teachers are 

providers of knowledge, they themselves have to be knowledgeable. They need to update 

and expand their knowledge through continuous learning. Exposure to recent 

developments and to latest findings in one’s own subject becomes necessary. Awareness 

about new instruction methods and assessment techniques is also required to become 

competent teachers. Equally important is an insight into student psychology. Teachers, 

therefore should be provided with opportunities for further studies and research work. 

Attendance in seminars and conferences, participation in workshops, interaction and 

networking with experts and fellow teachers are some of the activities which help 

teachers remain updated. Faculty development programmes and teacher-training courses 

also add to continuous learning. Keeping up with the changing times and digitalized 

world, training in use of computers and information technology for teaching-learning 

process becomes mandatory for any good teacher. Teachers, therefore should be given 

study leave and financial assistance for their professional development. By becoming 

familiar with the best practices, new advancements and recent trends in the field of 

education, the teacher is motivated to make experiments, redesign and innovate her 

teaching method, making herself competent, confident and empowered.  
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Appreciation of Work: Erin Gohl rightly comments that, “if we are able to empower 

educators through the culture of appreciation, a teacher’s load will be lightened. Overall 

morale will increase and our teachers will be able to sustain and even increase their 

positive impact on students.”3 All the efforts by the teachers to improve and excel 

themselves will be highly effective if they get due appreciation for their work. A very 

important step for teacher’s empowerment, therefore is showing appreciation of teacher’s 

accomplishments. Appreciative feedback from students, colleagues, and management 

would enhance teacher’s self- esteem making her feel respected and admired. 

Recognition of a teacher’s work can be in the form of awards, medals and prizes. 

Monetary benefits, in form of cash prizes and increment in salary would also be a form of 

teacher’s appreciation. D r. Krishna Kumar, a former professor of Education at Delhi 

University, providing an insight into the prevailing status of teachers and teaching 

profession notes that when it comes to education, people in India still have the image of 

ancient times, when a sage with minimal material demands would educate boys under a 

tree. He goes on to say, “… our society does not appreciate the modern teacher. It pays 

lip-service to the vital role teachers play but no middle-class parents want their progeny 

to join k-12 teaching as a career if they can help it. Nor does the state appreciate teaching. 

It regards the teacher as a lowly functionary.”4 Improving financial status of teachers will 

help in improving their social status giving recognition to their work. In other words, 

economic empowerment is of equal importance to make teachers truly empowered. 

Finally, Harvard Business Review observes that “when employees feel empowered at 

work, it is associated with stronger job satisfaction and commitment to the 

organization.”5 Teachers therefore need encouragement and support and their 

requirements should be given due attention. After all teacher empowerment would 

ultimately mean empowerment for students and for the educational institutions. 
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Improving Quality of Higher Education in India 

Dr. Rucha N. Shah 

Abstract  

Higher education in India is suffering from less competition and appropriate culture and 

as a result, quality researches are not done. Indian higher education has very rich history, 

but present does not seem to be effective. Quantitative growth is very good, but 

qualitative aspect seems to be missing. To work on this issue, Yashpal Committee has 

done good research and has shown problems and recommendations for uplifting the 

standard of higher education. This article is focusing on the track of barriers of higher 

education and its recommendations. It also talks about the role of quality Ph. D. In this 

context, few recommendations are also suggested.  

Introduction  

Indian higher education system is lack of competition and culture (Agarwal, 2015).  

These words of PavanAgrawal, Secretary, Higher Education of India reflect the 

authenticity of the problem of higher education in India. After taking cognizance of this 

fact and before proceeding to discuss, the barriers of educational system in improving 

quality of higher education, it would be pertinent to give a brief history of higher 

education in India.  

Brief History of Higher education in India  

The formal higher education system in India was initiated in the first millennium at 

Nalanda, Takshahila, Ujjain and Vikramshila Universities. The subjects taught at these 

Universities were mainly art, architecture, painting, logic, grammar, philosophy, 

astronomy, literature, Hinduism, Buddhism, Arthshastra, law and medicine (Ayurveda), 

etc. Each university was specialised in a particular field of study, for instance, Takshshila 

for medicine and Ujjain for astronomy. Among them, the Nalanda University being the 

largest educational centre had all the branches of knowledge (Ponmelil, 2015).  
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The same Nalanda University is considered to be a Model University by Professor Sanjay 

Dhanda, Director IIT-Kanpur (Ugra, 2010). Simple reason behind this is the reputation of 

Nalanda University in India and other countries including China for its inter-disciplinary 

teaching method which is very much needed even in the present era.  

In the 20th century, during the British rule, the present education system was introduced 

by the recommendations of Lord Macaulay. It was by all means the western education in 

style and content. The British government did not recognise the ancient traditional 

structure of education, with the result that the ancient education system in India was 

gradually forgotten. Mahatma Gandhi also described the ancient education system as a 

beautiful tree.  

The University Grants Commission was formally established in November 1956 under 

the act of Parliament in 1956, as a statutory body of the Government of India by first 

Education Minister Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad to develop and modernise India’s 

education system and at the same time to promote the scientific advancement. The Prime 

Minister Jawaharlal Nehru established IIT and IIM came in 1961.  

Barriers of Education System in Improving Quality of Higher 
Education  

In any field of human activity, quantity and quality are equally important. The same is 

applicable in the field of education. 504 universities and 25,951 collages in 2009 do not 

give an indication of catering to the growing needs of higher education (India, 

Government of India, Ministry of Human Resource, 2015). In the 11th Five Year Plan 

during the period 2007-12, 1500 more Universities are suggested by National Knowledge 

Commission (NKC). So, numerical growth is taking place with rapid pace, but the quality 

aspect of education is not yet thought out seriously. Due to lack of adequate infrastructure 

in terms of faculty, library and equipment in computer laboratories, the quality in the 

higher education is facing several barriers.  
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Some of the barriers hampering the improvement of quality in higher education are listed 

below:  

 The students who complete their study of UG and PG programme do not have much 
employability in job market.  

 Present society demands interdisciplinary knowledge which is one of the most 

missing features in the present higher education system.  

 Curriculum remains more or less stagnant for number of years, whereas the changes 

and trend in the society take place in quick succession.  

 Development of quality and visionary approach always begins with top level of 
management but it is not adequately found in the head of the institute, management 

of the colleges or University chair persons.  

 Single yardstick of experience in the performance evaluation without any 

accountability loses the motivation of teachers and eventually the quality of 

education gradually deteriorates.  

 Conventional and not well-organised class-room teaching accompanied by weak 
presentation skill adversely affect the interest of the students.  

 Commercialisationof higher education particularly by self-financed collages to earn 

more and more money is the cause of providing fewer infrastructures to the students 

and inadequate facilities and incentives to teachers.  

 Interest and aptitude base selection of career is unfortunately not seen in teaching 

profession.  

 For the new recruiters, fixed pay has largely affected the quality of education 
imparted to the young minds of the country. This leads to loss of motivation and 

enthusiasm and keeps them away from teaching profession.  

 Research work is one of the factors in knowing the real life happening and problems. 

This is lacking on account of heavy workload in routine teaching work. In fact 

motivated teachers are the real designers of employable generation who enters the job 

market with skill to solve real life problems.  
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 The hard fact of poor reading habit of the teachers, teachers just go to classes to 

teach with stereo type teaching pattern, using the same material for years and years. 

This deprives the students of the basic training to face the real world.  

 No autonomy in work or little space of time to work in creative manner, can’t give a 
chance to search for new knowledge. Even competent teachers are deprived of this 

sort of academic freedom to mould the future career of students.  

To get rid of these barriers, the Government of India appointed the National Knowledge 

Commission with a view to create knowledge based economy with intellectual inputs for 

the country.  

Recommendations of National Knowledge Commission 2006 with 
reference to Higher Education (Yashpal Committee Report - AICTE, 

2015):  

Formation of National Knowledge Commission  

On 13th of June 2005, the National Knowledge Commission has come out as a high level 

advisory body of the Prime Minister of India with the objective of transforming India into 

a Knowledge Society. Knowledge Commission has submitted 3000 recommendations 

on 27 focus areas during its three and half year term.  

NKC was given a mandate to guide policy and direct reforms in the areas like education, 

science, technology, agriculture, industry and E-Governance. To have a glance, 

recommendations for phase one for higher education are highlighted:  

 Higher Education system is over-regulated but under-governed. There is, therefore, a 

dire need to establish Independent Regulatory Authority of Higher Education 

(IRAHE), so national universities can provide education of the highest quality with 

admission on all - India basis.  

 Around 1500 more universities nationwide are suggested, which would increase gross 

enrolment ratio at 15 % by 2015.  
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 Revision \ restructuring of curricula at least once in three years.  

 Instead of just testing once in a year, introduce continuous assessment system.  

 Universities must become research hub  

 Conscious efforts to attract and retain-talented faculty members through better-

working conditions combined with incentives for performance.  

 Libraries, labs and connectivity must be monitored and upgraded on regular basis.  

 The appointments of Vice-Chancellors must be freed from direct or indirect 

interventions on the part of governments, it should be based on search process and 

peer judgement alone.  

 An acute need of reform in the structure of governance of universities  

 Evaluation of courses and teachers by student as well as peer evaluation of teachers 

by reputed teachers.  

 Enhance the ICT infrastructures.  

More Quality through Ph.D. (India, More Quality Ph.Ds., 2008):  

From the second phase recommendations of 2008, issue of More Quality through Ph. 
D. is worth to mention here (A nation’s transformation to a Knowledge and Skills 

Economy is critically dependant on the original research and development taking place 

within the country and the recommendations related to more quality Ph.D. are given 

below:  

 Launch a national publicity campaign to attract the best young minds for careers in 

teaching at all levels and also academic research.  

 Enable responsible research environments in universities like digital media, in 

parallel with funds, better libraries and laboratories.  

 Introduction of four year well-planned courses to enable direct entry into Ph.D. 

programmes.  

 Exposure to Under Graduate and Post Graduate students to cutting edge research  

 Ensuring a capable administration headed by appointments of able V.C and registrar, 

these appointments should be based on academic and administrative credentials.  
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 Increasing efficiency and transparency in universities administration at all levels.  

 Support and promotion of cross-disciplinary teaching and research programmes.  

 Promoting collaboration between research and development units within industry and 

universities.  

Highlight on the Recommendations of Yashpal Committee (Yashpal 

Committee Report - AICTE, 2015):  

Very concrete and qualitative recommendations are given by the committee to advise the 

Government on renovation and rejuvenation of higher education headed by Prof. 

Yashpal, an Executive Chairman of UGC and his team.  

Originally, this committee was supposed to review UGC \ AICTE and other related 

councils but that study could not be much productive so they suggested to make their task 

broader. Prof. Yashpal Committee observed that most institutions of higher education 

harm the potential of human mind for constructing and creating new knowledge and 

emphasised declaration of information rewarded capability of storing information. The 

committee has suggested many recommendations. The snapshot of the major 

recommendations of Prof. Yashpal Committee is given even though some of them 

overlap with the major recommendations of NKC:  

 Present regulating bodies should be subsumed within a national commission for 

higher education and research.  

 IIT and IIMs, our best run institutions must stave to be models of all-round 

excellence.  

 Task of universities is not only to impart knowledge to young people but also to give 

them opportunity to create their own knowledge.  

 Graduates should be sufficiently exposed to interdisciplinary experience which can 

sustain them when the demands of the particular job market changes  

 Theoretical knowledge must be accompanied by practical experience.  

 To teach effectively at the university level, one needs rigorous engagement in 

research.  
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 Strategy of syllabus redesigning to succeed, evaluation and exam pattern should be 

changed and pedagogy practises used by teachers  

 Exposure to students at UG level in various disciplines like humanities, social 

sciences, athletics etc. in an integrated manner.  

 Full-fledged orientation programme for newly recruited teachers, which should focus 

on curriculum, communication and assessment skills.  

 New kinds of course designing for professional; learning in all fields from 

management to architecture and from medical to engineering.  

 Setting up a state level council for speedy development of the skills necessary in the 

present phase of Indian economic development.  

 UG students must get opportunities to interact with the best university faculty, as 

specially the senior faculty of post graduate level.  

 Start programme of management education in I.I.Ts.  

 Teacher should have complete autonomy in academic matters to frame her\his course 

and evaluation system  

Some observations for improving Quality of Higher Education  

After the snap shot of NKC and renovation and rejuvenation committee of two eminent 

personalities i.e., Prof. Yashpal and Mr. Pitroda, some personal observations are made in 

order to improve the quality of higher education. They are mentioned here:  

 Committees headed by Kothari, Pitroda and Yashpal committee are agreed that 

autonomous bodies of education should be free from pressure of party and power 

politics.  

 Genuine publicity campaign must be started for hiring better teachers to get rid of the 

short fall and crisis of good teachers at undergraduate and postgraduate level.  

 The selection of the new teachers should not be just on the basis of personal interview 

and research paper written by them, in addition to that interest and aptitude in 

teaching profession and presentation skill in selection would give a better slot.  
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 Fixed-pay system for the new appointees must be stopped urgently by replacing the 

pay to honour knowledge and motivate the new entrants in teaching profession.  

 The role of teacher is something beyond curriculum, so they should also share 

different life learning experiences with students.  

 Teachers should be encouraged to pursue research work because it is the right mode 

of developing the knowledge about local and world class practices  

 Single yard stick of mere experience of teaching for many years should be corrected 

by proper feedback of peer teachers and principals of college and rating of teachers 

from several more angles should be introduced to make them competitive.  

 It is very essential to train students according to the need of job market. This can be 

achieved by redesigning the curriculum and syllabus in core areas.  

 Entire higher education system should envisage equipping students not only through 

the specialisation or Super specialisation but with inter-disciplinary knowledge which 

was earlier offered in ancient Gurukul system at Nalanda or Takshshila, the ancient 

vibrant educational campuses.  

 Colleges and Universities should take initiative to develop rapo with industry on 

timely basis to increase the employability ratio of trained and professional human 

resources for society.  

 The barrier of financial constraint for reform can be reduced by establishing liaison 

with the initiative of the corporate people who have ample funds under research and 

development for the upliftment of the society and country as a whole.  

Conclusions  

It is gratifying to note that the Ministry of HRD of the Government of India has 

embarked upon an ambitious project of renovating and overhauling the present education 

system to promote excellence in higher education with a view to sustaining the growing 

economy of the country. The project can succeed in full measure if the central and state 

governments work hand-in-hand with utmost cooperation by treating education as the 

national issue. Moreover, the onus of successful implementation of educational reforms 

lies with well-equipped, motivated and dedicated teachers. The qualities of such teachers 
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can thrive in a conducive and encouraging academic environment, which has to be 

created by universities and colleges with the active financial support of central as well as 

state governments without any undue political interference. For the proper 

implementation of any educational policy the teachers should have central place and it 

must be a sine qua non for the success of educational reforms.  
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Teaching – Learning Process: Challenges and Approaches 

Asso. Prof. Ulupi Mehta 

 Education undertakes accession to knowledge, skills, values and habits. Teaching- 

Learning forms the base of education system. Indian education system has witnessed 

drastic changes time and again – Privatization, academic courses in prominent developing 

areas, establishment of research institutes, Open Universities, distance learning, Skill 

development platforms and so on. 

Yet, in this era of rapid change, applicability and quality of higher education is a 

matter of grave concern, demanding radical innovative reforms. To address these 

problems NAAC was established in 1994 in response to recommendations of National 

Policy in Education (1986) and the Program of Action (PoA- 1992). NAAC vision 

statement is ‘making quality assurance an integral part of the functioning of Higher 

Education Institutions (HEIs)’(1).NAAC carries out assessment and accreditation of HEIs 

for the same. NAAC has based its format on seven criteria. The second criteria Teaching- 

Learning Process is the focus of this paper. 

This constantly shifting, changing, explosive environment puts forth challenges 

and opportunities. It demands readiness to learn, unlearn, and relearn, both, on the part of 

the teachers and students alike. To create fruitful, operative higher education system, an 

interaction between competent, accomplished teachers and inclined, keen students, is 

essential. 

Effective and functional teaching -learning methods are very vital necessities of 

higher education system. A dynamic teaching method encourages students to question 

established conceptions and motivates them to function as active factors for change. A 

significant and integral element of Teaching- Learning process is – Curriculum. 

A curriculum plan should be such as that would enable a student to get a through 

basic knowledge of his subject. Practical experiential knowledge should be intertwined 

with theoretical knowledge in all streams of Higher Education. Job opportunities, 
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employability should be at the center of Curriculum design so that it becomes market 

friendly.  

Curriculum planning should be a joint effort of eminent knowledgeable 

professors, academicians, and industrialists. Applied learning, performance-based 

learning, has to be the basis of new curriculum planning. 

Internship is a must for all streams of education. Hence a tie-up with industries, 

corporates, NGOs should be incorporated as the main feature of the curriculum 

designing. Internship is beneficial in both ways. 

Students get a first- hand practical, working knowledge of their respective subject 

and industries can train their candidates according to their needs. This will also save them 

the cost of training a candidate after hiring him. 

Skill based learning is the need of the hour. Skill based courses delivered by 

trained professionals will enhance the relevance of the designed curriculum. Also market 

oriented short- term certified courses should also be made available to students. 

For a well foreseen, planned, effective curriculum design, a strong, improved 

delivering system requires an equal importance. Hence Curriculum designing and its 

delivering system go hand in hand. As curriculum gets updated time and again, so also 

training of faculty will be necessary. 

Role of a Teacher in shaping the mind and personality of students is very vital. A 

good, wise and practical teacher will help students to sort out knowledge from the deluge 

of information available at the tip of their fingers. Students are at the core of education 

process, the central and prime factor in a learning environment.  

As a teacher has to address students from diverse sectors of society, it becomes 

imperative to understand their needs, assist them to cope with the rapid changes so as to 

succeed in the new atmosphere.  
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Teacher should select teaching methods, materials, learning activities, suitable to 

the subject, topic, and appropriate to students. A creative, instructional environment 

motivates students to develop higher order thinking and reasoning skills. Learning 

outcome of students eventually will reflect in their performance at the end of the course. 

Teacher should identify weakness and problems of students and help them 

overcome them. If the content is made interesting by an expert teacher, students will 

easily learn and grasp it. To improve the effectiveness of teaching, it is essential to 

involve students in an active interactive participation. This experience will help to 

achieve learning objectives. This will also serve as a basic means for students to develop 

clear, accurate, distinct thinking process. 

A regular practice, revision and repetition can enhance skill and proficiency of the 

students. A teacher plays a vital role in motivating and stimulating direct learning 

process. Life experience approach will be much helpful for future situations.  

Involving students in co-curricular, extra-curricular and extension activities will 

act as a supplement to the academic aspect of students. Students should be taught to 

imbibe life- skills namely, creative thinking, problem solving, decision making, 

assertiveness, empathy, resilience, etc. 

Students should be encouraged to participate in sports, NSS, NCC, Saptadhara 

activities and Udisha programs of the college. Through the overall development of 

students, he/ she will become economically self- sufficient and socially favorable. 

Experimental techniques of teaching and learning are important to create 

independent thinking, self- reliability, self- expression and individuality. Arranging study 

tours, industrial visits, academic trips, visits to social service centers, NGOs, etc. will 

help to bridge the gap between theory and practical learning.  

Role-playing, mentoring, situation-based learning will strengthen command of the 

subject and also instill self- confidence in him. 
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Effective teaching methods should include resource material, e- content, audios, 

video clips related to syllabus topics, film screening, slide shows, organizing subject 

training week by industry expert, etc.  

A teacher should constantly update himself with the latest developments. Teacher 

never ceases to learn. He learns continuously from industries, e- resources etc. He should 

always be ready to learn new advancements to keep pace with time so as not to become 

stagnant.  

Moreover, Faculty development workshops, seminars, training programs should 

be organized regularly to empower teaching faculty and help keep them abreast with 

latest introductions. 

A systematic continuous professional development of faculty will enable him to 

develop a vision of the future. Faculty exchange programs with inter-state universities 

and international universities will broaden the mental horizons of a teacher, give him the 

much-required exposure and also keep him at par with the current trends.  

A special budget should be allotted for such national and international faculty 

development programs. Inviting renowned international scholars to preside over faculty 

development programs will serve as an utmost guiding and motivating factor.  

Youth of India comprises a vital and energetic human resource of the nation – as 

India is a country of youth. Youth of a nation plays a significant role in shaping its future. 

But in this present time of rapidly changing market needs, the youth of today finds 

himself at crossroads of his career. He faces many challenges as his qualification doesn’t 

suffice to the industry requirements. 

Hence a student’s ability to quickly learn and grasp the required competencies 

and skill will aid him greatly. A student of this modern time of globalization must be 

adaptive, mentally sharp and willing to explore new scopes that time brings before him.  
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 He should develop interpersonal skills and emotional intelligence. A student 
needs to strive to gain good command over communication skills – both, written and 
verbal. 

 He must make prompt and appropriate use of social media. He must keep himself 
well informed, engage in continuous learning and must also get hands-on experience of 
equivalent skills.  

 He must make the utmost of online resources for a continuous updating of his 
knowledge, which will be the key to his future success. 

 He should have a willing determination to learn new advancements introduced in 
relative areas. Be flexible to changing trends. Adapt to them and acquire necessary skill 
to handle them.  

Conclusion: 

 Education does not function in a vacuum. It requires a collective accountable 
contribution of all stake holders of education - academicians, teachers, students and 
industries to provide a holistic educational system and enhance its efficacy and relevance.  

 Quality is not an end. It is a continuous journey. Quality is imperative to face and 
sustain global competition. Government should rope in successful industries and 
corporate business houses to help in executing a modified education system, equipped to 
face challenges brought in by the ever-shifting environment. 

 Involvement of industries, business organizations, Banking sector, start-ups etc in 
executing various aspects of higher education will make education productive, expand 
scopes for job opportunities and help to decrease problem of unemployment to some 
degree. 
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Role of Stakeholders in the development of Higher Education 

Prof. Vitthalbhai K. Vankar 

Introduction 

At the end of the 20th century, the mission of Higher Education Institutes was to transfer 

their knowledge to the young Generation and create new knowledge. Another important 

field of activity is a search for innovative solutions by frequently combining knowledge 

from different research fields. This way, new ideas were generated, new knowledge was 

created as well as new spheres of economic activities were developed. By eliminating 

borders between states and cultures such globalization processes, as permeability and 

speed of information, inevitably transferred the monopoly of higher education from the 

level of domestic policy to a global dimension. Constantly changing conditions, rapid 

technological progress, development of internationalization and vanishing walls between 

diverse regional cultures pose new challenges for higher education. Having involuntarily 

switched to market conditions yet striving to remain competitive in the higher education 

market, HEIs must search for adequate solutions. HEIs face a difficult task to satisfy 

expectations of different stakeholders at the same time keeping away from becoming 

diploma mills. These issues are considered relevant for this type of research. 

The remaining research gap may be defined as HEI relations with stakeholders to 

achieve the overall development of the HEI. Therefore, the research aims to find out how 

HEI relations with stakeholders can determine the development of the HEI. An 

assumption is made that the coherent development of instruments within the HEI quality 

management system focusing on consideration and coordination of various needs of 

different stakeholders could be an essential element behind the development of the HEI. 

The research object of this article is HEI relationships with stakeholders. The 

article analyses an HEI as an organization performing under changing conditions. It 

strives for exceptional attributes that comprise a competitive edge of an HEI among its 

competitors and helps attract more students (customers), which allows for a coherent 

development of future activities and the reduction of negative external impact. 
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Taking a quality management system as an instrument or driver for a progressive 

HEI strategy, it is obvious that the essence is hidden within the approach of the HEI 

towards the stakeholders. This validates the adoption of the stakeholder theory. At the 

same time, economically measured development is important as a precondition for the 

long term competitive advantage of an HEI. It follows, therefore, that the aim of the 

research is to determine the factors influencing the development of an HEI with reference 

to interests and expectations of its diverse stakeholders. The durability of the processes of 

an HEI (i.e. study programmes, research and development, the third mission) is 

considered. 

The contribution of this article is two-fold. It contributes to the stakeholder theory 

by supplementing the peculiarities of its adoption to HEIs. In this respect, theoretical 

constraints of the stakeholder theory are broadened by introducing its relations to quality 

management methods. The approach of quality management systems adds HEIs as an 

additional research   object. The analysis of solutions for the development of the HEI 

sustainability is determined by its performance efficiency, growth and stability. 

The article is grounded on the theoretical analytical approach. The analyzed 

literature includes issues on social partners of HEIs as well as the organizational 

development.  These questions are analyzed in the general context of higher education 

focusing on the question how HEI relations with diverse groups of stakeholders could 

create conditions  for the long- term development of the HEI. 

The cause and effect diagram is used in this article as a novel approach for the 

already known quality management method to reflect the interaction of expectations held 

by various social partners in pursuance of the HEI development. 

Changing conditions and challenges of HEIs in India: 

First, this section will reveal the generic changing conditions to illustrate the dynamic 

setting in which HEIs operate today. Second, it will explain the conditions and challenges 

faced by HEIs in India. Analysts and experts from around the world make predictions on 

the status of higher education in the future. Firstly, it is maintained that the use of 
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education technologies (distance learning, modeling equipment, game type programme 

equipment) will open up new ways for interactive and problem-based learning. Secondly, 

HEIs face the challenge to prepare young people for jobs that currently do not exist or are 

only in the naissance stage. Referring to the traditional approach towards studies, when a 

lecturer conveys knowledge for students sitting in an auditorium, the previously 

mentioned aims are most probably unachievable. Namely, technologies have a 

fundamental role transforming higher education. The main tendencies that will accelerate 

the application of technologies in higher education are the following: 

 The growth and influence of the social media, 

 The integration of the internet, hybrid and cooperation based learning methods, 

 The increase of data based learning and evaluation, 

 The shift in the attitude towards the student as a customer to the student as a co-

producer, 

 The development of a lively approach towards change, 

 The evolution of learning on the internet. 

Conditions influencing the activities of HEIs had rapidly changed especially 

during the last decade. They determined the increase in the competition among the HEIs 

as well as their difficulties in becoming exceptional by discovering or pursuing a unique 

direction. Under such conditions, it is challenging to resist responding to a struggle posed 

by the present conditions (short term focus) but rather maintain the basic direction leading 

to sustainable organizational development. 

The recent decade saw the rise of a new additional area of HEI activity referred to 

as the “third mission of universities”. This new area includes knowledge management, 

cooperation between different sectors of the economy and society, and the pursuit of a 

new role for knowledge and higher education in the changing world. This way, HEI 

mission expanded across the frontiers of studies and research incorporating the service for 

society, which requires cooperation and partnership (Maric, 2013). A contemporary 

university perceives the third mission as an opportunity to concentrate and strengthen the 

capabilities of studies and research without indicating the ways this mission should be 
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reached. The acceptance of the third mission does not self-sustain institutional 

development but renders a new potential. 

Searching for the ways to become exceptional and attract more students, HEIs 

most frequently create and provide new study programmes, network with businesses and 

employees, and track careers of their graduates. Besides, HEIs use marketing techniques 

and participate in trendy national and international higher education rankings. Some 

authors highlight the rankings as a policy and management tool (Agasisti&Johnes, 2015), 

while others note that despite active participation in different rankings, the relationship 

between reputation and quality of HEI is still unclear (Ramirez & Berger, 2014). 

Participation of  an  HEI  in  rankings  is  firstly  considered  as an  instrument  for 

marketing  and  communication, facilitating the positioning  and  image of the HEI. 

Despite the place the HEI takes in a certain ranking, the result of such endeavor will 

depends on the adequately formulated and suitably interpreted message. The choice of 

indicators and their measurement weights used for the evaluation of HEIs reflect. 

Stakeholders and their inter linkages with HEIs: 

In the business world, stakeholders are usually categorized into primary and 

secondary. The primary stakeholders are those who are directly affected by organizational 

performance and have an interest in solving potential problems. As such, the primary 

stakeholders are beneficiaries of activities performed by the organization; besides, they 

directly affect the success of the organization. Secondary stakeholders have an indirect 

influence by playing an intermediary role and can also have a high impact on potential 

outcomes. 

The main reason to use the stakeholder theory in this article is determined by the 

complexity of higher education. Surrounded by a variety of stake- holders with different 

expectations and requirements, HEIs need to find a balance between these groups. 

Secondly, we assume that an HEI should start from the analysis of needs and expectations 

of the stake- holders when choosing or developing their quality management system. 
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The role of stakeholders in higher education is also analyzed in the context of 

Environmental, social and governance. The findings from cases of Indian states reveal 

that the   importance    of   stakeholders   varies   across the countries and across the types 

of stakeholders.. 

One of the current research papers provides a stakeholder map in higher 

education. According to the map, stakeholders belong to one of two subgroups, i.e. 

partners or customers. The idea is that such maps help HEIs to identify most important 

stakeholders, collect feedback and improve processes. 

Stakeholders approach universities from different angles, for example, employers 

and business groups – from the economic perspective, families of present and future 

students and social organizations – from the social perspective, academicians and other 

providers of educational services – from the perspective of education. Often, external 

stake- holders approach activities of a university referring to the local context in the first 

place; meanwhile, others draw upon the national or international contexts (Houston, 

2008). The variety shows the importance of this element in the life of an HEI. 

Role of stakeholders leading to the development of an HEI: 

`Many different authors have been writing about stakeholders in the private 

sector, but the public sector still lags behind with some proper implications and in depth  

analyses. In this chapter, we describe the role of stakeholders in the development of an 

HEI through HEI performance activities devoted to the measurement of stakeholder 

needs, expectations and experiences. The measurement is based on indicators to 

determine the stakeholder role in the HEI development. 

As pointed out by Ramos and Pires (2013) “indicators can improve the dialogue 

with stakeholders, engaging them in sustainability matters and providing key relevant 

information   for their decisions and aspirations” (Ramos &Pires, 2013). The problem is 

that the indicators tend to become an instrument of the activity, rather than the instrument 

for measuring the quality of the provided service. Indicators of an organization are 

assessed not only by the organization but also by stakeholders. Thus, the importance of 
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the indicators can be different for different groups of stakeholders. It is crucially 

important to evaluate the expectations of stakeholders that are relevant to certain 

indicators. Most frequently, expectations are unfeasible. Moreover, even with the 

desirable indicator reached, the expectations tend to rise. In leveraging the satisfaction of 

the stakeholders, the alternative for the improvement of indicators is the lowering of the 

stakeholder expectations. 

Usually, HEIs measures their activities according to their strategic management 

plans or main operations, such as studies, research and international achievements. The 

variety of indicators varies from the result to effectiveness and efficiency. 

Conclusion 

The organizational development is seen as consistent and permanent efforts of an 

HEI. Social and economic changes of the recent decade determined the changes of the 

conditions for HEIs. The statement is illustrated by the example of the situation of the 

higher education in India. Having in mind the general negative demographic context, 

HEIs have to be clear about their exceptionality and increase their attractiveness to stay in 

the higher education market. 

Higher education stakeholders can be grouped and analyzed in various ways. A 

detailed analysis provides their linkages with HEIs, also their needs and expectations. 

Different groups of stakeholders have different needs; thus, their objectives are diverse. 

Consequently, HEIs have to find a compromise, harmonize and establish priorities 

leveraging the needs of the stakeholders. 

Stakeholders are seen as a powerful information source that can be used for the 

HEI development. The article presents possible ways for improvement of HEI 

performance using    expectations, needs and experience of different stakeholder groups. 

Stakeholder  inclusion  in  HEI  activities could  be a  powerful  element  in  finding  the  

right  ways to the development and improvement of an HEI. 
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Principles for Good Teaching and Learning in Undergraduate 
Education 

Prof .Dr. Shilpa Patel 

Abstract 

 How can undergraduate education be improved? The seven principals are based 

upon research on good teaching and learning in the college. 

 These principles have been intended as a guideline for faculty, students and 

administrators to follow to improve teaching and learning. 

 Teachers and students have the most responsibility for improving undergraduate 

education. It is a joint venture among all that is possible when this does occur, faculty and 

administrators think of themselves as educators that have a shared good. Resources 

become available for students, faculty and administrators to work together. 

 The goal of the principles is to prepare the student to deal with the real world. 

What are the Principles ? 

 Encourage contact between students and faculty. 

 Develop reciprocity and cooperation among students. 

 Emphasize time on task 

 Respect diverse talents and ways of learning 

 Communicate high expectations. 

 Encourage active learning 

 Give prompt feedback. 
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Principle - 1 :Encourage Contact Between Students and faculty : 

 

 Building friendly relationship with students is very important. The contact 

between students and faculty are vital to the success of students one of the main reason 

students leave school is the feeling of isolation that they experience the concern shown 

will help students get through difficult times and keep working faculty have many 

avenues to communication. For this principle important tips are as under. 

 

 Know your students by name 

 Help students with problems in study and extracurricular activities. 

 Attend student events 

 Invite students to visit outside of class 

 Advise students regarding academic courses and career opportunities teaching 

regular 

 Personalize feedback on student assignments. 

 Encourage students to present their views and participate in classroom activities 

discussions. 

 Share personal experiences and values. 

 Find out frequently absent student and encourage them to present regular. 

 

Principle - 2 :Develop reciprocity and cooperation among students: 

 

 When students are encourage to work as a team, more learning takes place 

characteristics of good learning are collaborative and social not competitive and isolated 

working together improves thinking and understanding. tips are as under. 

 

 Use cooperative learning groups 

 Encourage students to join organization on campus. 

 Assign group projects and presentations. 

 Utilize peer tutoring 
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 Encourage students to participate in activities 

 Encourage students to participate in groups events. 

 Encourage students from different races and cultures to share their view point on 

topics shared in class. 

 

Principle - 3 :Emphasize time on task: 

 

 Learning needs time and energy. Efficient time management skills are critical for 

students. By allowing realistic amounts of time, effective learning for students and 

effective teaching for faculty are able to occur. The way the institution defines time 

expectations for students, faculty, administrators and other staff can create the basis for 

high performance from everyone tips are as under: 

 

 Be careful that time on task is real learning 

 Teach time management 

 Discussion topics from class posted in discussion group on the web 

 Have progressive deadlines for projects and assignments. 

 Have realistic expectations 

 Encourage students to prepare in advance for exams. 

 Help students set challenging goals for their own learning. 

 Expect students to complete their assignments and project promptly. 

 Clearly communicate to your students the minimum amount of time they should 

spend preparing for class and working on assignments. 

 Explain to your students the consequences of non-attendance. 

 

Principle - 4 :Respect diverse talents and ways of learning : 

 

 There are many different ways to learn. Students bring different talents and 

learning styles to the classroom. Students need the opportunity to show their talents and 
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learn in ways that work for them. Then they can be guided into new ways to learning that 

are not as easy for them. Tips are as under. 

 

 Use web technologies for teaching 

 Encourage students to speak up when they do not understand 

 Use diverse teaching activities and techniques to address a broad range of students 

 Provide extra material and activities for students who lack essential background 

knowledge or skills. 

 Select reading and design activities related to the background of students. 

 Use learning other activities to provide students with learning alternatives for 

your courses. 

 Encourage students from different races and cultures to share their viewpoints on 

topic discussed in class. 

 Consider field visit. 

 Be familiar with your students. 

 Give students a problem to solve that has multiple solutions guide them with clues 

and examples. 

 Use collaborative teaching and learning techniques and pair students so they 

complement each other's abilities. 

 

Principle - 5 :Communicate high expectations : 

 

 Expect more and you will get it. The poorly prepared those unwilling to expert 

themselves and the bright and motivated all need high expectations. Expecting students to 

perform well becomes a self - fulfilling prophecy when teachers and institutions hold 

high standers and make extra efforts. Tips are as under. 

 Give detailed syllabus. 

 Give students positive rein foremen for doing outstanding work. 

 Encourage students to excel at the work they do. 

 Encourage students to work hard in class. 

 Give assignment due dates for submission. 
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 Tell students that everyone works at different levels. 

 Help students set challenging goals for their own learning. 

 Publicity acknowledge excellent students remain challenged. 

 Revise courses. 

 Work individually with students who are struggling to encourage them to stay 

motivated. 

 Encourage students to do their best instead of focusing on grades. 

 

Principle - 6 :Encourage active learning : 

 

 Learning is an active process. Students are not able to learn much by only sitting 

in classes listening to faculties. They must be able to talk about what they are learning, 

write about it, relate it to past experiences and apply it to their daily lives. Students need 

to make learning a part of themselves. Tips are as under: 

 

 Use journaling. 

 Give students concrete, real - life situations to analyze. 

 Ask students to relate what they are leaning to something in real life. 

 Ask students to present their work to the class. 

 Encourage students to suggest new reading, projects or course activities. 

 Use case studies to practice new thinking skills 

 practice role modeling 

 Encourage students to challenge your ideas, the ideas of other students. 

 Set up problem solving activities in small groups and have each group discuss 

their solutions with the class. 

 

Principle - 7 :Give prompt feedback : 

 

 By knowing what you know and do not know gives a focus to leaning in order for 

students to benefit from courses, they need appropriate feedback on their performance. 
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When starting out, students need help in evaluating their current knowledge and 

capabilities. Within the classroom, students need frequent opportunities to Performa and 

receive suggestions for improvement. Throughout their time in college and aspect 

especially at the end of their college career, students a need chances to reflect on what 

they have learned, what they still need to know and how to assess themselves. Tips are as 

under:  

 Provide informative comments that show the students errors and give suggestions 

on how they can improve. 

 Discuss the results of class assignment and exams with the class and individual 

students. 

 Use assessment techniques. Exams, tests, papers, journaling, quizzes etc. 

 Follow-up presentations with a five minute period for students to write down what 

they have learned in class 

 Offer on line testing, software simulations and web-based programs that provide 

instantaneous feedback. 

 Have question and answer sessions. 

 Use audio and video recordings to assess performances. 

 Return grades for assignments, projects and tests. 
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Improving Quality in the field of Higher Education 

Dr. Yashwant Sharma 
Dr. Sanjay Joshi 

 The need for higher education in India has increased manifold in the past few 

years, similar to other countries across the newly-industrialized world. On a global level, 

enrollments have increased by more than 50% in the previous decade and now exceed 

150 million, with nearly half of the total number of students coming from emerging-

market nations. In India, as of 2013, enrollments have grown from 10 million in the year 

2000 to 23 million. Because of the spurt in number of enrollments, there is a growing 

interest to improve quality and access of higher education in India. However, there lacks 

a consensus on this topic because there is little empirical evidence. Mentioned below are 

5 sure-shot ways in improving the quality of higher education in India. 

Instead of dogmatic, transform the curriculum into something dynamic 

 The syllabus or curriculum for Indian students in higher education (especially 

engineering colleges) is obsolete in a majority of cases. The topics are dogmatic and stale 

and try to teach things that have already been implemented worldwide. For infusing 

dynamism, the curriculum needs to be progressive. Students need to be offered the choice 

of opting for multiple courses in the 1st year, with an ability to choose whatever they 

wish after the 1st year or semester. The spirit of the syllabus should revolve around 

projects and not exams. There needs to be innovation to avoid stagnation. Exams must 

exist to measure; however, they need to be complimented with innovative ideas, such as 

50% for final exams and 50% for projects. The projects need to be judged by independent 

faculty members rather than the faculty in place. Students must also be given the ability 

to switch to other streams according to their preferences or after justification of basic 

criteria. When we say streams, it should be simple with Engineering but may be tougher 

to shift to a Commerce stream (assuming that the institute is a full-fledged university 

offering all these courses). For this to take shape, we need young, dynamic faculty 

members who are part of the academic syllabus boards. 
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Give Teachers their Due by Paying Them More 

 The academic board is predominantly chaired by teachers in their 60s and 70s. 

We don’t want to sound offensive to these teachers, but there is a need for younger 

lecturers and professors for a healthy blend of youth and experience in the education 

system. The younger teachers would be in a better position to relate to technological 

changes and new-age requirements of students opting for higher education. The 

disturbing fact is that a majority of young professors are outcasts from the IT industry or 

have taken up the job as a last-resort option. Very few professors have taken up the 

teaching profession because they love teaching. Another factor that needs to be 

considered is that teachers in India are paid peanuts in comparison with other professions. 

Students who have graduated earn much more in an IT organization in comparison with 

Assistant Professors or Lecturers in some colleges. This is despite the increase through 

sixth Pay Commission for teachers in Government colleges. With an increase in payment, 

the quality of teachers will definitely improve, because now teachers who enjoy teaching 

will take up the profession. After this measure, the curriculum boards will feature 

younger professors, with no room for excuses. The question that arises is where the 

additional money will originate. 

Convert Private Institutes into Profit-making Ones Rather than Non-
Profit 

 This might sound ridiculous; however, after careful thinking, this is a good idea. 

It is a known fact that private colleges are revenue-generating institutes, mostly run as 

large corporate organizations. The solution lies in removing the tag of  “non-profit”  and 

making them competitive. Let private colleges compete with each other in an open 

manner rather than slugging it out under the carpet. We must realize that education, too, 

is a form of business, and the more we pretend to ignore it, the higher the incidences of 

corruption. If institutes are treating education as a business to improve the overall 

standards, then it is a good sign. This is how world-class institutes in the West operate, 

and we should follow their footsteps. The ideal way forward is to make private institutes 
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driven by profit as well as taxable. This would increase the capital and ensure 

transparency in the admission process. 

Industry Interaction should be a Placement Obligation 

 One of the predominant pillars in growth of education is the level of interaction 

between students and industry. Leading companies should be invited for such 

interactions. When corporate houses approach colleges for placement, there should be a 

minimum qualification criteria for students to be eligible for placements. For instance, 

students should show their worth by contributing to the college’s income through R&D. 

Rest of the companies would follow suit because for them, human resource is of utmost 

significance. When an IT company is on a hiring spree of 600 to 1,000 professionals, they 

wouldn’t care about a few lakhs. When an institute offers so much human resource, it’s 

hard for companies to ignore the offer. This strategy would make the institute optimize its 

human potential and enhance the industry interactions manifold. Ultimately, this 

investment would improve the student’s learning experience. These students would then 

feel the need to give back to their respective institutes after graduation. 

Use the Influence and Fame of Alumni 

 Among the many underrated potentials in the education system of India is the 

power and influence of Alumni. With IITs and top institutes being exclusions, the 

strategy of Alumni networking doesn’t exist. In times where all Indian graduates are 

earning somewhere, alumni networks need to be well intertwined with proceedings of the 

University. Alumni do not shy away from giving. However, they are confronted with 2 

problems: 1) they lack the knowledge about who to give and 2) they are concerned 

whether the money would end up in the wrong hands. After establishment of a 

transparent and credible network, alumni would be more confident to contribute money 

or expertise with the opening of new avenues. 
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Conclusion 

 All the five suggestions mentioned above can help tackle the Indian higher 

education system, which is plagued by problems. These suggestions may fail to break the 

deadlock or lead to a revolution; however, they need to be incorporated. Some of these 

suggestions may sound lofty and farfetched; however, if even one suggestion improves 

the higher education system to a certain extent, then it is worth it. 
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Abstract of Publication“Be a Torch Bearer” on Various 
Initiatives Taken at Our Campus 

Dr.Sangeeta P. Ghate 

We have undertaken many initiatives to help our students pursue good quality higher 

education and become self-reliant and independent in their lives. We have trained them to 

dream big and then work hard and put focussed efforts to help realize their dreams. 

Besides the efforts and hard work of students, we as college administration and their 

guide, had to contribute to their efforts; to support this we have implanted and nurtured 

several innovative ideas and initiatives. These initiatives are now a part of the life at 

campus. 

These ideas have been instrumental in changing their personal and family lives as well, 

besides transforming the students’ attitude towards learning and improving all-round 

performance. 

In the previous year we had brought out a compilation of all such innovative ideas and 

initiatives in the form of publication titled “be a torchbearer”. 

Today we are delighted to present an abstract of “be a torchbearer”, which throws light 

on few select initiatives and bring out the essence of our working philosophy. We hope 

that this will be received with enthusiasm by one and all. 

Our minds are open to new ideas and thoughts; any suggestions and inputs that helps 

improve our efforts are most heartily welcome! 

STUDENTS’ SUPPORT PROGRAMME (Since 2010) 

IDEAS AND OBJECTIVES BEHIND THE INITIATIVE 

 Identifying slow learners and helping them improve their learning skills to be fast 

learners. 
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 Identifying the weaknesses of the students and bring out their strengths. 

 Strengthening their skills and encouraging them, motivating them for active 

participation. 

In order to meet this objective, the college adopted various techniques and explored 

possibilities in providing necessary support and infrastructure. 

REASONS FOR STARTING THIS INITIATIVE 

A slow learner is not necessarily a diagnostic category. They indeed possess an ability to 

learn but it is subdued in them due to various reasons such as socio-economic conditions 

at home, their personal-emotional makeup, peer influences and a lack of confidence. 

Most of the students in the college are from rural and economically weak background. 

The environment where they grew up hardly had any reasonable academic opportunities. 

Parents are daily bread earners and have no interest and time or resources to provide 

education to their children and encourage their academic interests, if any. Often the 

children are expected to start earning at an early stage and help making ends meet. Lack 

of support and guidance or rather we can say non-ambitious life led by their parents did 

not allow them to develop their learning abilities resulting to disinterest in studying. 

Thus some students had poor memory; some had poor attention spans, poor reading and 

writing skills especially with the lack of knowledge in English. In many cases students 

are exposed to a very different life and atmosphere around them when they come to cities 

and the effect is too overbearing on their already subdued minds. 

The syllabus being long with nine subjects, at times students could not cope up with the 

pace of studies.   

PRACTICE 

Students of the same class and same age who were qualified and talented were identified 

to take classes outside of regular college hours for their fellow students requiring 

guidance and were asked to teach these students. 
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Since they were of the same age group their mutual understanding matched well. They 

worked closely and patiently helped them to create interest in their subjects. Engaging 

fellow classmates with the support of college management gave them edge in learning. 

Facilities and infrastructure such as space, rooms and library were provided to make this 

happen. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Excellent academic results beyond expectations were achieved.  

Number of students achieving more than 60% and above has gone up. 

Concept of group study got encouragement and became popular; this is especially so 

important considering that substantial number of students stay in our hostel which is on 

campus. 

Students developed interest in their respective subjects. 

Overall result improved up to 90% which was indeed commendable. 

We emerged successful in our venture! 

STUDENTS’ PARLIAMENT (Since 2011) 

IDEAS AND OBJECTIVES BEHIND THE INITIATIVE 

 Reaching out to their smallest query and make us approachable. 

 Ensuring that all information, upcoming events and activities percolated to the 

students.  

 Connecting with all students. 

PRACTICE 

Students’ Parliaments consists of 52 members, i.e., 2 Class Representatives (CRs) from 

each division.    
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In the opening meeting of the year, the students are apprised of the schedules for the 

academic year. Thereafter a meeting chaired by me is scheduled every Wednesday in 

which topics concerning class teaching, activities related to academics, co-curricular 

activities, discipline, conduct and behaviour patterns of teachers and students are 

discussed at length. Issues important to maintain a healthy atmosphere and to strive to 

achieve excellence are dealt with. Suggestions and approvals to implement any new 

innovations are welcomed and considered. The minutes of the meeting are duly recorded 

and read out to the students in all the classes to make them aware of the points discussed 

and to be followed up by necessary actions. 

This is a way to get them all involved in various college activities and inculcate a sense 

of belonging and ownership towards the campus. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Formation of the students’ parliament indeed brought a feeling of pride and a sense of 

motivation on the faces of students. This resulted in deep and sincere involvement in all 

arenas of activities at campus. Since all the students got apprised of the daily upcoming 

events and activities, voluntary participation of students increased. 

The students today have a greater sense of belonging and ownership towards their 

college. 

SHORT TERM COURSES (Since 2012) 

IDEAS AND OBJECTIVES BEHIND THE INITIATIVE 

 To add an extra sparkle to the breaks between lectures and pursue a practical 

course in an academic subject that may be less connected to their regular 

curriculum and closer to the heart. 

 That can have an overall impact on their personality. 

 To get a deeper insight and specialize in the field of their interest besides getting a 

‘hands-on’ training. 
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 To make the lives of the students more productive with their soft skills. 

 Such a course could well be a potential way of establishing and making a way of 

earning. 

PRACTICE 

An initiative was taken to tie up with State and National level institutions providing such 

productive courses on short term basis. 

Memorandum of understanding was signed to this effect emphasizing on fees of 

minimum nature and maximum output that could be productive in all the fields of course 

studied.  

The courses undertaken were related to GST, taxation, accounting system, current affairs, 

beauty treatment and personality development that was a way of empowering the women. 

All these courses were conducted within the duration of college hours only. 

Tests and exams were conducted after the courses. Students were awarded with merits 

and certificates at the end of the course. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Students gained from these courses immensely. There was a large enrolment to these 

courses. 

Often it has been seen that some students have started earning simultaneously on part-

time basis after study hours. 
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MOBILE LIBRARY (Since 2016) 

IDEAS AND OBJECTIVES BEHIND THE INITIATIVE 

 The habit of reading nowadays among students has gone down because of the arrival 

of new technologies, gadgets and devices, thereby resulting into limited use of library 

by students. 

 It is often seen that stationery libraries are not used by students on regular basis.  

 Libraries have so many books and references that students dis-encouraged accessing 

it. 

 At times students are not aware of the new editions, new arrivals of books and 

references. 

 In order to create an awareness of reading this initiative was started to introduce 

mobile library in their respective class rooms 

PRACTICE 

The Librarian of the college and the Assistant Librarian were directed to carry all the new 

arrivals, editions and fresh magazines to each class once in a week. They shared the 

information and contents which were useful to them. They made them aware of the 

syllabus that was important for them to appear for their future competitive examinations. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

The venture of organising mobile library was a huge success. The students got 

encouraged to take a book concerning their need and started using it. Reading habits 

improved. Students are now more aware new arrivals of books helping them to make 

maximum use. The students who never went to library also started using this facility. 

It has created a discipline of reading regularly. 

Very truly, a book is a book and nothing – no other media or gadget - can replace the 

content of a book as a whole. 
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EARNING WHILE LEARNING (Since 2017) 

IDEAS AND OBJECTIVES BEHIND THE INITIATIVE 

 Earning-while-learning is more than a necessity. Going to college can seem like a 

financial impossibility for many especially when they are girls and belong to poor 

financial background. 

 Working learners are more concerned about enhancing their resumes and gaining 

work experience than paying their tuition fees. 

 Girls after marriage are treated as mere wives and caretaker of a house, it is the need 

of the hour to educate and create awareness among the girls to understand as to what 

is the meaning of being financially independent? 

 In case they are not allowed to take up full time job in an office, they were offered a 

part time job. 

PRACTICE 

An MOU was signed with the LIC of India and were asked to train students to be 

recruited as agents of Insurance under training and supervision. 

A exam was conducted and students were trained for six months by the officials of LIC 

after the study hours. 

Then they were introduced to a LIC advisor who trained and guided them. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

24 students out 74 were selected and trained and started earning 30K on monthly basis. 

They were given 7K as stipend too. 

One of the student earned nearly 9 lakh rupees on annual basis. 

This initiative by the college helped the girls to understand the nature of service industry, 

professional environment, corporate ethics and culture. It helped them in building their 
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communication marketing skills and personality skills for presenting themselves as 

trained advisors. 

College was awarded the best recruitment award adding one more feather in the cap. 

SETU (Since 2014) 

IDEAS AND OBJECTIVES BEHIND THE INITIATIVE 

 Enterprise and entrepreneurial skills are a combination of commercial awareness, 

creative and innovative thinking. 

 To create an entrepreneurial skill and to have a meaningful economic activity to earn 

while studying. 

PRACTICE  

After interacting with the students we found that many students had mothers who ran 

gruh-udyog and handicraft business in their homes as a means of livelihood. 

We spoke to them and asked them if they were interested in doing small scale business in 

the college while studying. Upon seeing their enthusiasm in doing something creative and 

enterprising, we gave them opportunity to exhibit their potentials by providing them 

space in the college to put their exhibitions. 

This space is called SETU. 

The students booked this space in advance and conducted exhibitions of home-made 

stationery items, food, pickles, paintings, fancy arts, hand-made purses and cutlery items. 

They sold these items on nominal charges and earned wisely. 
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ACHIEVEMENTS 

Small entrepreneurs were developed in the college which in turn developed in them an art 

of living. Inspiration, motivation and encouragement grew among students to do more 

and earn more. 

 

Dr.Sangeeta P. Ghate 

Principal 

Umiya Arts & Commerce College for Girls,Sola, 

Ahmedabad 
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Problems and Remedies of Higher Education in India 

Prof. TrushaSureshbhaiVyas 

ABSTRACT 

 The education system of India is the world’s largest in terms of students, next to 

China and the United States. May be in Future, India will be one of the first largest 

education hubs. It needs greater transparency and accountability, the role of high schools, 

colleges and universities learn is of utmost important. The purpose of this paper is to 

critically review dominant conception of various approaches to quality in higher 

education. The current paper poses the problems and remedies for higher education 

system. The burning problems like which types of education is providing in the present? 

Which types of problems students and teachers are facing? and through which methods 

education should be taught? 

KEYWORDS 

Education, Students, Teachers, Methods, Problems, Remedies  

PROBLEMS AND REMEDIES OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN INDIA 

[1] Introduction  

 Education plays a vital role in the life of human being. It’s also important for the 

country, as it is a powerful tool to built knowledge based society of the 21st century. 

Higher education system is essential for national, social and economic development of 

the country. There is a need of value based higher education system which empowers 

youth for self sustainability by inculcating employment skills and hence reducing 

poverty. India’s higher education system is the largest in the world in terms of number of 

institutions. India has undergone rapid development after post – independence era. 

Education is only one weapon that kills all evils of society. The quality in education is the 
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biggest need of the hour as our country is progressing toward becoming the educational 

hub. 

[2] What is Education? 

 Generally, education is the training of people which is given by schools and 

colleges and different types of management institutes. But actually the meaning of 

education is; 

“a systematic process of improving and enhancing the hidden skill inside us 
by which we develop capacity to change at social , economical and political 

level.” 

          In the beginning of the ages the learning process in India revolves around the 

“Gurukul system”. It was a residential concept in which students were educated in 

various fields of religion, philosophy and science under the guidance of a "guru".India 

has always been a country of academics and students. In ancient times, India was also 

difficult for universities such as Taxila, Nalanda, Vikramashila and their academics 

around the world.Butlater the education system in India gradually deepened due to 

invasions and disorders in the country. At the beginning of the modern era, Islamic 

influences enriched traditional learning centers and brought subjects of geography, 

administration, law and Arabic mathematics to India.But when Britishers came over here 

the leaders have made a major shift in the conception of higher education. The British set 

up a formal higher education system focused on languages, literature, history and 

philosophy. These learning centers focused on the production of English-speaking 

working-class people for British administrative, military and commercial services. 

 India’s higher education system is the world’s third largest in terms of students, 

since ages India has a rich tradition of education. A lot of study has been undergone to 

improve the quality of overall education system of India by many researchers and 

educationists. But in the present time the standards of education and quality of system has 

become sluggish. 
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 In 2015 Kalyani T. Dubey, and Akhilesh A. Nimje presented a critical analysis of 

ancient and modern education system of India. And that ultimate the prime factors to be 

implemented in order to reinvigorated our learning mechanism. 

Education is based on three things; Students , Teachers, Curriculum 

[3] The problems of higher education system are as under: 

 Currently education system is not very application based. 

 At the end of the bachelors or masters unskilled students and professionals 

pass out.  

 Syllabus content is mainly focus on theoretical aspects. 

 High fees structures. 

 Self finance colleges are open rapidly. 

 Students are studying just before exams. 

 Students are not keeping attention on text book. 

 Professors and teachers are using PPT and only reading that what is written on 

slides.  

 After getting the degree of Ph.D. some scholars don’t know what is the quality 

of good  research. 

 The new colleges lack capacity and they are all about fleecing money from 

students and their parents. 

 In many native, art fields there are no opportunity at all. 

 Carry forward system in school and colleges. 

 Shortage of qualitative teachers. 

 Sometimes knowledge and skills are limited for class room. 

 Many students cannot read despite of having attended school for long time. 

 Even they do not learn basic skills during their schooling. 

 Overcrowded classroom 

 Teaching in another language than the student‘s mother tongue. 

 Lack of teaching materials 

 Poor quality of curricular  
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 These all problems which I mention over here in this paper are exited in the 

present education system in India. Now I would suggest some points for 

improving our higher education system. 

[4] Remedies  

 The curriculum needs to be progressive. 

 Practical based learning should be encouraged. 

 Practical knowledge and resent practices should be involved in the syllabus. So 

that can be directly correlated with the respective professional subjects.  

 Remove any political linkage. 

 Students should explore and faculties should be well educated. 

 Encourage the students to take part in seminar, workshops and arrange the 

industrial visits and study tour. 

 Use digital applicant like PPT and video and animation. But after it teacher should 

go through text book. 

 Teacher should follow the pattern of teaching like; Planning, Framework, Give 

examples and Evaluation 

 Teachers and professors can give online Assignments and Project works. 

 Removal  of the reservation system. 

 Give quality instead of the quantity. 

 Limited students 

 Practical implications are complex but likely to be beneficial. 

 A leader must offer a list that includes any weaknesses which they find during the 

evaluation. 

 Questions should be M.C.Q. based less of theoretical question. 

 There is a need to focus on graduate students by providing them such courses in 

which they can achieve excellence, gain deeper knowledge of subjects. 

 Provide adequate Resources. 
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[5] Conclusion 

 At last we can conclude that if the present education system will follow some 

above mention points change some methods of teachers then may be it happen that for 

further studies students don’t want to go abroad. Because there is too much glamour and 

less quality of education. Indian education system does not stand anywhere among the 

world. Government has fewer plans for foreign students and it’s a big challenge for 

country. This is necessary not only to take care of economic growth, but it is also 

essential for social change and to empower the country’s youth. I have tried to examine 

the higher education scenario in India and attempts to point out why very few serious 

investors invest in higher educational sector. The fact is that a revolution is taking place 

in higher education in the world. We have to take certain steps for improvement of our 

higher education system.  

 
Prof. TrushaSureshbhaiVyas 
Assistant Professor of English 
President Science College, Ghatlodiya, Ahmedabad 
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Initiatives for Quality Improvement In Higher Education 
 

Dr.DipakPandya 
 

Dear Friends, to achieve bigger goals in higher education system, we all would have to 

concentrate and follow the following five points according to NAAC: 

1.Decrease the student dropout ratio 

2.Increase the number of participants in co-curricular activities. 

3.Increase the result 

4.Increase student progression in higher education 

5.Increase Student Placement 

 Dear Friends, to achieve goals by following above mentioned topics; we would 

have to do certain work in following fields to improve quality in higher education.  

1) Teacher Related Responsibility:  

2) Department RelatedResponsibility: 

3) Activites RelatedResponsibility: 

4) IQAC RelatedResponsibility: 

5) Governance/Leadership/System RelatedResponsibility: 

6) Management/FinanceRelatedResponsibility: 

 

 Work to be done under teacher related responsibility: 

 

1. To be appointed as a member of BoS in other College/University 

2. Academic dairy/Lesson plan 

3. Bridge course For Slow Learners 
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4. Mentoring and personal guidance is offered to advanced and slow learners&Maintain 

students’ signature register 

5. Remedial Class For Slow Learners 

6. Class-room Lessons Through ICT/PPT 

7. Syllabus based movies and short Documentary films 

8. Google classroom 

9. Flipped classroom 

10. Usage of Tablets 

11. Online resources 

12. Free e-books sites 

13. What’s-app group/ Dept. Blog 

14. Provide  e-content 

15. UsageComputer lab 

16. Subjective Quiz 

17. Group discussion 

18. Wall-paper 

19. Bridge course 

20. Every teacher should possess Doctoral degree 

21. Every teacher should try to get recognition of Ph.D. Guideship 

22. Average pass percentage of Studentsshould be more than 75 % 

23. Every Teacher should work on the Minor Research project 

24. Every Teacher should published two research papers/per year in the UGC notified 

journals 

25. Every Teacher should published two books/chapters in edited volumes in national/ 

international conference-proceedings/per year 

26. Every teacher should attend one professional development Programmes viz., 

Orientation Programme, Refresher Course, Short Term Course, Faculty Development 

Programme/per year. 
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 Work to be done under departmentrelatedresponsibility: 

 

1. Designing departmental academic calendar  

2. Conducting Remedial Classes For Slow Learners 

3. Design departmental activities timetable. 

4. Design departmental BOS and prepare proposal for certificate course. 

5.  MOUs to be signed by departments for certificate and vocational courses. 

6. Encourage minimum 20% students from each department to join certificate and 

vocational courses. 

7. Students undertaking field projects/ internships to be organised by departments 

for 20% of students. 

8. cross cutting issues relevant to Gender, Environment and Sustainability, Human 

Values and Professional  Ethics into the Curriculum&value added courses 

imparting transferable and life skills offered  

9. Organise PG programRun by departments 

10. Departmental Induction programme 

11. Guide students regarding Book Bank & Library facilities usageMaintain students’ 

signature registeroflibrary usage 

12. Guide students for Computer knowledge regardingUsage of DELL and Maintain 

students’ signature registerof DELL usage 

13. Organise bridge course and post admission test for semester-1 students 

14. Classroom Lessons Through ICT ,Films & Videos to be organised by 

departments. 

15. Guest Lecture/Expert Lecture to be organised by departments. 

16. OrganiseStudent Development Programme 

17. Sign MOUs for Student Exchange&FacultyExchange Programme for 1st and 2nd 

semester students. 

18. OrganiseStudent Participation in workshop/seminar for 3rd and 4th semester 

students. 
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19. OrganiseStudent Research ProjectWork for 5th and 6th semester students. 

20. Field Visit/Industrial Tour/Educational Tour to be organised by department 

21. Whatsapp Group/Dept.Blog to be created by department for sem-1, 3 & 5 

students. 

22. OrganisingWall-Paper by department 

23. OrganisingQuiz/Debates Competition in General knowledge by department. 

24. One Incubation Centre (The Students Are Given Innovative Ideas For Project 

Work) to be implemented by department. 

25. Develop E-Content Through Invited Expert Scholars OfStudents’ Development 

Programme to be organised by department. 

26. Guide students regarding Unit test & Assignment 

27. Organise workshops on Entrepreneurship/Employability 

28. Information to be delivered on Average Percentage Of Placement Of Outgoing 

Students(Previous Graduating Batch) by department. 

29. Information to be delivered on Percentage Of Student Progression To Higher 

Education(Previous Graduating Batch) by department. 

30. Minimum 20% students should join in activities organised by college and 

Maintain students’ signature register 

31. Each department should organise State level/National level/international level 

Seminar minimum once a year with financial help of UGC/Academy/NGO and 

Publish e-ISBN Book of the presented papers. 

 

 Work to be done under Activites RelatedResponsibility: 

 

A. EXTENSION ACTIVITES METRICES: 

1. NSS CAMP 

2. Adopt Village 

3. Swachh Bharat Abhiyan 

4. Sakshar Bharat Abhiyan 
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5. Vyasanmuakt Bharat Abhiyan 

6. Digital India Abhiyan 

7. Save water drive 

8. Tree Plantation 

9. Shun plastic Drive 

10. Voter Awareness Drive  

11. Socio-Economical survey 

12. Cultural programme 

13. Medical health check-up camp 

14. Thalassemia Test 

15. Blood Donation camp 

16. Visit to Civil Hospital 

17. Visit  to Old Age Home 

18. Visit to Army camp 

19. Visit to Nature park 

20. Visit to the school for differently-abled students 

21. Distribution of school Kits to the children 

22. Distribution of clothes, fruits & medicine to the needy people 

23. ‘Matrubhashasanvardhan’ Abhiyan 

24. ‘PustakParabAbhiyan’ 

25. ‘Swachh Bharat’ Abhiyan Drama 

26.  AIDs awareness Expert Lecture 

27. Gender issue like BetiBachavo&BetiPadhavo 

28. Awareness about Breast & Ovarian Cancer 

29. Awareness about Governments scheme  benifit to SC/ST/OBC /Divyangjan 

students 

30. Environment Awareness 
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31. Rehabilitation of those struck by natural calamities  

32. Specific initiatives to address locational advantages : 

 Visit to GIDC &MoU with industrial estate for  vocational job training. 

 Visit to Mahatma Mandir, Akshardham, Vidhansabha& Nature park for Holistic 

development. 

33. Specific initiatives to address locational disadvantages : 

 Provide facility of GMTS Bus Pass & G-bike to reach college campus. 

  Take special care for Hostel facility which provide in Gandhinagar city. 

 initiatives taken to engage with and contribute to local community  

 (Not addressed elsewhere) 

1) Reaching out to Neighbourhood School: 

 To motivate students towards teaching 

 To enhance communication and human resource management skills 

2)  Gender issue like: 

 BetiBachavoAbhiyan 

 BetiPadhavoAbhiyan 

B. Cultural Activities METRICES: 

1. Activities conducted for promotion of universal values(Truth, Righteous conduct, 

Love, Non-Violence and peace); national values, human values, national 

integration, communal harmony and social cohesion as well as for observance of 

fundamental duties 

2. Every day Morning prayer-SarvDharmPrarthana 

3. Periodical expert talk on Universal values 
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4. Actively participate in national intigration& communal harmony related 

programme 

5. Organizes national festivals and birth/death anniversaries of the great Indian 

personalities *  

6. Number of cultural activities/competitions at college/zone level 

7. Number of cultural activities/competitions at state / university level 

8. Number of cultural activities/competitions at national / international  level 

 

C. CWDC ACTIVITES METRICES: Woman empowerment : 

1. Per year Twenty gender equity promotion Programmes organized like …  

2. Gender issue like BetiBachavo&BetiPadhavo 

3. Programme about NirbhayaAbhiyan 

4. Personal Counseling 

5. Personality Development programme  

6. Woman empowerment programme  

7. Organizes lectures by a Gynaecologist 

8.  AIDs awareness Expert Lecture 

9. Awareness about Breast & Ovarian Cancer 

10. Common Room : Special facilities with sanitary napkin vending machine & 

incinerator. 

11. Timely medical assistance for girls students.  

12. Girls are nominated and selected as General Secretary (GS) of the college. 

D. Career counselling, Capability enhancement and development schemes, Guidance 

for competitive examinations, Vocational Education & training, placement of 

outgoing students, student progression to higher education, students qualifying in 

government examinations: 

1. Guidance for competitive examinations 

2. Career counseling 
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3. Soft skill development 

4. Remedial coaching 

5. Language lab 

6. Bridge courses 

7. Yoga and meditation 

8. Personal Counseling 

9. Personality Development programme 

E. STUDENTS GRIEVANCES, SRC & ALUMNI ACTIVITIES: 

1. The Institution has a transparent mechanism for timely redressal of  student 

grievances including sexual harassment and ragging cases 

2. Presence of an active Student council & representation of students on academic & 

administrative bodies/ committees of the Institution 

3. The Alumni Association/Chapters (registered and functional) contributes 

significantly to the development of the institution through financial and non 

financial means  

4. Alumni contribution 

5. Number of Alumni Association / Chapters  meetings held during last five years 

F. Sports Activities: 

1. Sports competitions at Inter class/college level  

2. Sports competitions at Inter-college/zone level 

3. Sports competitions at zonel/university level 

4. Sports competitions at state/ national level 

 

 IQAC RelatedResponsibility: 

 

1. Structured  feedback received from : 1) Students 2) Teachers 3) Employers 4) 

Alumni 5) Parents 
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2. Feedback processclassified as follows :1)  Collected2)  Analyzed3)  Action taken 

4)  Available on website 

3. Programme outcomes, Programme specific outcomes and course outcomes for all 

Programme offered by the institution are stated and displayed on website and 

communicated to teachers and students. 

4. Online student satisfaction surveyregarding teaching learning process  

5. Institution should create an ecosystem for innovations including Incubation centre 

and other initiatives for creation and transfer of knowledge 

6. SACCAR club for creation of knowledge 

7. One Incubation centre/per programme (Total Five Incubation centres for 

Innovations/The students are given innovative ideas for project work) 

8. Every year one dept. Should 0rganize one National level seminar 

9. Every year one dept. Should 0rganize one State level seminar 

10. Every year 0rganize one Faculty Development Programme 

11. Develop e-content through Invited Expert Scholars of Students’ Development 

Programme 

12. Create PPTs, CDs, Audios, Videos & Educational Films 

13. Every teacher should possess Doctoral degree 

14. Every teacher should possess/recognized Ph.D. Guideship 

15. Publish Annual ‘Samarpan e-Research journal’ for transfer of knowledge 

16. One seminar/peryear for Intellectual Property Rights(IPR) 

17. One Industry-Academia/per year for Innovative practices.  

18. functionalMoUs with institutions of national, international importance, other 

universities, industries, corporate houses etc. 

19. Quality improvement strategies adopted by the institution Regarding 

Perspective/Strategic plan and Deployment documents are available in the 

institution for each of the following : 
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1. Curriculum Development 

2. Teaching and Learning 

3. Examination and Evaluation 

4. Research and Development 

5. Library, ICT and Physical Infrastructure/Instrumentation 

6. Human Resource Management 

7. Industry Interaction / Collaboration 

8. Admission of Students  

9. Regular meeting of BOG and IQAC 

10. Regular feedback system 

11. Institution should have performance appraisal system for teaching and non-

teaching staff : 

a. API system for teaching staff every year. 

b. The IQAC of the college designed a detailed academic audit document. 

c. Individual Teacher Diary  

d. The audit included 39 metrics to cover each and every activity (academic, co 

&extra curricular etc.) to evaluate the faculty on agivan scale. 

e. This audit is conducted at the end of the each academic year. 

f. The facuily completes the formet and attaches supporting document and 

forwards the same through the Head. 

g. The head also has to give his or her feedback about the faculties’ efficiency, 

commitment, sincerity on a five point grade scale. 

h. The Principal also gives his feedback about the faculty on the same scale. 

i. After the analysis, the average is worked out report of each faculty duly 

signed by the Principal, is given to each faculty confidentially. 

j. The same API system for non-teaching staff every year. 

 

12. Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) should contribute significant 

institutionalizing the quality assurance strategies and processes - Functions of 

IQAC : 

a. Structured  feedback received from ... 
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b. Feedback process of the Institution may be classified as ... 

c. Programme outcomes, Programme specific outcomes and course outcomes  

for all Programme offered by the institution are 

 stated and displayed on website and communicated to teachers and students. 

d. Attainment of Programme outcomes, Programme specific outcomes and 

course outcomes are evaluated by the institution. 

e. Student Satisfaction Survey  

f. Institution has created an ecosystem for innovations including Incubation 

centre and other initiatives for creation and transfer of knowledge 

g. Number of Workshops/ seminars conducted on Intellectual Property Rights 

(IPR) and Industry-Academia Innovative practices 

h. Number of functional MoUs with institutions of national, 

internationalimportance, other universities, industries, corporate houses etc. 

i. Perspective/Strategic plan and Deployment documents are available  

in the institution 

j. Institution has performance appraisal system for teaching and non-teaching 

staff 

k. Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) has contributed significantly for 

institutionalizing the quality assurance strategies and processes 

l. The institution reviews its teaching learning process,structures & 

methodologies of operations and learning outcomesat periodic intervals 

through IQAC set up as per norms 

m. Average number of quality initiatives by IQAC for promoting quality culture 

per year 

n. Quality assurance initiatives of the institution 

o. Post accreditation quality initiatives(second and subsequent cycles) 

p. Code of conduct handbook exists for students, teachers, governing body, 

administration including Vice Chancellor / Director / Principal /Officials and 

support staff 

q. Display of core values in the institution and on its website 
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r. The institution functioning is as per professional code of prescribed / 

suggested by statutory bodies / regulatory authorities for different professions   

 

13. The institution should review its teaching learning process, structures & 

methodologies of operations and learning outcomes at periodic intervals through 

IQAC set up as per norms : 

a. To develop a system for conscious, consistent and action to improve the 

academic and administrative performance of the institution. 

b. To promote measures for institutional functioning towards quality 

enhancement through internalization of quality culture and internalization of 

best practices. 

c. To take Feedback from the stakeholders. 

d. To regularly inform the students regarding Course Outcomes. 

 

14. Per year one professional development programme organized  for teaching staff 

15. Per year one administrative training programme organized  for non teaching staff 

16. Initiate following steps for quality assurance for institution. 

a. Regular meeting of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) 

b. Timely submission of Annual Quality Assurance Report (AQAR) to NAAC 

c. Feedback collected, analyzed and used for improvements 

d. Academic Administrative Audit (AAA) and initiation of follow up action 

e. Participation in GSIRF 

f. Participation in NIRF 

g. ISO Certification 

h. NBA or any other quality audit 

i. Submission  of Data for AISHE portal 

 

17. Post accreditation quality initiatives (For second cycle) Recommendations for 

Quality Enhancement of the Institution  
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18. Code of conduct handbook exists for students, teachers, governing body, 

administration including Vice Chancellor / Director / Principal /Officials and 

support staff 

19. Display of core values in the institution and on its website (Yes/ No)  

20. The institution functioning is as per professional code of prescribed / suggested by 

statutory bodies / regulatory authorities for different professions 

 Governance/Leadership/SystemRelatedResponsibility 

1. Try to get students of domicile state other than gujarat 

2. 100 % Enrolment of students 

3. AS per reservation policy seats filled against seats reserved for various categories 

4. Try to reduce student:Full-time-teacher ratio by Appointing more full time 

teacher(maximum as per norms) 

5. Try  to get more divyang-jan by providing more facility and benefits  

6. Reforms in Continuous Internal Evaluation (CIE) System at the Institutional level 

7. Mechanism of internal assessment is transparent and robust in terms of frequency 

and variety 

8. Mechanism to deal with examination related grievances is transparent, time-

bound & efficient  

9. The Institution adheres to the academic calendar for the conduct of CIE  

10. There are established systems and procedures for maintaining and utilizing 

physical, academic and support facilities - laboratory, library, sports complex, 

computers, classrooms. 

11. Average percentage of students benefited by scholarships and freeships provided 

by the Government  સદંભેર્Get data from students’ scholarship bank a/c or from 

govt.  

12. Maintain registerabouttransparent mechanism for timely redressal of  student 

grievances including sexual harassment and ragging cases  

13. The governance of the institution is reflective of an effective leadership in tune 

with the vision and mission of the institution 
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14. The institution practices decentralization and participative management 

15. Organizational structure of the institution including governing body, 

administrative setup, and functions of various bodies, service rules, procedures, 

recruitment, promotional policies as well as grievance redressal mechanism 

16. Effectiveness of various bodies/cells/committees is evident through minutes of 

meetings and implementation of their resolutions 

17. Institution conducts internal and external financial audits regularly 

18. The institution offers a course on Human Values and professional ethics  

19. The institution should maintain complete transparency in its  financial, academic, 

administrative and auxiliary functions: 

20. Financial Transparency :  

a. Internal Audit: By The Principal and The Accountant  

b. External Audit: By Chartered Accountant and The Audit wing of Government 

from the Department of Education. In case of Special Development Grant from 

UGC certificate and statements of account are submitted to the UGC and NOC is 

procured 

21. Academic Transparency :  

a. Each Department submits the Academic Calendar for the Academic year and The 

internal assessment is carried out with prior intimation to the students 

b. PTA meeting convened once in a year for sharing the evaluation of the 

performance 

22. Administrative Transparency : 

a. Accomplished through the decentralization of administrative practices 

b. Involvement of the students in the academically associated activities 

 Management/FinanceRelatedResponsibility: 

1. Grants for research projects 

2. MoU with INFLIBNET/Gujarat University to check malpractices and plagiarism 

in Research 
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3. The institution provides incentives to teachers who receive state, national and 

international recognition/awards 

4. The Institution should have adequate facilities for teaching- learning.  viz., 

classrooms, laboratories, computing equipment etc : 

5. Central Library (seating capacity of 300 students) 

6. Auditorium (seating capacity of 1000 students) 

7. Girls Hostel & Boys Hostel 

8. SOUL software from INFLIBNET 

9. OPAC system in central library 

10. N-List facility 

11. Incubation centre 

12. Computer lab with 150 computer 

13. Language Lab for all four languages 

14. Seminar hall with LCD projector 

15. Five LCD Projectors Room 

16. Women Cell Room with sanitary napkin vending machine & first aid box 

17. Three units of RO Plants 

18. Generator of 40 kv 

19. The Institution should have adequate facilities for sports, games (indoor, outdoor), 

gymnasium, yoga centre etc. and cultural activities : 

a. Sports Ground - outdoor games facilities (Cricket, Athletics, Kabbadi, Kho-

Kho, Hocky, Badminton, Basketball, Handball, Football, Volleyball, Netball) 

b. Sports Ground - indoor games facilities (Chess, Carom, Table-tennis, 

Gymnasium) 

c. Yoga  & Meditation centre 

d. Karate centre for self-Defence 

e. First-aid treatment centre 

f. Cultural programme hall for cultural activities 
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20. Library enrichment 

21. Regularly update IT facilities including WiFi 

22. 50 MBPS bandwidth of internet connection in the Institution (Leased line) 

23. Facilities for e-content development such as Media Centre, Recording facility, 

Lecture Capturing System (LCS) 

24. 20 percentage of students benefitted by scholarships, freeships etc. provided by 

the institution besides government schemes (TOTAL MIN. RS. 1 LAC) 

25. Alumni contribution (Minimum Rs. 1 LAC per year ) 

26. Implementation of e-governance in areas of operation : Planning and 

Development, Administration, Finance and Accounts, Student Admission and 

Support, Examination 

27. The institution has effective welfare measures for teaching and non-teaching staff 

& Students 

28. All teachers should be provided with financial support to attend 

conferences/workshops/ Per year two conferences/workshops per teacher 

29. Per year one professional development programme organized  for teaching staff & 

Per year one administrative training programme organized  for non teaching staff. 

30. Every year Minimum Rs. 10 lakhs  Funds / Grants received from non-government 

bodies, individuals, philanthropers for Temporary staff salary etc. 

31. Institute adheres to Utilization of Budget approved for academic expenses and 

administrative eppenses by management. 

32. Common Room : Special facilities with sanitary napkin vending machine & 

incinerator & Timely medical assistance for girls students.  

33. Minimum 20 % of annual power/ Per year requirement of the Institution met by 

the renewable energy sources.  

34. Minimum 20 % of annual power/ per year requirements met through LED bulbs.  

35. To develop Rain water harvesting structures and utilization in the campus. 

36. Paperless office 
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37. Physical facilities like Provision for lift, Ramp / Rails,  Braille Software, facilities 

Rest Rooms, Scribes for examination for differently abled students 

Dear friends, if we follow above mentioned points with our full strength then in next 

NAAC Cycle our institute would benefit with autonomous status and other factors 

regarding it. With that we would help our students in developing their unique personality 

with better education environment. 

Dr.DipakPandya 

I/C Principal 

Samarpan Arts & Commerce College 

Gandhinagar 
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Employability of Graduate Students in Jamnagar District 
 

Pri. Dr. Ashish Kumar D. Chudasama 
Vina J. Agrawal 

 
Abstract 

 

Jamnagar district, which is situated on the western coast of Gujarat, is a hub of numerous 

industrial activities. Production of Bandhanii.e.tie and die clothing, is one of the most 

ancient industry of Jamnagar and makes this district distinguished for it. In the 20th 

century, production of brass parts emerged as a very prominent industry and is 

progressing with flying colors till date; expanding the territory throughout the world. The 

parts made here are executive and exported to almost every part of the world. This 

requires lot of manpower to take care of the administrative part of the business and 

therefore the need of candidates who can look after it is constant. This paper examines 

the concord of the syllabi taught in the classroom and its demand in the industry. This 

paper aims to suggest a few more modulations to increase the employability of two 

traditional courses i.e. B.A. and B.Com.  

Keywords: Employability, Graduation, Commerce, Jamnagar 

Employability of Graduate Students in Jamnagar District 

Introduction: 

At global level, there has been a growing emphasis on the role of higher education 

institutions in enabling employability and graduate employment, as evidenced by the rise 

of university graduate employment destinations as an important proxy measure of the 

value of a university education. Jamnagar district, which is situated on the western coast 

of Gujarat, is a hub of numerous industrial activities. Production of Bandhanii.e.tie and 

die clothing, is one of the most ancient industry of Jamnagar and makes this district 

distinguished for it. In the 20th century, production of brass parts emerged as a very 

prominent industry and is progressing with flying colors till date; expanding the territory 
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throughout the world. The parts made here are executive and exported to almost every 

part of the world. This requires lot of manpower to take care of the administrative part of 

the business and therefore the need of candidates who can look after it is constant. This 

paper examines the concord of the syllabi taught in the classroom and its demand in the 

industry. This paper aims to suggest a few more modulations to increase the 

employability of two traditional courses i.e. B.A. and B.Com. employability is 

predominately conceptualized as the skills and personal attributes considered important y 

industry and needed by graduates in order to secure employment. 

Concept of Employability 

The term employability is used to explain the notion of work readiness. That means a set 

of conditions or eligibilities which are sufficient for gaining any primary employment. In 

other words, we can say that a graduate need to be both employable and work ready to 

increase their chances of employment. Employability does not mean only technical skills 

and attributes thought to be required by graduates in order for them to be considered 

work ready, to a wider notion, encompassing non-technical areas such as networking and 

professional identity. Employability focus on an individual’s potential to acquire desired 

employment through the development of appropriate human capital, that differs from 

realized employability, the actual acquisition of desired employment.  

More specifically, the concept of employability can be explained as a set of skills, both 

generic and discipline specific, as well as personal attributes, building on an earlier 

definition given by various experts. As per another definition, employability skills mean a 

combination of personal qualities and beliefs, knowledge, skillful practices and the ability 

to reflect critically and productively on experience, and that need to be frequently 

renewed during a person’s working life. To truly prepare and empower graduates to enter 

the labor market, it is important to discuss issues beyond the values of corporate 

managers such as employee rights, explorations of personal values and, critical analysis. 

Otherwise, we risk encouraging graduates to believe that becoming and staying employed 

required truing themselves into products. 
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Emerging perspective of employability reflect this change and are inclusive of a diverse 

range of areas including career self-management, professional identity, transfer of 

capabilities across contexts, students perceived employability, networking, global 

citizenship and scholarship among other notions. Despite the emergence of broader 

interpretations of employability, they appear somewhat haphazard. 

Competence and higher education reform: 

The concept of competence has acquired a prominent position in the higher education 

reforms in an attempt to improve graduates' integration into the labor market. Despite its 

relevance, there is a lack of consensus on the concept and measurement of competence. 

However, there is agreement on the following definition: competence presupposes the 

utilization of acquired knowledge and skills in the workplace to achieve a goal or to solve 

a problem; it has the merit of connecting education and job requirements. Furthermore, 

competence is not directly observable; it is an output of evaluation. Research within the 

French economics of conventions tradition recognizes the role of judgment in the 

definition of competences. Accordingly, competence is an output of judgment by 

multiple actors; this judgment is supported by a variety of assessment methods. The 

competence-model often includes two main ingredients: a catalogue of skills previously 

defined by researchers or practitioners, and their subsequent evaluation. It is the judgment 

that transforms acquired knowledge and skills into competence. Not surprisingly, 

researchers often use skill instead of competence to address both acquired and required 

skills. Only enactment and judgment create competences. Consequently, we will use 

skills to refer to attributes that increase the employability of graduates. The assumptions 

of economics of conventions have considerable implications for higher education. The 

skills acquired during the time spent in the education system, i.e. the educational outputs, 

are no longer self-evident. Within the human capital model, education imparts useful 

skills that increase employees’ productivity and consequently entail higher wages. 

Nowadays, these productive skills are no longer taken for granted. The recent and 

persistent debate on the quality of higher education emphasizes the judgment of the 

output using multiple approaches. Beliefs and evaluation by economic agents become 

crucial in economics of education and replace the substantiality approach. The 
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assessments are made by the stakeholders of higher education, namely graduates and 

employers. The output of these assessments is the information about the set of skills that 

makes a graduate more employable. The underlying assumption is that employers 

transform employability into employment, so their requirements represent the most useful 

source of information on employability skills. Therefore, the close ties between higher 

education and the world of work dominate political discourse and stimulate the scholarly 

discussion on how to ascertain employers’ demands for graduate skills. 

Conclusion: 

The reported literature suggests there is no one best way to examine the set of skills that 

makes graduate more employable. Not only must a variety of methods be analyzed on the 

demand side, but there are different catalogues of skills and these may be long or short, 

and focused on broad or narrow fields of education. Furthermore, the employers’ 

perceptions play a key role in the definition of the required skills for graduates. The 

underlying assumption of the research is that employers are undoubtedly aware of their 

needs. But is this a reliable assumption? Research shows clear signs of uncertainty and, 

indeed, little agreement. It is interesting to question why wide agreement was only found 

for interpersonal skills, communication and team-work skills, which are relational skills. 

This can be explained by the fact that they are included in almost all catalogues and more 

importantly because they can be observed directly. Employers can therefore easily 

observe and assess relational skills. It is suggested that other hard-to-observe skills are 

also required. For example, analytical skills and the ability to identify and select 

information are important to facilitate communication and interaction, but they are 

difficult to observe. Although employers tend to refer to skills they can measure easily, 

they probably also expect graduates to use underlying skills. In fact, employers have 

always been concerned about the unobservable characteristics of job candidates. They 

often use third-party certification to ascertain whether a job seeker is suitable for the 

position and consequently use education as a screening device to distinguish the more 

able from the less able applicants without incurring additional costs. It is realized that 

great efforts have been made to provide higher education institutions and policy makers 

with reliable information on skill requirements but there is still no clear list of skills that 
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graduates should use to sell themselves to prospect employers. Is it in fact possible to link 

higher education and the labor market? And is this link desirable? Some reports indicate 

that employers are concerned about the lack of work-readiness, while other research 

criticizes the political discourse that takes an instrumental and economic perspective to 

higher education; these studies propose students’ holistic development. The discussion 

presented in this paper highlights the difficulty of implementing the strategy on graduate 

employability based on the supply of skills demanded in the labor market. The available 

research attempts to collect data that can improve the transition from education to 

employment and consequently reduce skill mismatch. However, modeling skills 

demanded in the labor market is a complex task, especially if researchers try to be 

exhaustive in detailing those requirements. It is documented that there are conceptual 

issues and methodological solutions that warrant attention. 
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New Millennium Higher Education in India 
Steps to achieve Excellence   
   

Prof. GargiGohil 
 

There have been many challangesto higher education in the past; these most 

recent calls for reform may provoke a fundamental change in higher education. These 

changes may bea response to reflections on the purpose of higher education, the role of 

colleges and universities in the new millinium and various scientific researches on 

learning ability of people. 

 

Xlow the time has come to create a second wave of institution building and of 

excellence in the fields of education, research and capacity building. ‘Indian Government 

wishes that when India can provide skilled people to the outside world then we can 

transfer our country from a developing nation to a developed nation very easily and 

quickly. 

 

Next to China and the United States, India’s higher education system is the 

world’s third largest in terms of students. Unlike, China, however, India has the 

advantage of English being the primary language of higher education and research. India 

educates approximately 11 percent of its youth in higher education as compared to 20 

percent in China. The main governing body at the tertiary level is the university Grants 

Commission, which enforces its standards, advises the government and helps coordinate 

between the centre and the state. Universities and its constituent colleges are the main 

institutes of higher education in India. At present, India has 259 government recognized 

universities in India. Out of them 20 are central universities, 120 are deemed universities 

and rest are state universities. Most of these universities in India have affiliating colleges 

where undergraduate courses are being taught. According to the Department of Higher 

Education, government of India, 16,885 colleges functioning underthese universities and 

institutes in India. Apart from these higher education institutes there are several private 

institutes in India that offer various professional courses in India. Distance learning is 

also a feature of the Indian Higher Education System. 
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Some of the Higher Education institutes of India like IITS have global 

acclamation for their standard of education. However, India has failed to produce world 

class universities. A 2015 – 2016 survey by Times Higher Education reveals that not a 

single Indian universities got a place in top 200 place, however, 17 universities from 

across the country have been included in the rankings of over 800 varisities from across 

the world. The Indian Institute of Science, Banglore comes somewhere in the top 400 and 

IIT, Kharagpur makes appearance after that. 

  

Today, knowledge is power. The more knowledge one has, the more empowered 

one is, According to UGC, India needs 1500 more universities with adequate research 

facilities by the end of the year 2019 in order to compete in the global market. The 

overall scenario of higher education in India does not match with the global Quality 

standards. Hence, there is enough justification for an increased assessment of the Quality 

of the country’s education institutes. Traditionally, these institutes assumed that Quality 

could be determined by their internal resources; such as faculty with an impressive set of 

degrees and experience detailed at the end of the institute’s admission brochure, number 

of books and journals in the library, an ultra-modern campus and size of the endowment 

or by its definable and assessable outputs, such as efficient use of resources, producing 

uniquely educated, highly satifiedand employable graduates. 

 

At present, the world – class institutes in India are mainly limited. Most of the 

Indian colleges and universities lack in high – end research facilities. Under – investment 

in libraries, information technology, laboratories and classrooms makes it very difficult to 

provide top quality instruction or engage in cutting – edge research. This gap is to be 

bridged if we want to speed up our path to development. The University Grants 

Commission of India is not only the lone grant giving agency in the country but also 

responsible for co – ordinating, determining and maintaining the standards in institutes of 

higher education. It is time for all those who are concerned with policy making, planning, 

administration and implementation of Higher Education to revitalize the very thinking on 

the subject and put it on the right track, at the same time, the prospects and development 
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in the higher education sector in India needs a critical examination in a rapidly 

globalising world. 

 

Keeping in view The Government has constituted a Knowledge Commission to 

suggest measures to alleviate the problems that higher education sector is afflicted with 

and make India a knowledge super power in the global economy 

Issues: 

The present system of higher education does not serve the purpose for which it 

has been started. In general education itself has become so profitable a business that 

quality is lost in the increase of professional institutes with quota system and 

politicization adding fuel to the fire of spoil system, thereby increasing unemployment of 

graduates. 

Challenges: 

 India recognizes that the new global scenario poses unprecedented challangesfor 

the higher education system. It requires a major investment to make human resource 

productive by coupling the older general discipline of humanities, social sciences, natural 

sciences and commerce to their applications in the new economy. 

 

 Responding to these emerging needs; the UGC stated: ‘The University has a 

crucial role to play in promoting social change. It must make an impact on the 

community if it is to retain its legitimacy and gain public support! 

 

 There are many basic problems facing higher education in India today. These 

include inadequate infrastructure and facilities, large vacancies in teaching positions, 

poor quality of faculty thereof, low student enrolment rate, outmoded teaching methods, 

declining research standards, unmotivated students, overcrowded classrooms and wide 

spread geographic, income, gender and ethnic imbalances. Many colleges established in 

rural areas are non – viable are under enrolled and have extremely poor infrastructure and 

facilities with just a few teachers. There is an absence of a well – informed reform agenda 

for higher education in the country. 
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 Some of the leading challenges before the higher education system are continuous 

up gradation of curriculum to keep in pace with rapid growth of science and technology; 

developing a meaningful and purposeful interface between the universities, National 

Research Laboratories, industries, government and society , etc. ICT in higher education 

policy may not be able to challenges though it may play a role in information and 

resource sharing. 

 The time is now to modernize our education system so that our country can get 

much more technically graduated people which can help our country to developed state. 

There are some suggestions and expectations from Government, Industry, Educational 

Institutions, Parents and Students for improving quality of Higher Education. 

 To Provide Need Based Job – Oriented Courses: 

The top priority of Higher Education must be to provide job oriented education. 

According to a study only 25% of engineering graduates are directly employable. Infosys, 

sorted through 1.3 million applications only to find that around two percent were 

qualified for jobs. Combination of Science and Humanities at graduate level should be 

introduced, such courses could be useful for the students to do jobs which would reduce 

unnecessary rush to higher education. 

 Industry and Academia Connection 

Academic Institutes must have active participation from industries where there is 

a combination of knowledge, skills required and in addition to it global professional 

skills competence can really create a great chance of employability. Connection 

between Industry and Academia is must to ensure curriculum and skills in line with 

requirements. 

 Quality – A new benchmark: 

Higher education should be characterized by its international dimensions: 

exchange of knowledge, interactive networking, mobility of teachers and students and 

international research projects, while taking into account the national cultural values and 

circumstances. Quality depends on its all educational as well as co – curricular activities: 
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teaching and academic Programmes, research and scholarship, staff, students, building, 

facilities, equipments, services to the community and the academic environment. 

Selection of each and every human resource of higher education should be selected on the 

basis of merit only. 

 Public – Private Partnership: 

University Grants Commission and Ministry of HRD should play a major role in 

developing a purposeful interface between the Universities, Industries and National 

Research Laboratories as a step towards P.P.P. We have to be optimistic the private – 

public partnership and the Industry interface well take place in the field of education at 

all levels. 

 Motivated Teachers and Researchers: 

Vocational and Diploma courses need to be made more attractive to facilitate 

specialized programmes being offered to students. Even industry as well as students 

expect to get the latest and best in education and they are also industry ready and 

employable. Incentives should be provided to teachers and researchers to make these 

professions more attractive for the younger generation. 

 InnovativeTeaching Methods: 

Though efforts are required to improve the country’s innovative capacity, yet the 

efforts should be build on the existing strengths in light of new understanding of linkage. 

The new technologies offer vast opportunities for progress in all walks of life. It offers 

opportunities for improved learning and socio – cultural advances. 

 Resource Mobilisation: 

Most effective measures will have to be adopted to mobilize resources for higher 

education. The decline in public funding in the last two plan periods has resulted in 

serious effects on standards due to increasing costs on non – salary items and emoluments 

of staff, while declining resources. These is also a need to relate fee structure to the 
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student’s capacity, so students at lower economic levels can be given education + 

Towards a Learning Society. 

In any learning society, every human activity will require contributions from 

experts, and this will place the entire sector of higher education in sharp focus. Although 

the priorities are like Education for All will continue, the country will have to prepare 

itself to invest more and more on higher education. Measures must be taken to refine, 

diversify and upgrade higher education and research programmes. 

To attain and sustain national, regional or international quality, certain 

components are particularly relevant, notably careful selection of staff and continuous 

staff development in particular through appropriate academic development, including 

teaching / learning methodology as well as student mobility. Internal self – evaluation 

and external review must be conducted openly by independent specialists, if possible 

with international experts. 

‘The time has come to create a second wave of institution building and of 

excellence in the fields of education, research and capacity building. The thrust of public 

policy of higher education in India has to address these challenges. 
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Revamping Quality Management in Higher Education: Quest 
for Excellence 

Dr. Shobhana Nair 
 
 

ABSTRACT: 

As an outcome of the recommendation of the National Policy of Education (1986) & the 

subsequent Programme of Action (POA) in 1992 the University Grants Commission 

established NAAC (National Assessment and Accreditation Cell) in 1994. Since its 

inception, this autonomous body had laid emphasis on evaluating the higher education 

institutions in India. This study attempts to present an overview of the implications of this 

movement, that aimed to increase performance based accountability at the public 

institutions of Higher Education. These institutions of Higher Education are on the path 

of obliteration, due to conservative funding agencies, miniscule research with limited 

impact, upsurge in faculty crunch compared to their private counterparts. The paper, 

further postulates that, the present assessing and accrediting system has been conditioned 

to promote mediocrity. This study also attempts to identify the limitations of the existing 

internal and external assessing bodies and mandates the need for an immediate overhaul, 

to augment excellence in higher education.  

Key Words: 

performance based accountability, funding agencies, assessing and accrediting bodies, 

Revamping 

Higher Education in India: An overview 

India has a glorious tradition of higher education from ancient times. Some of the oldest 

and world renowned universities of ancient India were Nalanda, Takshashila, 

Vikramshila and Vallabhi. These centres of learning attracted scholars, not only from 

various regions of India, but also several parts of the world, particularly China and 
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Central Asia. Today, we witness a role reversal, when students from India are willing to 

shell out large amount of money in their pursuit of world class education and flock to the 

universities in the United States, Canada, UK or other parts of Europe. Lack of proper 

infrastructural facilities, competent teachers, updated relevant curriculum and a poor 

student -teacher ratio are some of the core issues responsible for the falling standards of 

Higher Education in India. The quantitative growth of universities and affiliating 

institutions in India, since independence, has been impressive but lack of proper 

monitoring by Government agencies on the qualitative growth of these institutions failed 

to bring desired outcomes.  

 “Higher Education in India stands as an immobile colossus- insensitive to the 

changing contexts of the contemporary life, unresponsive to the challenges of 

today and tomorrow, and absorbed so completely in trying to preserve its 

structural form that it does not have the time to consider its own larger purpose” 

(Dubey) 

The unregulated expansion of this sector of education is unvaryingly identified as the root 

cause of its present predicament. It is true, that most of the higher education institutes 

have reputation of being mediocre institutes and very few such as the IITs, IIMs, National 

Law School of India University (Bangalore), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research 

(Mumbai) are institutes of excellence. The quality and standards of the so-called 

mediocre institutes are adversely affected not only because of the deplorable state of 

physical facilities of library and laboratory, but also because of various other factors. 

Some of them encompass, violation of rules governing the minimum qualification for 

appointment and promotion of academic staff; failure to meet the guidelines concerning 

the minimum number of working days, collapse of the administrative function and failure 

to strictly follow the academic calendar, which exists only on paper. The university 

education is in a distorted state as the students who pass out of this system lack proper 

employable skills. They have little systemic knowledge, practical skills or linguistic 

ability. Unfortunately, all the learning is geared towards success in examination and 

subsequent certification, rather than employment. Consequently, the entire process of 

higher education becomes a meaningless sham. With consistent efforts by an autonomous 
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regulatory body such as NAAC (National Assessment and Accreditation Cell) appointed 

by UGC, these institutes were brought under scrutiny since 1994. Initially, met with 

resistance, these institutes had to subsequently get the assessment and grading from 

NAAC, when UGC made it mandatory. It resulted in major overhaul, in the procedures of 

managing of these institutions. 

The Assessing & Accrediting bodies: 

We shall now look at the resultant issues of performance based accountability at the 

public institutions of higher learning. NAAC as an autonomous body was established by 

UGC in 1994 as an outcome, based on the POA ((Program of Action) as recommended 

by the NPE (National Policy of Education, 1986) 

The term accountability… refers to the responsibility (if not legal obligation) of campus 

and system administrators, as well as governmental officials, to provide their supervisors 

(ultimately, the public) reports of their stewardship of public funds. Some officials have 

always had the professional responsibility to account for their use of public dollars, but 

since the mid-1970s, deteriorating state and national economic conditions have led to 

demands for greater accountability. (Leveille, 2006, pp.31,34) 

Since its inception in 1994, NAAC is also evolving and w.e.f 1st April 2007 introduced a 

two-step approach in their methodology of assessment and accreditation: 

1) Institution to seek IEQA (Institutional Eligibility for Quality Assessment) 

2) Assessment & accreditation of the Institution 

Moreover, it formulated seven criteria of assessment comprising Curricular, Teaching-

learning, Research/consultation and extension activities, Infrastructure/learning 

resources, Student-support & Progression, Governance & Leadership, Innovative 

Practices.  

The establishment of IQAC (Internal Quality Assurance Cell) an institutional monitoring 

body became mandatory for every institution. There is little doubt that assessment leads 
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to monitoring & accreditation, which subsequently leads to vigorous competition, 

professionalism and improvement. But all this is possible, provided the procedures used 

are transparent and fair.  Furthermore, the monitoring should be cost-effective & 

efficient.   

The system also provides opportunity of creating goals for self-improvement, involving 

faculty/staff comprehensively in institutional evaluation.  

Leadership crisis: 

There are substantial number of higher education institutions in India that have 

established high academic quality as well as probity. Such institutions were fortunate to 

have people of high competence and integrity as their heads. Many such institutions are 

now losing this reputation and stature owing to one wrong choice of academic leader. 

The other factor is periods of uncertainties resulting in vacant positions of leadership. The 

responsibility of safeguarding the interests of the institution from leadership crisis lies 

with the governing boards and the government. In privately established colleges or Govt. 

aided private colleges, it is the management that has ultimate legal control over the 

institution and is responsible for its expenditures and debts, and the appointment, 

retention and remuneration of staff. When the management, that largely consists of the 

founder and the members of his family take active interest and often impose its 

educational and other views on the staff and students, at times it inevitably leads to 

Principal   being powerless in policy matters and also results in having servile staff and 

intellectually moribund college. 

Under these circumstances, there is little scope for quality improvement. 

Redesigning Curriculum: 

“Goal of education is to produce men of quality who combine competence with virtue”. 

 -Confucius(551BC-479 BC) 
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Sharma &Kaushik in their article, “Higher education in India: Challenges ahead” quote 

Prasad (2003), “The ancient society was defined by ‘tradition’, the middle ages by 

‘religion’, the renaissance times by ‘reason’ and the 21st century will be defined by 

‘quality’. Quality can be defined in terms of excellence, perfection, standards and value 

for money, competencies for work, consistency and relevance.” 

With the out-dated curriculum, the traditional colleges and universities fail to make a 

mark in the society. It fails to provide employable skills to its students which makes this 

education redundant and obsolete. There is a huge gap between the needs of the society 

and what our traditional education provides. Despite the NAAC’s insistence on revising 

the syllabus in tandem with the needs of the industry, institutions affiliated to universities 

are not in a position to restructure the syllabus as per the needs of the job market without 

the concerned University’s consent. The quest for excellence will continue till these 

institutions are given autonomy to streamline the existing curriculum. Till this becomes a 

reality, such institutions will continue to bear the burden of producing unemployable 

graduates. The funding from UGC for career-oriented courses cannot be effectively 

implemented due to poor infrastructural facility. Most of the existing faculty in these 

public or grant-in aid colleges lack the competency to deliver such customised courses. 

When the time has arrived to have a personalized curriculum with personalized time-

tables to meet the aspirations and needs of the learner, the UG institutions have to walk a 

long way to make a relevant presence in the field of qualitative education. 

Infrastructure and Learning Resources: 

Indian Higher Education is recurrently short of money. With great futuristic vision during 

the planning stage, they hardly get implemented due to lack of sufficient funds. Most of 

the grant-in aid colleges lack proper infrastructural facilities. Lack of space and proper 

funding hampers the prospects for expansion in majority of the undergraduate 

institutions. The fee collected from students are nominal and they fail to meet the routine 

expenses. To keep pace with the world class institutions, funding is very crucial 

component. Increasing fees will further push the marginalized section and deprive the 

underprivileged from pursuing Higher Education. Most significant changes require fairly 
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significant amounts of funding and it seems unlikely that government resources, either at 

the center or in the states, will be available.  

To bring about meaningful systematic reform, the proposals for reform, the political will 

for implementation and the economic resources required need extraordinarily powerful. 

Teaching -Learning and Evaluation: 

The assessing and accrediting body has set different weightage to Universities, 

Autonomous and affiliating institutions with respect to teaching- learning and evaluation. 

The public or the grant-in aid institutions have a weightage of 350 marks. Whereas 

Universities and Autonomous institutions have a weightage of 200 and 300 respectively. 

These academic institutions have different missions, resources and purposes. For the 

most significant aspect to bring about positive changes in this criteria it is highly 

recommended that mediocracy has to be replaced by meritocracy. As suggested by Philip 

Altbach   in his essay titled, “World-Class Country Without World-Class Higher 

Education, “Truly meritocratic hiring and promotion policies for the academic profession, 

and similarly rigorous and honest recruitment, selection, and instruction of students.” 

(Agarwal- pg. 83). Without competent faculty, it is impossible to achieve the desired 

outcome of qualitative teaching and learning. In his book “A Passion for Teaching”, 

Christpher Day puts passion in the centre stage, linking it to all aspects of True teaching 

and learning. Going beyond explorations of the role of passion in the domains of 

classroom practice and related preparations.   He has made ‘passion’ the chef d’oeuvre of 

the entire movement to reform and improve teaching and learning. Day honors Fried’s 

view, “ there is a clear connection between passionate teaching and the quality of 

students’ learning”, though a high quality input does not always guarantee high quality 

output. Meeting the externally imposed bureaucratic demand or pre-set yearly targets to 

satisfy the government or the management do not allure passionate teachers. The 

thoughts of such teachers rest on a much higher plain with moral virtues like honesty, 

courage care, fairness and practical wisdom.  The policy-makers in their continuing quest 

to raise standards and to promote lifelong learning cannot ignore the fact that passion is 

not an add-on but an essential pre-requisite for every faculty.  To enhance teaching 
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effectiveness, the faculty has to adopt variety of instructional practices. In US colleges 

and universities, much attention has been focused on the need to improve teaching quality 

and to involve students in learning process. Active learning takes place with group 

projects.  The popular method of team building is experiential education, particularly 

outdoor adventure activities. Evaluation of such training programs suggest that program 

effectiveness depends on how the process of experiential training is integrated with 

specific organizational goals. In his article titled, “Enhancing Teaching Effectiveness”, 

Karpagam provides suggestions concerning the assessment of teachers. “Teachers can 

become effective under competent supervision. This helps in developing a structured 

faculty development program. It helps in developing a structured faculty development 

program and a proper strategic framework to attract and retain students resulting in a 

better classroom environment”.  

Evaluating teaching effectiveness through regular feedback from students and peers 

improve teaching.  A periodic self-evaluation is essential for a teacher to check and 

improve his teaching skills. To enhance learning, students have to develop a plan of 

learning through discussions, role-play, return demonstrations, case studies and live 

projects. Most of the colleges still follow the lecture method which becomes drab and 

ineffective to the learner. Confucius’s scholarly definition of a teacher says, “When a 

superior man knows the causes which make instruction successful, and those which make 

it of no effect, he can become a teacher to others. Thus in his teaching, he leads and does 

not drag; he strengthens and does not discourage; he opens the way but does not conduct 

to the end without the learner’s own efforts. Leading and not dragging produces 

harmony. Strengthening and not discouraging makes attainment easy. Opening the way 

and not conducting to the end makes the learner thoughtful. He who produces such 

harmony, easy attainment, and thoughtfulness may be pronounced a skilful teacher”. This 

sums up that the teaching community should willingly own up the responsibility of 

leading human development, exhibiting both their professional as well as personal 

acumen.  Above all academic barriers, a teacher has to be a teacher, and guard the morale 

of the society in the wake of erosion of human values in the increasingly dehumanizing 

world. The challenge of excellence presents higher education with opportunities for 
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substantive, meaningful and positive change. The shift towards professionalism in 

teaching and learning is a natural manifestation of the discourse of excellence. The 

challenge of excellence not only interrogates our traditional ways of conceiving and using 

knowledge but also contests the academic relationship to the student. The question 

remains do the institutions enjoy the privilege of having such teaching community and 

are the students enrolled in such courses possess such high professional ethics and 

standards.  

Research, Consultancy and Extension: 

To inculcate research culture among faculty members is a herculean task due to lack of 

motivation and incentives provided to the ones undertaking research. Moreover, efforts to 

link research activities with career advancement and promotions have proved 

catastrophic.  According to A. M Shah in his article, “ Higher Education and Research -

Roots of mediocrity writes, “…underutilisation of funds for research projects also took 

place. Most funds were spent on unproductive seminars and conferences. Many seminars 

were arranged just to spend money in the last one or two months of the financial year; 

papers were written at short notice and rarely circulated in advance or not written at all; 

and a lot of time and energy were spent on the inaugural and valedictory rituals. The 

proceedings of seminars were hardly ever published”. (Tilak- Pg 196-197)  

With the introduction of API scores and linking the same with promotion or career 

advancement, one can witness the increase in publications and most of them were 

substandard and poorly researched. The pursuit for excellence in the absence of proper 

monitoring and accountability mediocrity prevailed. Shah further adds, “When 

committees for recommending project grants meet, UGC officials openly tell members to 

recommend grants for some projects at least, irrespective of their quality. Thus, not only 

is the money wasted, the climate of mediocrity is gets further encouragement.” (Tilak- pg 

197)  
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K. B. Powar in his article, “Globalisation and Open-Door Policies” while talking   about 

the role of research writes: “World-class universities are research intensive. All higher-

ranked universities in the world exhibit this characteristic.  India faces several problems 

in developing a research culture. It is fair to say that today no Indian university, as an 

institution, is research-intensive. India’s universities can claim a small number of 

departments that have a high level or research – and many highly accomplished 

professors work in the system. And some institutions, such as the IITs and some non-

university agencies like the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research and AIIMS, produce 

impressive research and are respected internationally. The creation of a research-

intensive university is mandatory to achieve world-class status”. (Agarwal-pg 248) 

This shows our apathetic attitude towards research, as a nation.  The crucial need to 

revamp the lost glory of India as a hub of knowledge has already been taken to 

consideration at the planning stage.  In his article titled, “Epilogue: Higher Education in 

India – The Twelfth Plan and Beyond”, writes PawanAgarwal, “Plan formulation is a key 

instrument in policy making and setting the agenda, writing the policy text, and 

developing a framework for its implementation and sometimes even its evaluation. Policy 

is created in the context of the larger public discourse.”  As an advisor, Planning 

Commission (Higher Education) Mr. Agarwal was actively involved in the formulation of 

the Twelfth Five Year Plan (2012-17). Prioritizing research, he further adds, “The 

strategic initiatives include competitive funding, accessible by both public and private 

institutions, for a variety of research related programs, and global research centres and 

institutional collaborations. Building on the success of the research-based Inter 

University Centres, their numbers and coverage would be enhanced.”  The need for 

consolidating all research initiatives under an India Excellence Initiative has already been 

initiated. Under this initiative, multidisciplinary research universities, establishing centres 

of excellence, and several focused national initiatives, including a national initiative for 

excellence in basic sciences, a national initiative for intellectual property rights, 

incubation and entrepreneurship, and a national initiative for design and innovation are 

proclaimed. As a result, RashtriyaUchatarShikshaAbhiyaan was launched in 2013 aimed 
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at strategic funding to eligible higher educational institutions with clear focus on “Triple 

Es”, expansion, equity and excellence  

In order to be future-ready, it is important for institutions and institutional leaders to 

challenges posed in the institutional pursuit towards excellence. The road to excellence 

can be undertaken by institutions led by leaders with futuristic vision. 

Conclusion: 

When the higher education is at the cusp of major changes, institutions need to be future-

ready. It is significant to recognise these shifts, use the opportunities that they offer, and 

find fundamental and unconventional solutions to meet the challenges. It is evident that 

both the internal and external agencies need to re-invent themselves. Within the system, 

people need to change their behaviors and value system. The twelfth-plan is aimed to 

represent such thinking and establish world-class centres of learning.  
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Higher Education in India: Issues and Challenges 
Prof. Mansi Patel 

 

Abstract:  

 The world has realized the importance of Education and its impact on 

development of Country with the development of human being. Indian Higher Education 

 system is the third largest in the world, next to the United States and China. Since 

independence, India as a developing nation is contentiously progressing in the education 

field. There are lots of Issues and Challenges before us in the field of Education related to 

its quality and structure of higher Education system. Which need greater transparency 

and accountability, the role of colleges and Universities are very important in this 

condition. India need well skilled and highly educated people who can drive our economy 

forward. India provides highly skilled people to other countries therefore; it is very easy 

for India to transfer our country from a developing nation to a developed nation. This 

study aims to point out various Issues and challenges prevailing in Indian Higher 

Education System. In this study effort is also made to provide some suggestions related to 

these issues and Challenges. 

Keywords: Education, Issues, Challenges, Colleges, Universities 

Introduction 

 India's higher education system is the world's third largest in terms of students, 

next to China and the United States. In future, India will be one of the largest education 

hubs. India's Higher Education sector has witnessed a tremendous increase in the number 

of Universities/University level Institutions & Colleges since independence. The ‘Right 

to Education Act’ which stipulates compulsory and free education to all children within 

the age groups of 6-14 years, has brought about a revolution in the education system of 

the country with statistics revealing staggering enrolment in schools over the last four 

years. The involvement of private sector in higher education has seen drastic changes in 
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the field. Today over most of the higher education institutions in India are promoted by 

the private sector. This has accelerated establishment of institutes which have originated 

over the last decade making India home to the largest number of Higher Education 

institutions in the world. Despite these international education rating agencies have not 

placed many of these institutions within the best of the world ranking. Also, India has 

failed to produce world class universities.  

 Some institutions of India, such as the Indian Institutes of technology (IITs), have 

been globally acclaimed for their standard of education. The IITs enrol about 8000 to 

10000 students annually and the alumni have contributed to both the growth of the 

private sector and the public sectors of India. However, India has failed to produce world 

class universities like Harvard and Cambridge. According to the London Times Higher 

Education (2009)-Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World University rankings, no Indian 

university features among the first 100. But universities in East Asia have been included 

in the first hundred. 

 Responding to these emerging needs of better and quality education, the UGC 

stated: "The University has a crucial role to play in promoting social change. It must 

make an impact on the community if it is to retain its legitimacy and gain public support". 

It seeks to do so by a new emphasis on community based programmes and work on social 

issues. Concepts of access, equity, relevance and quality can be operationalised only if 

the system is both effective and efficient. Hence, the management of higher education 

and the total networking of the system has become an important issue for effective 

management. The shift can occur only through a systemic approach to change as also the 

development of its human resource, and networking the system through information and 

communication technology.  

 Challenges in Present Education System 

 Since we have got independence we are facing challenges to establish a great and 

strong education system. Various governments came and gone. Off course they tried to 

establish new education policies in the system but this is very sad to dictate that they 
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were not sufficient for our country. Still we are facing lot of problems and challenges in 

our Education System. India recognises that the new global scenario poses unprecedented 

challenges for the higher education system. The University Grants Commission has 

appropriately stated that a whole range of skills will be demanded from the graduates of 

humanities, social sciences, natural sciences and commerce, as well as from the various 

professional disciplines such as agriculture, law, management, medicine or engineering 

 Today, education has been commercialized in its aims and purposes. Present 

education-system has become business-centred and examination-centred. Now, the main 

objective of education is not to educate the children, to spread the knowledge, to 

inculcate moral values in pupils. Rather it has converted into a business. As we can look 

that every institution is charge a huge amount in return of the facilities it provides. In the 

best educational institutions of the world, donations and bribery are taken for admission 

of students. Schools and colleges advertise about their institutions, placements, toppers; 

just because of getting more and more customers in form of students and parents. 

Academic leaders charting a course between different, even opposing, paradigms such as 

“student as scholar” focusing on fostering enquiry, scholarship and life-long learning, and 

“student as consumer” where students seek a relatively expedient, efficient, vocationally 

oriented educational experience.  No doubt, their business is prospering day by day they 

treat their students not as knowledge-seekers; but as customers. The students and parents 

are being cheated in the name of education. Therefore, there is severe need of 

improvement in education-system, teacher-parents’ attitudes, curriculum, co-curricular 

activities, educational-administration and policies.  

 The major challenges in our education system is to infuse knowledge with 

character formation for the prospective generations. The duties of our educational 

institutions are not only to impart knowledge and to give textual facts to the students, but 

also to train and guide them.  

 Research in higher education institutions is at its lowest ebb. There is an 

inadequate and diminishing financial support for higher education from the government 

and from society. Many colleges established in rural areas are non-viable, are under-
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enrolled and have extremely poor infrastructure and facilities with just a few teachers. A 

series of judicial interventions over the last two decades and knee-jerk reaction of the 

government – both at the centre and state level and the regulatory bodies without proper 

understanding of the emerging market structure of higher education in India has further 

added confusion to the higher education landscape in the country. There is an absence of 

a well-informed reform agenda for higher education in the country. A few efforts made 

now and then are not rooted in the new global realties based on competition and 

increased mobility of students and workforce. 

 Time to time system influenced with new challenges and government taken a 

major role to build the system. But there are many challenges always faced by the 

government. Some of the leading challenges before the higher education system are 

continuous upgradation of curriculum to keep in pace with rapid growth of science and 

technology; globalisation and the resultant challenges from the international universities; 

grooming of many private institutions without any method of ensuring maintenance of 

quality and standard; need for adequate funding to meet the demands of various novel 

innovative programmes; developing a meaningful and purposeful inter-face between the 

universities, National Research Laboratories, industries, government and society, etc. ICT 

in higher education policy may not be able to completely overcome all these challenges 

though it may play a role in information and resource sharing. 

 There are so many people in various parts of country which are still out of reach. 

This is when we have emphasized more on our education programs and made our system 

reachable to all areas. Government has to rethink on these areas to implement more on 

the policies. Money also plays a vital role for the education system which needs to unique 

for all globally recognized syllabus and curricula. Take a look on our constitution which 

says that this is the responsibility of central and state government to build good education 

system. For that we need to have funds. But despite there was a large expenditure on the 

funds every year on Education where the fund goes and our system remains intact. 
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 The time now is to modernize our education system so that our country can get 

much more technically graduated people which can help our country to developed state. 

Today’s youth always try to go foreign for his higher education as they have much better 

facilities and quality of their system. Can’t we get that quality here itself? We have to 

stop this brain drainage so as avoid students to run away from country. Our governments 

trying for various challenges faced but no one is doing well for that. Government came 

and goes but system remains intact.  

 There is a lack of universities and institutes for education but one most important 

fact is that the quality of education is absent in higher education. There are very few 

teachers and their knowledge is very insufficient. Most of the teachers are making money 

with tuitions. I have seen my places where their tuitions. The teachers are not having 

proper knowledge of subject even and resources to student community are very poor. 

Students do not have any student-ship ethics, they just want marks in the subject and they 

study only for grabbing jobs. There is no creativity in students. Our top class students are 

hard-worker but not innovative. They are not capable enough to produce new technology. 

There is a great need to revolution in higher education. These are just some challenges 

which should cover all the aspect in the present scenario of education and we have to 

implement hard on them. 

Critical issues in Indian higher education 

  As India strives to compete in a globalised economy in areas that require 

highly trained professionals, the quality of higher education becomes increasingly 

important. So far, India’s large, educated population base and its reservoir of at least 

moderately well-trained university graduates have aided the country in moving ahead, but 

the competition is fierce; from China in particular. Other countries are also upgrading 

higher education with the aim of building world class universities. Even the small top tier 

of higher education faces serious problems. Many IIT graduates, well trained in 

technology, have chosen not to contribute their skills to the burgeoning technology sector 

in India; perhaps half leave the country immediately upon graduation to pursue advanced 

studies abroad, and most do not return. 
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 The present system of higher education does not serve the purpose for which it 

has been started. In general education itself has become so profitable a business that 

quality is lost in the increase of quantity of professional institutions with quota system 

and politicization adding fuel to the fire of spoil system, thereby increasing 

unemployment of graduates without quick relief to mitigate their sufferings in the job 

market of the country. So, the drawbacks of the higher education system underscore the 

need for reforms to make it worthwhile and beneficial to all concerned. 

 The growth of higher education in India has been largely guided by the 

serviceable prerequisite of the economy. After independence, the role of the state in 

planning out a development path and also in building higher education institutions was 

guided by mutuality of purpose. Most observers of higher education in India feel that 

performance of higher education institutions has been less than satisfactory in terms of 

access, equity and quality. Now there is an urgent need to work for the development of 

the educational sector to meet the need of the emerging opportunities, increasing younger 

generation population and challenges of the 21st century.  

Solution to Face Challenges of Education System 

 In India, if education has to reach all deserving students, it should be made 

affordable. The fee structure in the institution which have the freedom to prescribe the fee 

structure and despite broad from state governments, fees are beyond the capacity of poor 

and deserving students. Ideally, the fee structure should for such economical weaker 

students. We would urge the educators to keep in mind that education should not become 

prohibitively expensive and ensure that no deserving candidate is denied admission just 

for the fact that he/she does not possess the necessary financial resources.  

 In the same coin, as education has to be made affordable to all deserving and poor 

students, there is a strong need for educational institutions not to over commercialized 

education but to uphold ethics in the business of education as well and over exploitation 

of students and parents should be avoided.  
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 In present era our education should adopt such benchmarking techniques for 

improving instruction models and administrative procedures in institutions. We should 

establish world class research facilities, recruiting profound academicians in educational 

institution to sustain and forge lead in nation development. It is imperative that our 

educational institution should equipped with the desired quality and standards which are 

essentials for transforming the younger generation into productive ones and encourage 

them to have cutting edge over our competitors in the globalized world.  

Conclusion 

 The ultimate aim of education is development of universal beings. It deals in full 

meaningful, happy, healthy, resonating and sustainable life of every organism and entity. 

There is need to move from Human Development Index to Universe Development Index. 

There is a caution that progressively we are becoming market oriented than society 

oriented, profit oriented than service oriented, resource oriented than source oriented. 

Technology quotient, emotional quotient, spiritual quotient, health quotient and 

environment quotient. 

 We are busy with the reviews than views. We are busy with deletion than 

construction and connection. It is high time that we revive our heritage and culture which 

is full of truth, compassion and forbearance. It is high time that we realize subhlabh, that 

is hard earned Profit through determination and action with full immersion seeking the 

beauties of life and living. The first and ultimate aim of Indian Education is to realize 

universal beings. India is striving for holistic development of all, where, each bud 

blossoms, blooms, and spreads fragrance. We fill proud being the product of Indian 

Education, where, we have the right to education. We have been constructed through the 

persistent patience, competence and struggle of our teachers. Our Educational Institution 

have been and are the learning organizations in the prayer, in the classroom, in the 

corridor, in the library, in the laboratory, in the play fields everywhere. That is why globe 

at large aspires to emulate Indian Education. There is an immediate need for Indian 

Education to strengthen & sustain its Universal Identity.  
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Significance of Research in Education 
Prof. Ekta Maheta 

Prof. Palak Patel 

Abstract 

Educational research is the part of behavioural sciences, in which, emphasis has been put 

upon understanding, explaining, predicting and to some degree controlling human 

behaviour.Research in education is use of the methods of scientific analysis to produce 

information,needed to make improvements in educational planning, decision making, 

teaching and learning, curriculum development, understanding of children and youth, use 

of instructional media, school organization and education management. 

 
Introduction 

Research in education has enabled substantial progress to be made in 

curriculumdevelopment and reform, educating slow learners, understanding the 

psychological traits ofthe physically challenged individuals and in adapting methods of 

instructions to the needs ofindividual earners. Research in education has rendered an 

imperative contribution inacquiring information regarding different cultures, norms and 

values. The individuals havemade substantial contributions through research to their 

knowledge and generation ofawareness, understanding administrative leadership and 

behavior, group procedures,classroom atmosphere, interaction analysis, self-concept, 

levels of aspiration, deprivation andracism, educational inequality and the deprived, 

marginalized and socio-economicallybackward sections of the society. 

The need for research activities becomes imperative, whichwill support education to 

achieve its goals and objectives, rebuild confidence in publicschools, adapt to cultural 

diversity, educate for self-identity and individual realization, re-establish faith in human, 

moral and democratic values, bring about changes in racial attitudes,achieve the goals of 

quality and relevance, and meet the challenges of the future world ofaccelerating 

scientific and technological change. 
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Types of Research 

The various types of research have been stated as follows: 

Fundamental Research 

It is basic approach, which is for the sake of knowledge.Fundamental research is usually 

carried out in a laboratory or other sterilized environment,and sometimes even with 

animals. This type of research does not have any immediate orplanned application, may 

later result in further research of an applied nature. Basic researchescomprise the 

development of theory. It is not concerned with practical applicability and mostclosely 

bear a resemblance to the laboratory conditions and controls are generally associatedwith 

scientific research. It is concerned with instituting the principles of learning. Forexample, 

much basic research has been conducted with animals to determine principles 

ofstrengthening and their effect on learning. Like the experiment of Skinner on cats gave 

theprinciple of conditioning and strengthening. Its essential aim is to expand the 

boundaries ofknowledge without regards to practical application. The findings may 

ultimately apply topractical problems that have social value. 

Applied Research 

The second type of research which aims to solve an immediatepractical problem is 

referred to as applied research. According to Travers, applied research iscarried out to 

provide solutions to a direct practical problem and the objective of makingadditions to 

scientific knowledge is secondary. It is the research performed in relation toconcrete 

problems and under the conditions in which they are found. Through appliedresearch, 

educationists are often able to provide solutions to their problems at the appropriatelevel 

of complication; this is, within the classroom teaching-learning processes. The 

appliedresearch may also be employed at a university or research institute or may be 

found in privateindustry or working for a government agency. In the field of education, 

such a person mightbe employed by a curriculum publishing company, a state department 

of education, or acollege of education at a universityApplied researches are also found 

within the settings, in which the application or therole of the practitioner is primary. This 
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is where the teachers, clinical psychologists, schoolpsychologists, social workers 

physicians, civil engineers, managers, advertising specialistsand so forth are found. Most 

of the individuals receive training regarding the implementationof research, and they use 

this knowledge for two purposes. First, to help practitionersunderstand, evaluate, and use 

the research, produced by basic and applied researches in theirown fields. Second, to 

develop a methodical way of addressing the practical problems andquestions that take 

place as they are engaged in their professions. 

Action Research 

Research designed to reveal operative ways of dealing withproblems in the real world can 

be referred to as action research. This kind of research is notconfined to a particular 

methodology or paradigm. The purpose of action research is toprovide solutions to the 

problems that occur within the classroom setting, through theapplication of scientific 

methods. It is concerned with a local problem and is conductedwithin a local setting. It is 

not concerned with whether the results are generalizable to anyother setting and is not 

characterized by the same kind of control evidence in other categoriesof research. The 

primary purpose of action research is providing solution to the givenproblem, and not 

contribution to science. Whether the research is conducted within oneclassroom or many 

classrooms, the teacher renders an integral contribution towards theprocesses. The more 

research trainings the teacher involved have had, the more likely it isthat the research will 

produce valid, if not generalizable outcomes. 

The value of action research is limited principally to those, who are conducting it.Despite 

its weaknesses, it does represents a scientific approach to problem solving that 

isnoticeably recovering than changed based on the supposed efficiency of 

inexperiencedprocedures and substantially better than no changes at all. It is a means by 

which concernedschool personnel can make efforts to improve the educational process, at 

least within theirenvironment. The true value of action research to true scientific progress 

is limited. Trueprogress requires the development of sound theories having insinuations 

for manyclassrooms, and not just one or two. One sound theory that includes ten 

principles of learningmay eliminate the needs of hundreds of would-be action research 
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studies. Given the currentstatus of educational theory, however, action research provides 

direct answers to problemsthat immediately require theoretical solutions. 

Qualitative Research 

Qualitative research involves non-numerical information andprimarily takes place 

through interviews. The confirmation of truth claims involves logic andmethods, which 

may not be strongly appropriate, but the values underlying such claims, andthe 

motivation for researching certain questions, do spring from framework. In terms 

ofconducting research, one in the field needs carefulness, uprightness, morality, 

precision, timeand perseverance, with the methods of data collection and analysis, one’s 

interpretations andlanguage. These things apply correspondingly, though with different 

details, to radical post-modernist feminist researchers and to positivist statisticians. These 

are needed to realize one’sindividual endeavouring for meaning through contributing to 

and connecting with diversecommunities of researchers, teachers andlearners, and with 

the marginalized. The quest formeaning is like a lamp, illuminating thepassages and 

turning points as the researchers maketheir way through multifaceted and diverse 

settings, questions, methods and knowledgeand to predict future occurrences. To conduct 

research, one must create principles so that theobservation and description have a 

regularly understood meaning. Measurement is the mostaccurate and commonly accepted 

process of description, assigning quantitative values to theproperties of objects and 

events. 

Meaning and Features of Educational Research 

Educational research means the purification of the educational processes. It is 

asystematicapplication of scientific methods to provide solutions to educational 

problems. Itis the activity of the development of science of behaviour in educational 

institutions. It allowsthe educationists to work towards the achievement of goals and 

objectives in an adequatemanner. It aims at finding out solutions to educational problems 

by scientific philosophicalmethods. Educational research is primarily conducted to 

provide solutions to the problemsthat take place within the field of education in a 
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systematic and methodical manner. It is usedto understand, predict, explain and control 

human behaviour.  

The features of educational research have been stated as follows 

 The educational research is purposeful to a great extent. When research is 

conductedin the field of education, it has a purpose. The purpose may be to acquire 

understanding ofparticular area, region or state concerning some matter or an issue. 

Therefore, data iscollected and appropriate methods are utilized to conduct an analysis. 

The analysis of the datais an imperative process to generate the findings. 

 It deals with educational problems, regarding students and teachers as well. 

Within theclassroom setting and within the school environment, there are various issues 

and concernsthat are experienced by the teachers and the students. These may be 

concerned with theteaching-learning methods, instructional strategies, infrastructure, 

understanding academicconcepts, performance evaluation techniques and so forth. 

Therefore, educational research isconcerned with conducting an analysis of these areas, 

finding the flaws and inconsistenciesand implementing measures to improve them. 

The various steps involved in research in education have been stated as follows: 

Identifying the Gap in Knowledge 

The researcher is conducting research upon theacademic performance of the students 

within the classroom environment and observes thatmajority of the students are not 

performing up to the class standards. Then the question thatcomes to the mind of the 

researchers is, the factors that are associated with the academicperformance of the 

students and what are the causes of their poor academic performance. Theresearcher 

would collect information regarding various teaching-learning methods, 

classroomenvironment, learning abilities of the students and so forth. In this manner, they 

are able toidentify the gap in their knowledge. 
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Identifying the Causes 

On the basis of experience, observation and review of therelated literature, the 

researchers are able to acquire relevant information regarding the pooracademic 

performance of the students. The various causes include anxiety, 

vulnerability,apprehensiveness, stress, inability to understand academic concepts, lack of 

adequatepreparation for the exams, and inability to remember the concepts. Internet, 

books, articlesand field visits in schools are some of the factors that provide information 

to the researchersregarding poor academic performance on the part of the students. 

Stating the Goals 

The effective implementation of research studies always havesome goals and objectives, 

which need to be adequately fulfilled. There are certain objectivesbehind conducting 

research in particular areas. The main goals of the study are, first, toascertain the 

relationship of anxiety and other causes with the academic performance of thestudents. 

Second is to ascertain the gender differences in the anxiety and other causes and 

theacademic performance of the students, and third, to ascertain the gender differences in 

therelationship of anxiety and other causes with the academic performance of the 

students.Formulating Hypothesis – In research projects, in most cases, hypothesis 

areformulated. On the other hand, when formulation of hypothesis does not take place, 

then theresearcher may create research questions. When research questions are created or 

hypothesisis formulated, then data is collected and analysed to obtain answers to those. In 

theformulation of hypothesis, it is taken into account, first, there is a significant 

relationshipbetween anxiety and academic performance of the students, second, there is a 

significantgender difference in the anxiety and academic performance of the students and 

third, there isa significant gender difference in the relationship of anxiety with the 

academic performanceof the students. 
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Collecting Relevant Information 

The researcher makes use of tools and techniquesto measure anxiety and other causes and 

the academic performance of the students. There arevarious methods of collecting 

information regarding the academic performance of thestudents and the causes. These 

methods include books, articles, journals, internet or fieldvisits. In the case of field visits, 

samples of students are selected and data is collected fromthem. The data can be 

collected through interviews or survey questionnaires. A questionnaireis drafted by the 

researcher, on his own or by obtaining help from the supervisor or othermembers of the 

institution. It would consist of questions regarding the causes that lead to lowacademic 

performance of the students. 

Testing the Hypothesis 

To test the hypothesis, researchers utilize the software calledStatistical Package for Social 

Sciences (SPSS). In this software, there are various tests,ANOVA, Independent Sample t, 

correlations, descriptive analysis, frequencies and so forth.The use of the test depends 

upon the data collected and the hypothesis formulated. In the caseof research questions, it 

is vital for the researcher to conduct an analysis through frequencies.The questions in the 

survey are categorized in accordance to the research questions and thenthe analysis is 

conducted and findings are reported. 

Interpreting the Findings 

After the analysis of the data and the testing of hypothesis,the researchers are required to 

interpret the findings. The findings are generated on the basisof data collected. The 

findings in this case are interpreted in terms of whether the relationshipbetween anxiety 

and academic performance is positive or negative, linear or curvilinear.Curvilinear 

relationship exists, when the student’s anxiety is either high or low. When theanxiety of 

the students is either very high or very low, their academic performance is found tobe 

low. When the student’s anxiety is moderate, his or her academic performance is found 

tobe high. 
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Comparing the Findings with those of the Prior Researcher 

At this step, theresearcher tries to find out whether his or her conclusions match those of 

the prior researchesor not. If not, then the researcher’s endeavours to find out the reasons 

behind, why theconclusions do not match with other researches by further conducting an 

analysis of the priorstudies. The differences in the conclusions help the researchers to 

identify the limitationsand make improvements by conducting analysis. 

Modifying Theory 

On the basis of steps seven and eight, the researcher anticipatesthat anxiety alone cannot 

influence the academic performance of students. There could be athird factor which 

influences the relationship between anxiety and academic performance ofthe students. 

This third factor could be the ways of preparation for the students. For instance,students, 

who have low level of anxiety might not have paid attention to their studiesthroughout 

the year, hence, their academic performance is poor. On the other hand, students,who 

have high level of anxiety may not be able to remember what they have learnt or 

cannotfocus on studies due to pressure or due to health problems, may not be able to 

concentrateupon studies. Hence, their academic performance is not up to the class 

standard. However,students with a moderate level of anxiety are motivated enough to 

study regularly andmethodically, throughout the year and hence their academic 

performance is high. Thus, thetheory on student’s academic performance needs to 

integrate one more variable, namely,study habits of students. In other words, it needs to 

be modified. 

Asking New Questions 

Whether there is an interaction between study habits and theanxiety level of the students 

and have an impact upon their academic performance. This is aquestion related to 

conducting an analysis of the data. Apart from this, there are otherquestions too, 

regarding which the researchers have to obtain answers. These include, what isthe aim of 

educational research, the method that is primarily applicable in educationalresearch, 

which approach is adopted in educational research, identifying the places that canact as 
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laboratories for educational research and generating knowledge about the 

statisticaltechniques, so that testing of hypothesis and analysis of data is conducted in an 

appropriatemanner. 

Types of Educational Research 

Historical research generates explanations, and in some cases attempted elucidations,of 

circumstances, situations, environments and events that have occurred in the past. 

Forexample, a study that documents the evolution of teacher training programs, since the 

turn ofthe century, with the aim of elucidating the historical origins of the content and 

processes ofpresent programs. 

Descriptive research provides information about the circumstances, situations, 

andprocedures that occur in the present. For example, a survey of the physical condition 

ofschool buildings to create a descriptive profile of the facilities that are present within 

theschool environment. 

Co-relational research involves the search for relationships between variables 

throughthe utilization of various measures of statistical association. For example, an 

exploration ofthe relationship between teachers’ satisfaction with their job and various 

factors defining theestablishment and eminence of teacher accommodation, pay and 

reimbursements, leaveentitlements, and the availability of classroom supplies. 

Causal research aims to recommend causal connections between variables byobserving 

existing phenomena and then searching back through available data in order to tryto 

recognize plausible causal relationships. For example, the study of factors that increase 

therate of drop out amongst the students from secondary school, make use of the data 

obtainedfrom school records over the past decade. 

Experimental research is used within situations, where variables defining one or 

morecauses can be operated in a methodical manner to distinguish the effects on other 

variables.For example, an analysis of the effectiveness of two new textbooks using 
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random assignmentof teachers and students to three groups or two groups for each of the 

new textbooks, and onegroup as a control group to use the existing textbook. 

Case study research normally refers to two distinct research approaches. The 

first,comprises of an in-depth study of a particular student, classroom, or school with the 

aim ofproducing a nuanced description of the encompassing cultural setting that affects 

education,and an account of the communications. 

Benefits of Research in Education 

Research provides assistance to the individuals to acquire an understanding of anysubject 

and its principals in much better and manageable way, which will encounter 

newquestions and search for answers to those questions. These will enable the 

researchers to learntheories in any subject. 

Research means trying something out of the box. When it is done, such things it 

willseparate one from other students, which will certainly acquire the attention of the 

tutors aswell, which in turn benefit great need of assistance from someone, who is 

moreknowledgeable than the other. 

Research is not always given utmost significance by the practitioners, managers 

andpolicy makers. On frequent basis, it is observed as an academic activity, conducted by 

othersto the profession, and not with the profession. Research is primarily an integral part 

of anytask or function, particularly in higher educational institutions. 

Research education professionals are always learning, finding out things, analyzing 

information, adapting their behaviour in accordance to the information received, looking 

toimprove and familiarizing with modern demands. 

Practitioners have to observe policies and rules, when they are conducting research.The 

use of research methods can be adapted by the teachers in accordance to the needs 

andrequirements of the individuals and the field of study. 
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As teachers are responsible, the public must have faith in the profession. In 

India,individuals belonging to different categories and backgrounds have recognized 

thesignificance of education and aspire to attain education, in order to make their living 

efficient. 

The acquisition of education primarily depends upon the financial position of the 

individuals.If they can afford, they can even send their children to reputed higher 

educational institutions,on the other hand, when they cannot afford, they are not able to 

provide even for thetransportation costs to help their children commute to schools. The 

attitudes of the individualstowards acquisition of education vary across most of the social 

groups, so the performance ofthe teachers can be confirmed through the publication of 

research findings. 

Teachers plan their own personality upon learning experiences. Sometimes this 

isinstinctive and these decisions can either be efficacious or fail. Research 

methodologiesprovide tools and machinery to the teachers to conduct an analysis and 

make informeddecisions regarding their practice. 

Research helps in creating co-ordination and mutual understanding between 

theindividuals. The individuals are able to share their ideas and viewpoints with each 

other andwork together as a team. Individuals can conduct research personally, but in 

most cases, twoor more individuals are involved together in conducting research. Quite 

often research looksbackwards and there are lessons that need to be learned. 

Challenges of Research in Education 

The learning and teaching experience needs to be based upon research and evidence,but it 

is at the risk of being any one of theory, thought, philosophy, suitability and 

prejudice.The main purpose of research in education should be to liberate, and 

encourageequality, egalitarianism and equality of opportunity. 
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Ideology can be hazardous and precarious. Besides making provision of academicskills 

and contributing towards skills development and growth and progression of thestudents. 

Students are the future citizens of the country, youth can render an effectivecontribution 

towards the progression and development of the community and the nation, ifthey are 

adequately trained and development of skills takes place in an appropriate manner. 

Teachers have a social responsibility to develop dynamic citizens by providing them 

efficientknowledge and information. It is an imperative role of the teacher to generate 

awarenessamong the individuals. Following a philosophical route limits choice, which is 

the opposite tothe real purpose of education. 

Conclusion 

My study was undertaken in order to find out if teachers in Japan are equipped with the 

conceptual understanding and methodological skills to conduct action research in 

education. The specific aims and objectives, and the research questions of my study, 

produced the following findings. Regarding their teacher education program, student-

teachers revealed that the given subjects in the Graduate School were useful, but they 

thought they were more theoretical and little to use in practice. School teachers also noted 

that the teacher education program did not meet their expectations; they didn’t get 

enough practical knowledge during their education, and argued that the program focused 

too much on theory. In their opinion, school teachers agreed that teacher training was 

necessary. They revealed that their teaching needed to be improved, and that they faced 

difficulty in planning for their teaching sessions, and in controlling their students. 

Accordingly, they reported that "classroom management" was the most difficult part of 

their teaching. This finding was supported by the student-teachers who stated that "class 

management" was the most important subject in their graduate school program. All 

students believed that their theoretical knowledge had increased s a result of their 

program, and the practical part of their course was less than the theoretical part in the 

teacher education program. They noted that theory and practice were not well integrated 

into the teacher education curriculum, and that the curriculum was over loaded. 

According to their views on teaching, all student-teachers believed that the teaching 
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profession required highly professional knowledge and skills. Most of them were happy 

to have chosen to become teachers and did not want to quit teaching. They noted that 

teacher-training course was not effective enough. Students-teachers listed the most 

difficult parts in their teaching practice, as follows; classroom management, self-

assessment, and planning for teaching. Students teachers reported that they had did 

received any instruction in theirgraduate or undergraduate teacher-education programs in 

matters related to problem-solving, self- Research in Higher Education. 
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